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ABSTRACT
Can the land resources of a contemporary Indian reservation provide the basis for a self~sufficient community?

To help answer that

question, this study traces the agricultural development as well as
other land use programs and problems of the Three Tribes of the Fort
Berthold Indian Reservation in North Dakota.
The procedure involved a detailed study of the impact of Bureau
of Indian Affairs-inspired agricultural projects, treaties and land cession agreements, land allotment programs, land fractionalization, and
the building of the Garrison Dam.

The results obtained show that the

semi-agricultural Three Tribes passed from self-sufficiency before
their reservation was established into abject poverty under the reser~
vation system.

Their lands became useless through heirship fraction-

alization and their way of life was dealt a severe blow by the building
of Garrison Dam.
Today the Three Tribes at Fort Berthold have sufficient land
resources to develop an independent, self-sufficient community, but
they continue to be confronted by numerous problems.

Their present

economy is a jerry-built structure of high unemployment, welfare,
federal aid, lease revenue, wage work, and unemployment compensation.
They are a long way from establishing either a stable economy or an
independent community.

Termination of the reservation or federal

services is not possible in the foreseeable future because the tribes
could not survive in today's modern technological society.
X

INTRODUCTION
The Man From Washington
The end came easy for most of us.
Packed away in our crude beginnings
in some far corner of a flat world,
we didn't expect much more
than firewood and buffalo robes
to keep us warm. The man came down,
a slouching dwarf with rainwater eyes,
and spoke to us. He promised
that life would go on as usual,
that treaties would be signed, and everyone-man, woman, and child--would be innoculated
against a world in which we had no part,
a world of wealth, promises and fabulous diseases.
James Welch 1
This poem well describes the plight of the American Indian
between the middle 1800's and the present.

The

11

man from Washington!'

waged a long struggle to win dominance over the American Indians.

He

labeled their culture uncivilized and sought to destroy it by treaties,
bullets, reservations, missionaries, plows, and land allotments.

It

was a century of frustration for the white man and tragedy for the
Indian.

The Indians would not accept the white, urban, technological

world and the white man could not understand or accept this rejection.
Embarrassed by the plight of Indian people, President Franklin
D. Roosevelt and his first New Deal Congress sought to do something
about it.

The result was the Wheeler-Howard Act (Indian Reorganization

1James Welch, "The Man From Washington," The American Indian
Speaks (Vermillion, S. D.: University of South Dakota Press, 1969), 27.
1

2

Act) of 1934 which encouraged tribal independence, self-government, and
the revival of Indian culture.

Having reversed previous policies, how-

ever, Congress and the Presidents who followed Roosevelt were not willing to wait another century for change to occur.

Thus scarcely more

than a decade after the passage of the Indian Reorganization Act, there
arose a movement to terminate the reservation system altogether.

Indian

Commissioner Dillon Myer, a Truman appointee, began this program, and
House Concurrent Resolution 108 in 1953 officially spelled out the
intent of the Congress in this matter.
The program of termination was ill conceived and where it has
been put into effect it generally has created more problems than it
was intended to solve.
forced acculturation.

To the Indians it is simply another means of
The result is a stalemate.

Whereas the Congress

and the Bureau of Indian Affairs continue to support termination, most
tribes vigorously oppose the policy.

The Indians accept their reserva-

tion status, and, in the rhetoric of Red Power, propose to build a new
form of their old culture.

Thus, what exists at present is a combina-

tion of the Wheeler-Howard concept and the termination reality.

Whereas

the federal government seeks to abolish the unique status of Indian
groups, the reservation groups fight for the time and resources to
become self-supporting communities.

If the Indian communities are to

succeed their economy will have to be based on the limited resources
of their reservations.

Agriculture and related industries offer the

best opportunities for success.
A study of a specific Indian reservation will document its
strengths and weakness and it will also illustrate the need for continuing BIA involvement and why the BIA is frustrated with the present

3

system.

The agricultural economy of the Mandan, Arikara, and Hidatsa

of the Fort Berthold Indian Agency, North Dakota, is particularly relevant to this type of study because they have a long semi·-agricultural
tradition and adequate resources for future development.

Though dif-

ficult to document, a specific study of their economic progress from
early agriculture to the effects of land allotment and federal regional
development projects will show basic trends and how far the Three
Tribes must progress before they can be an independent community.

CHAPTER I
LIFE AMONG THE THREE TRIBES PRIOR TO 1851
The myth-stereotype of the American Great Plains Indian is that
they were some of the finest horsemen in the world--fierce warriors who
lived a nomadic existence following the great herds of buffalo.
were plains tribes that did not conform to this mold.

There

The Arikara, Man-

dan, and Hidatsa were agriculturally oriented Indian tribes, living on
or at the fringe of the Great Plains.

They never became fully nomadic,

for they had permanent earthen lodges arranged in simply fortified villages along the Missouri River where they farmed the bottom land.

They

learned to hunt the buffalo, acquired and traded horses, and the like,
but they never gave up their agricultural ways.
The Arikara were a tribe forming the northern group of the Caddoan linguistic family. 1

They were also grouped with the Pawnee nation

which comprised the Pawnees proper and the Arikara. 2

Prior to Arikara

1 Bureau of American Ethnology, Bulletin 30: Part I: Handbook of
American Indians. ed. by Frederick Webb Hodge (Washington, D. C.: Government Printing Office, 1912), p. 83. (Hereafter cited as Bureau of
American Ethnology, Handbook of American Indians.) The derivation of
Arikara in part refers to 11 horn 11 (ariki) and more particularly to a former custom of wearing the hair with two pieces of bone standing up like
horns on each side of the crest. Arikara has been variously spelled:
Aracaris, Archarees, Aricaras, Aricarees, Aricarie, Aricaris, Aricas,
Ariccarees, Arickara, Arickarone, Arickaraws, Arickare, Arickarees,
Arickera, Arikarees, Arikari, Arikera, Arikkaras, Areekaras, Arricara,
Arricarees, Arrickaraws, Arrickaree, Arricokora, Arriekaris, Auricara
(p. 86) .
2J. W. Powell, "Indian Linguistic Families of America North of
Mexico," in Handbook of American Indian Languages, ed. by Preston Holder,
with an Introduction by Franz Boas (Lincoln: University of Nebraska
Press, 1966), p. 135.

4

5

migration to the Missouri Valley region, Omaha legend had it that these
two tribes were allies east of the Mississippi.

This event would have

occurred in prehistoric times, since several prehistoric and protohistoric sites of Arikara villages have been unearthed along the Missouri
River in what is now South Dakota. 3

The Pawnee and Arikara split their

alliance before the latter associated with the Omahas, and later the
Arikara moved northward along the Missouri, while the Pawnee settled
in the Platte River region.
The Mandan were members of the Siouian linguistic group and
probably were most closely related to the Winnebago. 4

The name Mandan,

some maintain, is a corruption of the Dakota word Mawatani, but until
1830 they simply called themselves Numakiki, meaning "people. 115
early activities are shrouded almost completely in mythology.

Their
Accord-

ing to these legends, the Mandan had lived to the east and in the
vicinity of a lake. 6

It is probable that these people moved west

from the Mississippi Valley and then ascended the Missouri Valley. 7
3Edwin T. Denig, Five Indian Tribes of the .Upper Missouri, ed.
by John C. Ewers (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1961), p. 41.
"In the summer of 1939 a Columia University field party excavated parportions of two village sites on the Missouri believed to be those of
protohistoric Arikaras, in addition to the Arzberger site, about seven
miles downsteam from Pierre, S.D., thought to represent 'a late prehistoric horizon, basically Upper Republican, but in process of development into the more specialized and later protohistoric Pawnee (to the
south) and Arikara (to the north).'" (Hereafter cited as Denig, Five
Indian Tribes.)
~~
4Bureau of American Ethnology, Handbook of American Indians,
p. 796.

5 Ibid.
6Ibid., pp. 796-797.
7Elwyn B.' Robinson, History of North Dakota (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1966), p. 20. Dr. Robinson, citing a 1946
study of George F. Wills which showed by tree growth rings that 40

6

They brought their sedentary pseudo-woodlands culture with them and became
tillers of the Missouri River bottom land.

These peaceful Indians became

closely allied with the Hidatsa.
The Hidatsa (Gros Ventre of the Missouri) were members of the
Siouian linguistic group and were most closely related and allied to the
Crow tribes.a

The alliance was broken some time during prehistoric

times, resulting in the Crows migrating further westward.

According to

Hidatsa legend, they came from the vicinity of a lake to the northeast
of the Missouri River, identified by some of their people as Miniwaken
or Devils Lake, North Dakota. 9

Their southwestward migration may have

been prompted by the Sioux who were being pushed westward by eastern
woodland tribes like the Chippewa, and eventually the Hidatsa joined
the Mandan on the west side of the Missouri River, near the mouth of
the Heart River.
of the Mandan.

The Hidatsa adopted the sedentary, agricultural ways
Precisely when these events occurred has not been his-

torically confirmed.

By historic times, however, all three tribes were

settled in semi-permanent villages of earthen dwellings and were engaged
in rudimentary agriculture.

The Three Tribes slowly increased in popu-

lation and over a period of centures gradually congregated along the
Missouri River at scattered locations in present day North and South
Dakota.
years out of 47 between 1471 and 1518 were dry years, suggests that the
Mandan during this dry period may have migrated to the lake and wood
regions of Minnesota and Wisconsin. Dr. Robinson asserted that the Mandan did possess cultural traits common to the tribes found in Minnesota
and Wisconsin.
(Hereafter cited as Robinson, History of North Dakota.)
8Bureau of American Ethnology, Handbook of American Indians,
p. 54 7.

9 Ibid., p. 548.

7

Sometime before 1450 while these tribes were scattered from the
Cannonball River to the Knife River they began to fortify their villages
because of attacks from marauding bands of Indians. 10

Attacks by an

undetermined band of Sioux or Cheyenne then increased, forcing the Mandan to consolidate their villages on both sides of the Missouri near
the mouth of the Heart River.

Though the date of this move is open

to question, 11 these new villages were protected by ditches and palisades, with the new oval lodges bunched toward the centers of the
enclosures. 12

By the_beginning of the Eighteenth Century the Mandan

combined pottery and agriculture with the hunting of buffalo to produce a distinct culture.

They had summer villages along the river's

flood plain and winter villages in the woods to protect themselves
from the harsh northern plain's winter. 13

By 1700, the Hidatsa were

at approximately the same level of dev_elopment ·as their neighbors the
Mandan.

Both tribes also stood off the continuing assaults of the

.
14
S l.OUX.

While the Mandan and the Hidatsa were developing their civilization along the Missouri, from the Cannonball to the Little Missouri
Rivers, the Arikara were slowly moving up the Missouri.

During the

lORob'1.nson, History of North Dakota, p. 21.
11 rbid. The most famous of these Mandan villages was Slant
Village, five miles south of Mandan, North Dakota in Fort Abraham
Lincoln State Park. Dr. Robinson cites evidence by George F. Will
who has dated the earliest and latest timbers recovered from Slant
Village as having been cut in 1652 and 1725 respectively.
12 Ibid., p. 22.
l3rbid.
l4Ibid., p. 23.

8

half century from 1650-1700, they moved north from Nebraska into North
Dakota. 15

They had learned the making of pottery and had become expert

cultivators of corn.

Their corn resulted in them being identified as

"corn eaters" in sign language.

Though the Arikara had migrated north-

ward, during this period they were still further downriver than the
settlements of the Mandan and Hidatsa.
The late 1730's, or possibly sooner, marked the beginning of
dramatic change in the whole pattern of Indian activity throughout
the Missouri Valley.
diverse cultures.

The valley became the meeting place of two

When Euopean traders reached the Missouri River

country the Mandan, Hidatsa, and later the Arikara, began to play an
important role in the expansion of the fur trade.
mainly to their geographic location.

This was due

To their communities fur

traders brought liquor, firearms, general merchandise of the trinket
trade, and the scourge of white man's diseases--smallpox.
the Three Tribes traded with tribes further south and west.

In turn
In the

process they obtained horses, which profoundly altered their culture.
The first white man known to have met the Mandan was Sieur de
la Verendrye in 1738. 16

He made the following observation about their

relations with the Assiniboine:
The Assiliboille, although numerous, and strong and robust
men, are not brave; they are in great fear of the Sioux,
which they regard as braver. The Mantannes [Mandan] know
their weakness, and profit by it on occasion . . . . Public
notice was given throughout the village, warning every one
to be ready to march on the second day after, the 30th of
the month; this made some further delay among the Mantannes,
15Rob'1nson, History of North Dakota, p. 26.
l6Bureau of American Ethnology, Handbook of American Indians,
p. 797.

9
who knew well how to profit thereby in trading their grain,
tobacco, peltries, and painted feathers, which they know the
Assiliboille highly value. The latter had brought, and were
now g1v1ng in exchange, muskets, axes, kettles, powder, bullets, knives, and bodkins. The Mantannes are far more crafty
in trade, and in all other relations, than are the Assiliboille
who are constantly duped by them . . . . The Assiliboille had
purchased everything which their means permitted, . . . They
are cunning traders, despoiling the Assiliboille.17
Following the visit of Verendrye, little is known of developments
within the Three Tribes for many years.

There was some consolidation of

Mandan villages with Hidatsa villages near the mouth of the Knife River
sometime around 1750. 18

Also during this period these people suffered

from smallpox and frequent attacks by the Assiniboine and the eastern
Sioux. 19

These tragic events brought about the demise of the Mandan as

a powerful tribe.

Their population loss was due primarily to smallpox.

About 1765, the Three Tribes, Mandan, Hidatsa, and Arikara, were all
living near the mouth of the Heart River.20

In 1770 the Arikara and

French traders established relations with each other below the Cheyenne
River on the Missouri.2 1

By 1776 the Mandan had been reduced to two

villages Metutahanike and Ruptari, strategically situated on opposite
17Reuben Gold Thwaites, ed., Original Journals of the Lewis and
Clark Expedition (New York: Dodd, Mead and Company, 1904), p. 221.
(Hereafter cited as Thwaites, Original Journals.)
18 Bureau of American Ethnology, Handbook of American Indians,
pp. 797-798.
l9Ibid. , p. 797.
20Ibid., p. 548.
2lrbid., p. 83. Frederick Hodge who wrote the history of the
Mandan, Hidatsa, and Arikara for the Bureau of American Ethnology is
quite contradictory on the events of the period 1765-1770. Since the
distance between the Knife and Cheyenne Rivers is great it seems
unlikely that the Arikara would have moved so far back downriver.
Also there is no other historical or anthropological data presently
available to suggest this counter-migration.

10

. 22
s1"d es o f t h e M'issouri.

In 1780, the smallpox further weakened the

Mandan. 23
The decade of the 1790's witnessed increased activity on the
part of fur traders and explorers--French Canadian, British, and
Spanish.

This activity resulted in friction between the Arikara and

white intruders.

On his second trip up the Missouri Jacques D'Eglise

had troubles with hostile Arikara and Sioux. 24

Still he managed to

reach the Mandan villages where he spent some time.

There also were

illegal expeditions to the Mandan in Spanish territory by John
·

.

McDonnell, James Mackeay, and David Thompson.

25

In these cases the

Northwest (Canadian) and the Hudson's Bay (British) Companies challenged the Spanish for economic control of the region.

In 1794, the

Northwest Company established a fort under the direction of Rene
Jesseaume at the Mandan villages.

Two years later, in 1796, the

Missouri Company (Spanish sponsored) sent an expedition to the
Mandan villages.

They too established a fort.

As the Spanish, French-Canadians, and British battled for control of the Missouri River trade, the natives suffered.

By 1795, the

Arikara had been reduced by smallpox from thirty-two to two villages.
These remaining villages were located some three miles below the mouth
22 Bureau of American Ethnology, Handbook of American Indians,
p. 798.

ton:

23clement A. Lounsberry, Early History of North Dakota (WashingLiberty Press, 1919), p. 30.

24Annie Heloise Abel, ed., Tabeau's Narrative of Loisel's Expedition to the Upper Missouri (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press,
1939), p. 9. (Hereafter cited as Abel, Tabeau's Narrative.) Jacque
D'Eglise was licensed by the Lieutenant Governor of Illinois to hunt
on the Missouri.
25Bureau of American Ethnology, Handbook of American Indians,
p. 798.

11

of the Cheyenne River. 26

The tribe was factionalized internally and also

was harassed by the Sioux.

As a result, the tribe split, with one group

moving north towards the Mandan.

In the summer of 1796 John Evans,

leader of a Missouri Company expedition, met the northern Arikara

11

0n

the south side of Cannonball River, about ten leagues below the Mandans.1127

The Arikara continued to move northward towards the Mandan

and for a short time lived very close to the area near present day
Ransler, North Dakota.

According to Tabeau the quarrelsome Arikara

argued with the Mandans and moved back downriver in a huff.

In 1804

Lewis and Clark visited three Arikara villages above the mouth of
Grand River in present day South Dakota. 28
At the time of Lewis and Clark's visit to the Missouri River
country, Pierre Tabeau, an educated French-Canadian voyageur, was
living in the lodge of Arikara chief Kakawaita. 29
the Arikara were inconsistent farmers.

Tabeau said that

He said the following about

the agriculture of the Arikaras and compared them to the Hidatsa and
Mandan:
I believe that from the description that I just made of the
high Missouri, one hardly can believe it favorable to settling,
at least from the Platte River up to the Mandan country and that
26nenig, Five Indian Tribes, pp. 41-42.
27Abel, Tabeau's Narrative, p. 70.
28Ibid. (Early traders' accounts of the Upper Missouri tribes
are in general highly biased, reflecting vast differences between
Indian and European cultures.)
29Pierre~Antoine Tabeau was employed as a trader by Regis
Loisel, a St. Louis merchant, to develop the fur trade with the Indian
tribes of the Upper Missouri. He spent the year 1803-1804 with the
Arikara on a "Cedar Island" some 1200 miles above St. Louis on the
Missouri. (Jacket ;flap of Tabeau' s Narrative of Loisel' s Expedition
to the Upper Missouri, ed. by Annie Heloise Abel.)

12
the lack of woods will always put an invincible obstacle there.
The nature of the soil in general would resist all production.
It is true that the land would not be bad in several low head~
lands and uislesn which I spoke of, and ,the Ricaras who culti.,..
vate these areas collect enough maize, beans, pumpkins, etc.
from their seeds. But one must remark that they only sow new
land, being forced to change their habitation often, due to the
trees which they destroy in five or six years. Besides, these
headlands and "isles" are small, very remote from one another,
and for the most part susceptible to flooding, as proved by the
Ricaras who lost all their crop in 1803. The Mandans and the
Gros Ventres, who are also farmers are more settled than the
former on the same areas, because there the headlands are bigger and the shores of the Missouri begin to have vegetation
and be uphill.30
Tabeau gave the following description of conditions around the Arikara
village in the early summer of 1804 [24 May 1804]:
When the Ricaras lack maize, which happens very often, they
find that the buffalo cow is also a very uncertain resource. On
my arrival at their village, I found there only some old people
exposed to every danger and hardly keeping up the remnant of
their vitality with flowers of the summer pear, with young
branches of willow, with sweet grass and other herbage. Even
after the return of the hunters, who for two months scoured the
prairies, and until the young pumpkins were eatable, the three
villages lived in a state of destitution which would pass among
us for dreadful farnine.31
Thus when Lewis and Clark met the Recorees [sic] in September 1804,
these Indians were existing under miserable conditions but were peacefully disposed towards the whites.
The journals of Lewis and Clark described the Arikara as
follows:
The Nation of the Rickerries (Rickaras) is about 600 men
(Mr. Taboe says, I think 500 men). (Mr. Taboe is right) able
to bear arms a Great perpotion of them have fussees they appear
to be peaceful, their men tall and perpotiend, womin Small and
industerous, raise great quantities of Corn Beens Simmins &cc.
30Abel, Tabeau's Narrative, p. 70.
31 rbid.

13

also Tobacco for the men to Smoke they collect all the wood
and do the drugery as Common amongst Savages.32
The journals described the Indians as "Durtey, Kind, pore, & extravigent.

purseeing national pride, not beggarley recive what is given

with great pleasure, . . . Those people express an inclination to be
at peace with all nations." 3 3

Lewis and Clark also noted that the

Arikara were great traders of horses and buffalo robes among the
various Indian nations in the vicinity.34
The expedition spent the winter of 1804-1805 with the Mandan
and then pushed on to the Pacific the following spring.

When Lewis

and Clark returned to the Arikara-Mandan region of the Missouri they
found the Arikara rather hostile.

But the Mandan were peaceful and

Lewis and Clark persuaded the Mandan Shahaka (Big White) to accompany
these explorers to see President Thomas Jefferson.35

Lewis and Clark

promised to return the chief safely in the spring, but as events would
have it Shahaka did not return home until 1809.
The year 1807 was a difficult year for the traders and Indians
of the Missouri.

The Missouri Fur Company sent out an expedition under

Manuel Lisa, who managed to pass safely among the Sioux but who had
serious trouble with the Arikara.

He was fired on, forced ashore, and

32 Thwaites, Original Journals, p. 188.
33Ibid. This strong sensed national pride resulted in increased
Arikara opposition to the invading whites.
34Ibid., p. 190. The nations listed Kunnarwesh, Nootarwau,
Aunerhoo, Tochewahcoo, Topahcass, Cattarkah, Kiewah, Toowariar, Sharha,
and Weheeskeu (the last two really adjoining villages). The majority
of these nations lived to the southwest and west of the Ricarees, folflowing the buffalo and wintering near the mountains.
35Ardian R. Dunn, "A History of Old Fort Berthold," (Unpublished
Master's thesis, University of North Dakota, 1951), p. 26.
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only through constant vigilance escaped capture and loss of his boats
and goods. 36

This was a grave situation since Lisa was considered to

be one of the most highly respected peacemakers or conciliators of the
Indians in the region.
The spring of 1807 also saw the assembling of a party under
Ensign Nathaniel Pryor in St. Louis to return Chief Shahaka, his interpreter Rene Jesseaume, their wives and children to the Mandan villages.
This group was joined by two trading parties:

Pierre Chouteau's group

headed for the Mandan villages and Dorian's party bound for the Sioux
trade.

These three parties affected an informal traveling arrangement.

Dorian's party left the main group before it reached the lower Arikara
village.

Pryor and Chouteau arrived at this village on September 9,

1807 only to discover that the Mandan and Arikara were at war and that
the Arikara had been informed that Pryer's group included Chief Shahaka
of the Mandans.37

Pryor and Jesseaume tried to parley with the Arikara

chiefs but made little headway.

While the negotiations were being con-

ducted, the Arikara occupied the barges of Chouteau and Pryor.

As the

tension increased, one thing led to another and shots were exchanged.
A quarter hour battle ensued in which Chouteau's group lost three
killed and seven wounded, while Pryer's group had three wounded
including Jesseaume. 38

After the battle Pryor tried to convince

36Hiraro M. Chittenden, The American Fur Trade of the Far West,
I (New York: Francis P. Harper, 1902), pp. 116-117. (Hereafter cited
as Chittenden, American Fur Trade, I.)
37Ibid., p. 121. A trader named Fred Bates apparently had
informed the Arikara of Chief Shahaka's party and given them weapons
and other goods. However, the Arikara planned to kill him anyway
after they got the Mandan chief.
38Ibid., p. 123.
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Chief Shahaka into going overland by himself.

The chief refused and was

returned with the rest of Pryer's party to St. Louis.
For the next two decades the Arikara were implacably hostile to
the invading whites.

Their efforts to defend their homelands earned

them the hatred and fear of the fur traders along the Missouri. 39
Tabeau's account described them as "universally hated," "the meanest
Indians in the country," and "the Horrid Tribe. 1140

After observing

39 A list of incidents between 1807 and 1823 would include:
attack on Pryer's party, 1807; attacks on various white parties,
1811-1817; the attack and robbery of two trading houses of the Missouri Fur Company, 1820; an attempt to kill Pilcher after pretending
to be friendly, 1822; attacks on Missouri Fur Company establishments
which were repulsed, March 1823; and a battle with General Ashley's
party in June 1823. (Chittenden, American Fur Trade, I, pp. 264-265.)
40Lewis 0. Saum, The Fur Traders and the Indians (Seattle:
University of Washington Press, 1963), pp. 55-56. The following are
some excerpts from comments about the Arikara (see pp. 47-51, 144,
155, 197): (a) Daniel Lamont of the Upper Missouri Outfit, writing
to Pierre Chouteau, Jr., "inveighed against the Arikara for their
outrages, suggested a governmental policy of extermination for
them . . . . " (b) Edwin Denig, usually a calm and perceptive
observer, "insisted that the Arikaras, whom he heartily despised,
possessed along with their other shortcomings a uniquely large and
prolific species of lice . . . . " (c) " . . . the Arikara had the
worst reputation: While they could halt the trade and exact bribes,
they did; and long after that tactic was ineffective they continued
to harass and commit desultory outrages at any opportunity." (d)
"In describing the vexing task of a trader among the Arikaras,
Pierre-Antoine Tabeau ascribed much if Indian ingratitude to their
inability to understand the meaning of their trade. In this regard,
Tabeau began from the principle that 'stupidity . . . far from
detracting from malice renders it more unruly . . . . ' The Arikara
had become habituated to receiving handouts, and so they looked upon
the traders as 'beneficient spirits' who, because they had the wherewithal, would supply all the native wants. By this gross misconception, Indians viewed merchandise brought up the river not as company
property but as Indian property." (e) Joshua Pilcher--"The Arikaras
'know no law,' and thus necessity demanded a chatisement which would
strike terror to the hearts of these remorseless monsters of the
wilderness, . . . 11
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the Arikara first hand, Edwin Denig "seemed to harbor no hopes that
civilization would ever transform the innately perverse Arikaras."

·41

The Mandan remained friendly towards the whites and conducted
satisfactory trade relations with them.

In 1809 Pierre Chouteau led a

party of 126 Missouri Fur Company men back to the Mandan villages and
returned Chief Shahaka safely to his people. 42
three posts for the company:

Chouteau established

one at Fort Clark (Arikara), another at

the Mandan village, and a third with the Hidatsa at the mouth of the
Knife River. 43

Missouri Fur Company operations were reorganized dur-

ing the winter of 1811-1812.

Manuel Lisa was very influential in this

reorganization and the company name was changed to Manuel Lisa and Company.

44

He spent the year of 1812-1813 at his Mandan post and in 1814

was made sub-agent for all the Missouri tribes above the Kansas.45

He

returned to work with these Indians shortly before his death in 1820. 46
41 saum, The Fur Traders and the Indians, p. 227.
42 nunn, '!A History of Old Fort Berthold," p. 29.

43 rbid.
44

Ibid., p. 27.

45 chittenden, American Fur Trade I, p. 127. Manuel Lisa was born
of Spanish parents in New Orleans, September 8, 1772. He became deeply
and successfully involved in the fur trade. He was employed by the St.
Louis Missouri Fur Company. He made numerous trips up the Missouri River
during which he established solid relationships with the regional tribes.
During the winter of 1811-12 the Missouri Fur Company was reorganized and
Lisa was in effect promoted. He went up river in the spring of 1812 and
wintered with the Mandan during which time the United States and Great
Britain had gone to war. The upper Missouri River was a strategic area
for both British and U. S. interest. Lisa because of his influence with
the tribes of the region was chosen to attempt to keep these tribes loyal
to the U. S. He was successful and was rewarded in 1814 by being made
sub-agent of all the Missouri River tribes north of the Kansas River.
46Dunn, "A History of Old Fort Berthold," p. 28.
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By 1823 Indian relations on the upper Missouri were again
strained.

In the spring the General Ashley expedition started for the

Yellowstone.
1823.

47

Indians.

It ran into hostile Arikara and a battle ensued on June 2,

Ashley's party took considerable casualties without hurting the
48

Colonel Henry Leavenworth, in command at Council Bluffs, the

post to which the survivors of the Ashley debacle retreated, then decided
the Arikara had to be punished.

He took a relatively small force, rein-

forced by Joshua Pilcher and men of the Missouri Fur Company, to attack
the Indians.

The expedition was a complete failure and the Arikara

remained strongly opposed to the intruding white men.
This outbreak of hostilities with the Arikara and some renegade
Mandan gave the federal government cause for concern and led to the
first formal negotiations on part of the U. S. government with the
Mandan.

The President appointed Brigadier General Harris Atkinson and

Major Benjamin O'Fallon as Indian agents to negotiate and secure a
treaty with the Mandan.

The specific order read:

Commissioners duly appointed and commissioned to treaty with the
Indian tribes beyond the Mississippi River, forgive the offences
which have been committed; the Chiefs and Warriors having first
made satisfactory explanations touching the same. And, for the
purpose of removing all future cause for misunderstanding between
·
t h e parties.
. . . 49 .
The provisions of the Mandan Treaty of 1825 supposedly provided for lasting peace, friendly trade, supremacy of the federal government, federal
47 chittenden, American Fur Trade I, p. 267.
48 Ibid., p. 268.
49senate Committee on Indian Affairs, Indian Affairs: Laws and
Treaties. Vol. I: Treaties. ed. by Charles J. Kappler (5 vols. Washington, D. C.: Government Printing Office, 1903), p. 171. (Hereafter
cited as Senate Committee on Indian Affairs, Treaties.)
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protection of the Mandan, regulation of the tribe's trade, use of law to
settle grievances, that Chiefs would enforce this treaty upon tribe
members, and the prohibition of sale or exchange of firearms with
tribes hostile to the United States. 50

This treaty went into effect

in February, 1826, but it did not significantly alleviate the unrest
along the upper Missouri.
After 1826, the tribes of the upper Missouri faced increased
pressure from the fur companies.
region.

New companies began to exploit the

The American Fur Company (John J. Astor), the Columbia Fur

Company, the Hudson's Bay Company, which absorbed the Northwest Company in 1821, and the French Company all entered into the trade of
the region.

These companies brought more goods, increased trapping,

and ultimately debased the Indians of the region with liquor, trinkets, disease, and loose morals.

In 1837 smallpox reappeared and

the Mandan paid the heaviest toll.
The specific origin of the 1837 epidemic is a matter of conjecture.

It apparently started with the Mandan near the American Fur

Company post (commanded by Francis Chardon) and it spread like wildfire.

Large numbers of people died daily, the murder of sick loved

ones followed by suicide became an everyday occurrence; and those not
yet stricken or driven crazy by loss of family threw the dead into the
river to be carried off. 51

By the time the pestilience had run its

course very few Mandans were alive. 52

The Arikara who were living

SOsenate Committee on Indian Affairs, Treaties, pp. 171-173.
51 chittenden, American Fur Trade II, p. 622.
rate would appear to be an exaggeration.)
52 Ibid.

(The casualty
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nearby did not immediately contact the smallpox, as a result the Mandan
suspected that the Arikara were trying to eliminate them.

Soon, to the

perverse satisfaction of the Mandan, the Arikara also fell victim to
the smallpox.

Pierre Chardon estimated that by the fall of 1837 up to

fifty percent of the Arikara had succumbed to the dread disease.

53

The

smallpox epidemic spread to the Assiniboine and Blackfeet, thanks to
some unscrupulous fur traders of the Upper Missouri Outfit. 54
The last years of the 1830's saw strained relations between the
Arikara and the Mandan-Hidatsa groups.

In the fall of 1837, the Mandan

moved to the opposite side of the Missouri from the Arikara.

The

Arikara spent the winter of 1837-38 south of Fort Clark and in the
spring moved into the larger Mandan village.

They took to stealing

Mandan women, which forced the Mandan to move upriver to the Hidatsa
village.

The Hidatsa were afraid of the Sioux, however, and moved

downriver to be near the Arikara for protection.

In 1839 the Arikara

and Mandan quarrelled over a killing.

This resulted in the Mandan

and the Hidatsa again moving up river.

In the space of less than

three years, the Arikara had managed to alienate both the Mandan and
Hidatsa.
Following the unsettling events of the last half of the 1830's,
the fur traders found lean pickings along the Missouri.

The Upper

Missouri sub-agency was revived and granted to the American Fur Company (Pierre Chouteau and associates) by the federal government in
1842.55

The agency was supposed to abolish the liquor traffic but
5 3nenig, Five Indian Tribes, p. 59.
54chittenden, American Fur Trade, II, pp. 623-625.
55nunn, "A History of Old Fort Berthold," p. 42.
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the abolition was regularly violated because Indian agent Andrew Dripps
was totally ineffective, he was removed from office by the Superintendent of Indian Affairs.56
In 1845 the American Fur Company established Fort Berthold near
Fish-Hook Bend, approximately forty miles north of the mouth of the
Knife River. 57

To the south of the fort the Mandan and Hidatsa con-

structed a village known as Look-like-a-Fishook Village.

The Arikara

and scattered groups of Mandan slowly moved to the area immediately
below the fort.

Because living conditions were at the subsistence

level and these tribes were subjected to constant harassment by the
Sioux, the Hidatsa and Mandan appealed to the federal government for
help.

William S. Hatton, Indian sub-agent, arrived at Fort Berthold

during the summer of 1849.
marauding Yaktonai Sioux.

He was besieged with complaints about the
In fact, shortly before Rattan's arrival,

a large party of Sioux had attacked the Hidatsa village and been
repulsed only by the use of cannon from Fort Berthold. 58
The early history of the Three Tribes involved continual northward migration along the Missouri River.

During this time they main-

tained their semi-sedentary agricultural society while adapting more
fully to the horse and the buffalo hunt.

On the other hand, they

became traders and middlemen for the fur traders, due principally to
the advantageous geographic location and their generally friendly
56 nunn, "A History of Old Fort Berthold,n p. 42.
5 7Ibid., p. 44. Fort Berthold, originally known as Fort James,
was named in honor of Bartholomew Berthold, A tryolese trader and
brother-in-law of Pierre Chouteau, Sr.
58Dunn, "A History of Old Fort Berthold, 11 p. 46.
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disposition towards the whites.

The Arikara especially were great

traders with the various Sioux tribes to the west.
Unfortunately the continual trade activity by the Three Tribes
with whites resulted in the corruption of tribal society as well as a
physical dete~ioration of these Indian people.

Liquor and smallpox

reduced the Mandan, Arikara, and Hidatsa to mere skeletons of their
former strength.
frequent.

Meanwhile attacks by hostile tribes become more

In the end, this combination of unsettling events eroded

the socio-economic base of the Three Tribes.

With the population

devastated and the survivors living in constant fear, it is no wonder
that little work was done in the fields.

Slowly, dispirited groups

of Mandan, Arikara, and Hidatsa migrated to the vicinity of Fort
Berthold.

It was here that Indian Agent Hatton first met the broken

remnants of a proud people.

It was hoped that with the signing of a

new treaty, and the return of an Indian agent to the Upper Missouri,
that the condition of the Three Tribes would improve.

CHAPTER II
ESTABLISHMENT AND NUMEROUS REDUCTIONS OF LANDS
BELONGING TO THE THREE TRIBES:

1851 to 1891

By 1850 the government decided that it was necessary to bring some
order to the Indian relations of the Upper Missouri region.

Thus, in 1851

it sought to bring the area's tribes together to arrange tribal boundaries,
and hammer out peace agreements between the Indian nation as well as safe
conduct for whites passing through the region.

This Treaty negotiated at

Fort Laramie with the Sioux, Dahcotah, Cheyenne, Arraphoe, Crow, Assiniboine, Gros Ventre, Mandan, and Arrickara [sic] became the official basis
of reservation boundaries, land-mineral claims, and, ultimately, legal
actions by the Indians against the federal government.
1

1

D. D. Mitchell,

senate Committee on Indian Affairs, Indian Affairs: Laws and
Treaties. Vol. II: Treaties. ed. by Charles J. Kappler (5 vols.
Washington, D. C.: Government Printing Office, 1903), p. 440. (Hereafter cited as Senate Committee on Indian Affairs, Treaties.) The 1851
Treaty of Laramie has long been an object of legal controversy. Often
referred to as the unratified Treaty of Laramie, it was in fact ratified
by the Senate on May 24, 1852. Only Article Seven, the annuity provision, was amended; the period of annuities was reduced from fifty years
to ten years with provision that the President could extend this limit
by five years. All the original signatory tribes had accepted this
amended treaty by September 18, 1854. The status of this treaty was
jeopardized when the Interior Department inadvertently did not notify
the State Department that all the tribes had signed. Thus the treaty
was never promulgated by the President and never published in Statutes
at Large. Congress made appropriations under Article Seven of the
treaty and negotiated subsequent agreements with various tribes recognizing the validity of this treaty. The United States Court of Claims
has upheld the treaty as legal and binding on the United States. As a
result of there court decisions there is no doubt that the treaty is in
force. (Senate Committee on Indian Affairs, Indian Affairs: Laws and
22
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Superintendent of Indian Affairs, and Thomas Fritzpatrick, Indian agent
were authorized to conduct the negotiations. 2

Father De Smet drew up

the official map of ,the newly established tribal boundaries. 3

The

negotiations took place amid feasts, gift exchanges, pip smoking ceremonies, and other Indian ceremonies.

These activities were reported

by B. Gratz Brown, editor of St. Louis' Daily Missouri Republican. 4
The negotiations produced some substantive agreement.

Article

One provided for the establishment of peaceful relations among the signatory tribes of this treaty.

Article Two gave the United States gov-

ernment the right to establish roads, forts, and other posts within
these Indians' territory and allowed unmolested passage of white parties along the Platte River Route.

Article Three pledged the Federal

government to protect said Indians by depravation by whites, while
Article Four pledged the Indians to make restitution to any whites
if they were molested while passing through the Indian territory. 5
Treaties. Vol. IV: Laws and Treaties, ed. by Charles J. Kappler
(5 vols. Washington, D. C.: Government Printing Office, 1903), pp.
1065-1074). (Hereafter cited as Senate Committee on Indian Affairs,
Laws and Treaties.) See also Moore v. the United States [32 Court of
Claims 593, November 1, 1897] and Roy v. the United States [45 Court
of Claims 177, February 28, 1910].
2

senate Committee on Indian Affairs, Treaties, p. 440.

3

John E. Sunder, The Fur Trade on the Upper Missouri: 18401865 (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1965), p. 142. (Hereafter cited as Sunder, Fur Trade on the Upper Missouri.)
4 Ibid.
5 senate Committee on Indian Affairs, Treaties, p. 442. Article
Six stated: "The parties to (of) the second part of this treaty having
selected principals or head chiefs for their respective nations, through
whom all national business will hereafter be conducted, do hereby bind
themselves to sustain said chiefs and their successors during good
behavior.")
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The territorial boundaries of the signatory tribes were defined
by Article Five.

The Three Tribes were given the following territory:

Commencing at the mouth of Heart River; thence up the Missouri
River to the mouth of the Yellowstone River; thence up the Yellowstone River to the mouth of Powder River in a southeasterly
direction, to the headwaters of the Little Missouri River;
thence along the Black Hills to the head of Heart River; and
thence down Heart River to the place of beginning.6
The tribes were also allowed to keep lands already claimed and to hunt
and fish over various regions.

These extensive holdings were not modi-

fied until the Executive Order of 1870 (see Figure 1).
Article Seven pledged the federal government:
To deliver to the said Indian nations the sum of fifty thousand
dollars per annum for the term of ten years, with the right to
continue the same at the discretion of the President of the
United States for a period not exceeding five years thereafter,
in provisions, merchandise, domestic animals, and agricultural
implements, in such proportions as may be deemed best adapted
to their condition by the President of the United States to be
distributed in proportion to the population of the aforesaid
Indian nations.7
Fifteen years later, in 1866, Newton Edmunds, ex-officio superintendent of Indian Affairs of Dakota Territory, Major General A. R. Curtis,
Orrin Guernsey, and Henry W. Reed negotiated a separate but similar agreement with the Arikara.

At that time the Arikara pledged peace with

neighboring tribes and whites in the region and the federal government
was granted the right to construct roads and telegraph lines through
Arikara territory.

The tribe also agreed to keep tribal members from

obtaining liquor under threat of the loss of their annuities.

Article

Four limited the settlement of whites among the Arikara to persons
licensed by the government; it also prevented the Indians from selling,

6senate Committee on Indian Affairs, Treaties, p. 441.
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Fig. 1.-~Boundary Modifications Fort Berthold Indian Reservation: 1851, 1870, 1880
Boundaries of the Three Tribes reservation as a result of the
Treaty of Laramie, September 18, 1854, including the following areas:
620, 621, 529.
As a result of the Executive Order of April 12, 1870 the territory numbered 529 was removed from the reservation.
The Executive Order of July 13, 1880 restored that portion of
the reservation shown as 620 to the public domain.
After 1880 the Fort Berthold Indian Reservation included that
portion of the reservation numbered 621 and the unnumbered shaded portion immediately east and north of that section.
Source:

Eighteenth Annual Report of the Bureau of American Ethnology,
of the Smithsonian Institution, 1896-97, J. W. Powell,
Director, part 2 (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing
Office, 1899).
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alienating, or in any manner disposing of any portions of their land
except to the United States. 8

Finally, the ,commissioners proposed an

overall reduction in land holding from that of the excessive tracts
set aside under the Treaty of Laramie.

It was agreed that the follow-

ing land would be conveyed to the United States by Three Tribes:
. . . , the chiefs and headmen of the Arickarees, Gros
Ventres, and Mandans, acting and uniting with the commissioners
of the United States aforesaid, do hereby convey to the United
States all th~ir right and title to the following lands, situated on the northeast side of the Missouri River, to wit:
Beginning on the Missouri River at the mouth of Snake River,
about thirty miles below Ft. Berthold; thence up Snake River,
and in a northeast direction twenty-five miles; thence southwardly parallel to the Missouri River to a point opposite and
twenty-five miles east of old Ft. Clark, thence up the Missouri
River to the place of beginning: . . . 9
In return for this cession of land, the Three Tribes were each
to receive annuities of ten thousand dollars a year for twenty years
of which three thousand per year could be expended for agricultural and
. 1 d evices.
.
10
mec h anica

This agreement was never approved, but the gov-

ernment retained the desire to reduce land holdings of the Arikara,
Mandan, and Gros Ventre.

The land holdings of these tribes as defined

by the Treaty of Laramie consisted of approximately 13 million acres or
21,000 square miles. 11 In 1868 an executive order removed 98,645.67
8senate Committee on Indian Affairs, Treaties, p. 794.
9Ibid., p. 796.
10 senate Committee on Indian Affairs, Treaties, p. 795. (According to the Reporter Statement of the case Indians of the Fort Berthold
Indian Reservation in the State of North Dakota, comprising the Tribes
known as the Arickarees, the Gros Ventres, and the Mandans, and the
indivdual Members thereof, v. the United States; Court of Claims. Case
decided December 1, 1930. On page 317d volume 71 a statement about the
Agreement of 1866 claims that in return for the land cession the Three
Tribes were to receive annuities of twenty thousand dollars for twenty
years.)
11 senate Committee on Indian Affairs, Indian Affairs: Laws and
Treaties. Vol. V: Laws. ed. by Charles J. Kappler (5 vols. Washington,
D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1903), p. 759.
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acres from the territory of the Three Tribes for the establishment of
the Buford Reservation. 12

This was the first of many reductions of the

Mandan, Arikara, and Hidatsa territories.
The government reopened negotiations with the Arikara, Mandan,
and Gros Ventre in the fall of 1869.

Captain S. A. Wainwright, Twenty-

Second Infantry, conducted the talks with the chiefs of the Three
Tribes.

In a letter dated September 25, 1869 to Brevet Brigadier

General C. D. Greene, Adjutant General of the Department of Dakota,
Captain Wainwright stated:
I proposed to them the following reservation, with which they
are satisfied: From a point on the Missouri River 4 miles below
the Indian Village (Berthold), in a northeast direction 3 miles
(so as to include the wood and grazing around the village); from
this point a line running so as to strike the Missouri River at
the junction of Little Knife River with it; thence along the left
bank of the Missouri River to the mouth of the Yellowstone River,
along the south bank of the Yellowstone River to the Powder River,
up the Powder River to where the Little Powder River unites with
it; thence in a direct line across to the starting point 4 miles
below Berthold.13
The chiefs had asked that the reservation extend to the Mouse River, but
Wainwright refused to give the extra territory as part of it was to be
used for a railroad.

He sought to rationalize this position on the

12 Indians of the Fort Berthold Indian Reservation in the State
of North Dakota, comprising the Tribe known as the Arickarees, the
Gros Ventres, and the Mandans, and the Individual Members thereof, v.
the United States [decided December 1, 1930] Court of Claims of the
United States Vol. 71 (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office,
1931), p. 317. (Hereafter cited as Court of Claims, Vol. 71).
13 senate Committee on Indian Affairs, Indian Affairs: Laws and
Treaties. Vol. I: Statutes, Executive Orders, Proclamations and Statistics of Tribes. ed. by Charles J. Kappler (5 vols. Washington, D.C.:
Government Printing Office, 1903), p. 881. (Hereafter cited as Senate
Committee on Indian Affairs, Statutes, Executive Orders.) 11 Brevet" is
a temporary rank usually one grade above regular rank, i.e., C. D.
Greene was a colonel breveted to Brigadier General.
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grounds that he had given the tribes sufficient farming, grazing, and
hunting lands. 14

Captain Wainwright really did not propose the pre-

ceding reservation reduction as much as he ordered it.
The mission of Captain Wainwright had originally been initiated
by Major General Winfield S. Hancock, commander of the Department of
Dakota, who had been receiving complaints from the chiefs of the Three
Tribes that whites had been chopping wood on tribal land for sale to
steamboats.

General Hancock transmitted this information to Brevet

Major General George L. Hartsuff, adjutant general, Military Division
of the Missouri.

He also ordered the commanding officer at Fort

Stevenson to examine the country in the vicinity of Fort Berthold and
recommend what portions to be set off for the Mandan, Arikara, Gros
Ventre. 15

On July 21, 1869, while at Fort Rice General Hancock for-

warded this information to Lieutenant General Sheridan and tramsmitted
it to Commissioner of Indian Affairs, E. S. Parker. 16

The Office of

Indian Affairs provided General Hancock with a description of the
reservation boundaries as defined by the Treaty of Laramie and the
unapproved Fort Berthold Agreement. 17

On the basis of this informa-

tion, General Hancock ordered the inspection of the Fort Berthold area
that culminated in Captain Wainwright's recommendations.

On April 12,

1870, Secretary of the Interior J. D. Cox sent Wainwright's findings
and other applicable supporting material to President Ulysses S. Grant
l4senate Committee on Indian Affairs, Statutes, Executive Orders,
p. 881.
15Ibid.
16 Ibid.
17Ibid., p. 882.
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with the recommendation that the President approve the proposed reservation.

On the same day President Grant established the Fort Berthold

Indian Reservation by executive order.

The order read:

"Let the lands

indicated in the accompanying diagram be set apart as a reservation for
the Arickaree, Gros Ventre, and Mandan Indians as recommended in the
letter of Secretary of the Interior of the 12th instant. 1118

The reser-

vation retained these boundaries for a decade.
In part the executive order of 1870 was motivated by the government's desire to aid the Northern Pacific Railroad construction of a
transcontinental railroad--a railroad deemed a national necessity.

This

railroad was granted extensive land grants along its right of way and
where it affected Indian reservations, Indian land titles were to be
extinguished.

This was provided for under Section Two of said act

which stated:
The United States shall extinguish, as rapidly as may be
consistent with public policy and the welfare of the said
Indians, the Indian titles to all lands falling under the
operation of this act, and acquired in the donation of the
Northern Pacific Railroad named in this bill.19
On June 23, 1878 officials of the Northern Pacific notified the
Commissioner of Indian Affairs that the construction on the Missouri
division had progressed to the point where it was necessary to
18 senate Committee on Indian Affairs, Statutes, Executive
Orders, p. 883.
19 statutes at Large of the United States of America, December
1863 to Dec_ember 1865 (Washington, D. G.: GovernIJ?.ent Printing Office),
p. 36 7. (Hereafter cited as Statutes
Large., December 1863 to
December 1865, etc.) The Northern Pacific Railroad's land records for
Dakota Territory are in the archives of the Minnesota State Historical
Society, St. Paul, Minnesota, but at the writing of this paper they had
not yet been ~rranged into usable format.

at
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extinguish Indian title to the lands ceded by the Executive Order of
1870. 20

The Commissioner of Indian Affairs agreed with the Northern

Pacific officials and made the following recommendations to the
Secretary of the Interior:
In view of the fact that the existence, in their present
form, of these reservations is a bar to the settlement and
development of a large portion of two of our most important
territories and it appearing upon investigation that outside
of hunting purposes the Indians have no particular use for
the same, and considering also the opinions advanced by
military officers upon the subject, I am of the opinion that
a reduction of both reservations, to the extent hereinafter
suggested, may be made without detriment to the service and
with material advantage to the country locally and at large. 21
Thus in 1880, an executive ord~r, issued by President Rutherford
Hayes at the recommendation of the Commissioner of Indian Affairs,
restored much of the Territory of the Three Tribes in Montana and
western Dakota Territory to the public domain. 22

This executive order

of July 13, 1880 removed the following land from the Fort Berthold
Indian Reservation:
It is hereby ordered that all that portion of the Arickaree,
Gros Ventre, and the Mandan Reservations set aside by Executive
Order dated April 12, 1870, and known, as the Fort Berthold
Reservation, and situated in the Territories of Dakota and
Montana, respectively, lying within the following boundaries,
viz, beginning at a point where the northern forty-mile limit
of the grant to the Northern Pacific Railroad intersects the
present southeast boundary of the Fort Berthold Indian Reservation; thence westerly with the line of said forty-mile limit to
20 court of Claims Vol. 71, p. 319.
21 Ibid.

22 House of Representatives Subcommittee on Indian Affairs of
the Committee on Public Lands, Compilation of Material Relating to
the Indians of the United Stat~s and.the T~rritory of Alaska, including certain Laws and Treaties affecting such Indians. Serial No. 30.
(Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1950), p. 342.
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its intersection with range line, between ranges 92 and 93 west
of the fifth principal meridian; thence north along said range
line to the intersection with the south bank of the Little Missouri River; thence northwesterly along ,and up the south bank
of said Little Missouri River with the meanders thereof to its
intersection with the range line between ranges 96 and 97 west
of the fifth principal meridian; thence westerly in a straight
line to the northeast corner of the Fort Buford Military Reservation; thence west along the south boundary of said military
reservation to the south bank of the Yellowstone River, the
present northwest boundary of the Fort Berthold Indian Reservation; thence along the present boundary of said reservation and
the south bank of the Yellowstone River to the Powder River;
thence up the Powder River to where the Little Powder River
unites with it; thence northeasterly in a direct line to the
point of beginning~ be, and the same hereby is, restored to
the public domain.z3 (see Figure 1.)
As partial compensation to the Three Tribes, this executive order
also added some land in the Territory of Dakota to the Reservation.

This

new tract of land was defined as follows:
And it is further ordered that the tract of country in the
Territory of Dakota, lying within the following described
boundaries, viz, beginning on the most easterly point of the
present Fort Berthold Indian Reservation (on the Missouri River);
thence north to the township line between townships 158 and 159
north; thence west along said township line to its intersection
with the White Earth River; thence down the said White Earth
River to its junction with the Missouri River; thence along the
present boundary of the Fort Berthold Indian Reservation and the
left bank of the Missouri River to the mouth of the Little Knife
River; thence southeasterly in a direct line to the point of
beginning, be, and the same hereby is, withdrawn from sale and
set apart for the use of the Arickaree, Gros Ventre, and Mandan
Indians as an addition to the present reservation in said Territory.24 (see Figure 1.)
The evolution of the Fort Berthold Indian Reservation from the
negotiations of 1869 through the Executive Order of 1880 drastically
reduced the land holdings of the Three Tribes.

Together the Executive

2 3senate Committee on Indian Affairs, Statutes, Executive
Orders, p. 883.
24Ibid.
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Orders of April 12, 1870 and July 17, 1880 reduced the Fort Berthold
Reservation by 11,325,867.09 acres. 25

While these executive orders

reduced the reservation, they, along with the Executive Order of
June 17, 1892 added 1,587,325.83 acres to the reservation. 26

The

total net deduction from the Three Tribes original reservation, "as
described in the Treaty of Fort Laramie and for which no compensation
was received was 9,846,186.93 acres. 1127

Through court action the

Three Tribes eventually won compensation for the loss of these lands. 28
The government was not satisfied with the great land cessions
of 1870 and 1880.

Stockmen and homesteaders were becoming increasingly

interested in the valuable lands of Fort Berthold Indian Reservation,
and thus in 1886 the United States opened new treaty negotiations with
25 court of Claims Vol. 71, p. 328. Executive Order April 12,
1870--4,686,612.43 acres; Executive Order July 17, 1880--6,639,254.66
acres.
2 6Ibid. (Note there is a date misprint July 17, 1892.) The
Executive Order of June 17, 1892 stated: 11 It is hereby ordered that
the following described lands, situated and lying in the State of
North Dakota, namely, all that portion of township 147 north, range
87 west, lying north of the Missouri River, in the State of North
Dakota, not included within the Fort Stevenson military reservation,
said State, be, and the same is hereby, withdrawn from sale and
settlement, and added to the Fort Berthold Indian Reservation: Provided, however, That any tract or tracts, if any, the title to which
has passed out of the United States, or to which valid legal rights
have attached under the existing laws of the United States providing
for the disposition of the public domain, are hereby accepted and
excluded from the addition hereby made to the said Fort Berthold
Indian Reservation." (Senate Committee on Indian Affairs, Statutes,
Executive Orders, pp. 883-884.)
27rbid., p. 329.
28court of Claims Vol. 71, p. 328. The more than nine million
acres of land taken from the Fort Berthold Indian Reservation was
appraised at $4,923,093.47; however the United States Court of Claims
on December 1, 1930 awarded the Three Tribes $2,169,168.58 in compensation for this land. The money, less $57,000 was divided on a per capita
basis to members of the Three Tribes. (Also see Roy W. Meyer, "Fort
Berthold and the Garrison Dam." North Dakota History: Journal of the
Northern Plains, 35 (Spring and Fall, 1968), p. 231.)
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the Mandan, Arikara, and Hidatsa.

The Three Tribes were to be com-

pensated for added cessions, there was to be the establishment of an
allotment program, and for ten years an annuity was to be expended
for the betterment of the tribes. 29

The Senate did not ratify these

negotiations until March 3, 1891 when they became law.
The cession of 1891 did not end the process of diminishing
the land holdings of the Three Tribes of Fort Berthold Indian Reservation.

This relentless reduction of land holdings of the Three

Tribes culminated in the building of the Garrison Dam and Reservoir.
This dam that flooded their homeland was the last in a series of
demoralizing events that destroyed much of their tribal culture.

29Senate Committee on Indian Affairs, Statutes, Executive
Orders, pp. 425-426. (For details of this agreement as well as the
establishment of the allotment program refer to Chapter IV.)

CHAPTER III
THE UNYIELDING LAND:

AGRICULTURAL PROGRESS TO 1890

For a long time prior to 1851, the Arikara, Mandan, and Hidatsa
had practiced a crude form of agriculture.

Using rudimentary farming

equipment made of bone and wood, they raised corn, squash, beans, pumpkins, tobacco, and other crops in small fields of bottom land along the
Missouri River.

This method of patch farming along the river remained

widespread until the "Garrison taking" of the late 1940's and early
1950's.

Historically, yields were varied greatly from year to year.

The harsh and unpredictable weather, combined with grasshoppers and
other catastrophes, often left the Three Tribes on the verge of starvation.

Still the valley in the region of Fort Berthold, however harsh,

was familiar and provided many of the necessities of life.
There were numerous springs and creeks in the valley for water
supply, and the Indian people used river water to a considerable extent. There were exposed coal beds for fuel supply and
plenty of wood for the same purpose. The timber in the river
bottoms also provided logs for their houses, fence posts for
their farms, and a natural cover for wintering their livestock.
There were wild fruits and lots of wild game to supplement the
1
food supply.
In fact, prior to the creation of Garrison Reservoir, some ninety percent
of the population of the Three Tribes lived in the Missouri River Valley. 2
1Ralph M. Shane, A Short History of Fort Berthold (New Town,
North Dakota: The Fort Berthold Indian Agency, July 1966), p. 21.
2 Ibid.
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Before the establishment of an Indian agency among the Three
Tribes, the primary observations about their agricultural endeavors
were recorded by various fur trappers, traders, explorers, and occasional military men.

Relying heavily on Tabeau's Narrative (supra,

p. 8, note 30), Edwin Denig made these observations about Arikara
farming methods and crops:
These Indians cultivate small patches of land on the Missouri bottom, each family working from a half to one and half
acres, which are separated from each other by brush and pole
fences of rude construction. The land is wrought entirely by
hoes, the work done altogether by the women, and the vegetables raised are Indian corn, pumpkins, and squashes of
several kinds. The corn is said to be the original kind discovered with the continent and is quite different in appearance from that grown in the States. The stalk seldom exceeds
two and a half or three feet in height, and the ears form a
cluster near the surface of the ground. One or two ears sometimes grow higher up the stalk, which appears to be too slender to support any more. The grain is small, hard, and covered
with a thicker shell than that raised in warmer climates. It
does not possess the same nutritive qualities as food for
animals as the larger kind, but is more agreeable to the taste
of the Indians. Upon the whole it seems to be well calculated
for them, is raised with little labor, usually producing about
twenty bushels to the acre.3
The growing season was usually from the middle of April or early May to
about the beginning of August.

4 The planting was done by the women and

children using crude, inefficient cultivating tools.

Tabeau described

the pickax as being made of shoulder blades of cow or deer and the rake
made of reeds curved at the end, separated from each other by interlaced rods and tied in a bundle to create a handle. 5
3Edwin Thompson Denig, Five Indian Tribes of the Upper Missouri,
ed. by John C. Ewers (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1961), pp.
44-45. (Hereafter cited as Denig, Five Indian Tribes.)
4Ibid., p. 45.
5Annie Heloise Abel, ed., Tabeau's Narrative of Loisel's Expedition to the Upper Missouri (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1939),
p. 149. (Hereafter cited as Abel, Tabeau's Narrative.)
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On a visit to the Arikara villages in 1806, Alexander Henry
described their farming methods as follows:
Early this morning I set off on horseback with part of
my people towards the upper Villages. On our way we passed
some very extensive Villages fields of Corn, Beans, Squashes
and Sunflowers. Many of the women and children were employed
clearing and hoeing their plantations, although very early in
the morning. Their hoes are nothing more than the shoulder
blade of a Buffalo to which is fastened a crooked stick and
serves for a handle, the soil being but little interrupted
by stones; renders this slight utencil of every use of a
real hoe.6
Corn was the most important crop grown by the Arikara.

The plant-

ing and cultivation took on superstitious, even supernatural, tones, and
the tribe had elaborate ceremonies to celebrate various stages of its
growth.

Denig maintained that some or all of these ceremonies "exhibit

the original modes of thought and worship practiced by their forefathers.117

In Tabeau's slanted Narrative there is a description of

the ceremony of blessing the corn.
This ceremony is performed every year among the agricultural
people of the Missouri and the Ricaras believe the harvest will
fail if it is omitted. It has for its object the abundance of
grain and fruit. Vows are made especially to the sun, the moon,
Venus, the thunder, and the elements. Everything breathes gaiety
at this festival, which is celebrated for three days by dances
and particularly by abundant feasts. As it is held in a time of
want the fete is fatal to the dogs. The gathering is held day
and night in the lodge of the principal chief. At the farther
end of the lodge, an altar, eighteen to twenty inches high, has
upon it six great gourds, vermillioned, and, in front, three bent
bows, four arrows, decorated with white feathers in the manner of
leaves of corn, are separated by a pipe crowned with leaves, a
green branch, and a piece of dried meat. Six young men, nude during the ceremony, which is performed twice a day, stand with their
backs to the altar, while the oldest man of the village mutters
and makes a long prayer. At the close of it they hastily seize
the pipe, the meat, and the branch and, walking the entire length
of the assembly, they go outside the lodge to offer them to the
6Abel, Tabeau's Narrative.
7Denig, Five Indian Tribes, p. 45.
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gods, the winds, and the Missouri. Re-entering, they light the
pipe which, in place of passing around from one another, is carried from one end to the other, always the entire length of the
lodge. The noise of twenty or thirty runners does not at all
trouble the orator, who goes steadily along without being heard
by anybody. When the pipe is exhausted, each one takes his
place and a naked sacristan, who, in this fete to nature, seems
to have been chosen so as to show her prodigality, places before
the bows, six pickaxes made from the shoulder blades of cows and
as many little baskets of osier, very well made. To these he
adds six crowns of woven straw. The assembly smokes tranquilly
while this is going on and, during the silence, a Ricara informs
that the crowns of straw are directed to the snakes, worms,
locusts, and other insects. They are besought not to prey upon
the corn, beans, and so forth. The pickaxes invite the cows to
make their shoulders useful to agriculture and their flesh to
sustain the women in their labors. The baskets indicate the
abundance which will film them; the branches are offered particularly to the moon, to Venus, and to the stars so as to gain
their favorable influence, and to the elements that they may do
no harm to the harvest.
About two hours later, four women, in full dress, seat themselves, each one near to a post of the lodge. Each holds in her
hand an artificial bird, which four warriors advance to seize
while uttering peculiar cries. All do not know how to make
these cries; for three cries were hooted and only one applauded.
Then a number of other birds are brought in, the cry or song, of
which each one tries to imitate . . . 8
In good years the Arikara were able to produce enough corn and
squash to have a surplµs which was traded to the American Fur Company.
The Company received in trade some five to eight hundred bushels of
corn in a favorable season. 9

A second market for surplus corn was

with a peaceful band of Sioux, perhaps the Oglala ((Okondanas). 1 0
During the period 1795 to 1804 this trade with the Sioux consisted
of exchanging tobacco, corn, beans, pumpkins, and horses that they
8Abel, Tabeau's Narrative, pp. 216-218.
9nenig, Five Indian Tribes, p. 46.
lOAbel, Tabeau's Narrative, p. 104. 11 • • • & quoiqu' elles se
soient reunies depuis entre elles & reliees de nouveau avec les ricara
elles n'ont pas reprise l'agriculture, tant la vie vagabonde plait au
sioux en general."
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had "obtained from the nomadic tribes dwelling southwest of the Missouri,1111 for dried meat, bows and arrows, and finished skins from the
Sioux.

The Arikara also acquired various manufactured goods of the

white man, particularly firearms from the Teton Sioux who in turn had
obtained them from their allies the Yankton and Eastern Dakota. 12
The Arikara grew a tobacco that was regarded as a delicacy
among their people as well as by the Mandan and Hidatsa who also grew
this tobacco.

The tobacco grown by the Three Tribes was different from

the trade tobacco of the whites, in that it was a mixture of buffalo
tallow and the corella of a plant.

The method of its cultivation and

preparation was recorded by Lewis and Clark during their visit to the
Three Tribes in 1805. 13

Once the tobacco was cured and ready to smoke

it was prepared in the following manner:
The
purpose
in this
tallow,

corrola of the Indian Tobacco was prepared for the
of smoking by the Mandans, Minetares and Ahwahhaways,
State it is mixed with a small quantity of Buffaloes
previous to change the pipe.14

This tobacco was not only a delicacy among the Mandan, Arikara, and
Hidatsa, but it was a high priced trade item often exchanged with the
neighboring Assinaboine.15
The general economic condition of the Three Tribes in the first
decade of the 1800's was, if not prosperous, at least above the bare
11nenig, Five Indian Tribes, p. 48.
12 Ibid.
13Reuben Gold Thwaites, ed., Original Journals of the Lewis and
Clark Expedition: 1804-1806 (New York: Dodd, Mead & Company, 1905),
pp. 149-151. (Hereafter cited as Thwaites, Original Journals.)
14 Ibid., p. 157.
15 Ibid.
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subsistence level. The Mandan, Arikara, and Hidatsa cultivated approximately the same type of crops.

The Arikara were more aggressive in the

trading of their surplus crops than were the other two tribes.

From

1810-1860, however, economic conditions generally deteriorated though
there were periodic reversals of this trend.
due to the following major factors:

This economic decline was

continued attacks by the hostile

Sioux, loss of the great buffalo herds to the metis, and periodic but
devastating smallpox plagues.
Unfortunately, during this critical decades, 1810-1860, the
reports of agricultural activity were intermittent and often incomplete.
This was due in part to the fact that contact between the United States
government Indian agents and the Three Tribes was infrequent.

In the

summer of 1845, Indian agent Andrew Dripps found that the
Mandans, Arickarees, and Grosventres live in dirt villages and generally raise large quantities of corn, pumpkins,
and beans, but seldom leave their homes in search of buffalo;
and they are also friendly disposed towards the whites.16
Dripps' report is neither accurate nor complete.

First, the term large

quantities is ambigious unless related to overall population and integrated with other existing of potential sources of food, i.e., buffalo,
fish, or deer.

Second, other sources indicate that these people

actively engaged in the buffalo hunt.

Living in the heart of the

buffalo range, they were accustomed to hunting and had made the buffalo meat a major part of their diet.

In fact, the Three Tribes often

moved to winter camps for the purpose of hunting.

By 1845 the herds

16u. S. Department of Interior, Office of Indian Affairs, Annual
Report of the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, 1845 (Washington, D.C.:
Ritchie & Hesse, 1846), p. 543. (See Appendix A for a chart of
agricultural data taken from these Reports, 1845-1890).
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had. been diminished, but not to the extent that would preclude hunting
them.

The point about the Indians seldom leaving their homes may have

indicated fears of marauding Sioux as much as the absence of buffalo.
The following year, 1846, T. P. Moore, who replaced Dripps,
agent to the Three Tribes, filed a lengthy report concerning the conditions of the various Upper Missouri tribes.

He gave only passing

mention to the agricultural ventures of the Arikara.

"They grow large

crops of corn, potatoes, &c. &c., which they sell to the whites, who
in turn sell it to the Sioux. 1117

This was an interesting observation

since previously the Arikara and Sioux had carried on an extensive
trade with each other without the aid of a white middleman.
The report of 1849 submitted by Sub-Agent William S. Hatton made
no specific mention of the Three Tribes.

He did suggest the encourage-

ment of government aid to agricultural pursuits among the tribes of the
Upper Missouri Agency, and presumably any forthcoming aid would have
been available to the Mandan, Arikara, and Hidatsa.

The following year,

1850, Hatton's only mention of these tribes consisted of an attack upon
the use of alcohol and his suggestion that the presence of a small military force might discourage this traffic.
The year 1851 was an important but not very prosperous one for
the Three Tribes.

Though the Treaty of Laramie was negotiated with the

tribes of the Upper Missouri, and the Mandan, Arikara, and Hidatsa
received a vast tract of land between the Yellowstone and Missouri
17 Hiram M. Chittenden, History of Early Steamboat Navigation

on the Missouri River: Life and Adventures of Joseph LaBerge, Pioneer
Navigator and Indian Trader (Minneapolis: Ross and Haines, Inc., 1962),
p. 196. (Hereafter cited as Chittenden, History of Early Steamboat
Navigation.)
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Rivers, the Arikara's corn was suffering from drought. 18

Father De Smet

was with Joseph LaBerge when he visited the Arikara village in 1851.
The Arikara chief, White Shield, asked if "Black Robe" would send some
rain. 19

As luck would have it, rain arrived and Pierre Carreau tried

to purchase De Smet's secret rain method.

Still the crop situation

remained tenuous throughout the rest of the season.

This gloomy situa-

tion was aggravated when a cholera epidemic broke out and accentuated
t h e manpowers h ortage o f t h e tri'b e. 20

Another probl,em was the ever

more frequent attacks by the Yanktonai Sioux which made work in the
fields extremely hazardous.

Because of these hardships and frequent

hunger the Mandan, Arikara, and Hidatsa became more and more dependent upon the white agents to provide them with the necessities of

l 1"f e. 21
In 1853 Indian Agent Alfred D. Vaughn reported that their yield
of corn, beans, pumpkins, squash, and other crops was virtually nil,
due to a grasshopper plague that devastated the region. 22

Vaughn went

on to praise the cultivation efforts of the Three Tribes and urged the
l8chittenden, History of Early Steamboat Navigation, p. 196.

19Ibid., pp. 196-197.
20Elwyn B. Robinson, History of North Dakota (Lincoln:
sity of Nebraska Press, 1966), p. 98.

Univer-

2lu. S. Department of Interior, Office of Indian Affairs, Annual
Report of the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, 1853 (Washington, D.C.:
Beverly Tucker, 1854), p. 355. (Hereafter cited as Annual Report, 1853,
etc.) Vaughn's claim of poor crop yield was disputed by Rufus Saxton
who claimed that the Arikaras "exported five thousand bushels of corn
in 1853." He cited this claim in "Journals" in Reports of Explorations
and Surveys to Ascertain the Most Practicable and Economical Route for a
Railroad from the Mississippi River to the Pacific Ocean, Vol. I, p. 265.
22 Ibid.
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federal government to make farming implements available to these
people.

23
The years 1854-1855 saw a limited improvement for the Mandan,

Arikara, and Hidatsa.

The corn yield was good enough that the Three

Tribes asked that the government not bring them any more corn.

Their

surplus was large and they were selling some of it to the other tribes
and traders.

24

Agent Vaughn surveyed the agricultural situation of

each tribe independently during the summer of 1855 as he had in 1854.
He found that the Arikara were in
. . . a prosperous condition, generally raising a superabundance of corn and vegetables, the large surplus of
which they dispose of to the neighboring tribes and traders.
This year, however, the continued drought, and the very
severe frost early in August will curtail their crop about
two-thirds~ still they have an abundance for their own consumption.2
The agent also noted that the Arikara were farming the bottom lands as
the soil around their village was "entirely valueless. 1126
Moving upriver, Vaughn found that the Mandan were "raising a
sufficiency of corn and vegetables for their consumption, and, in favorable seasons, considerable to spare, which they also trade to neighboring tribes and traders for other necessaries of life.

1127

On July 7,

2 3Annual Report, 1853, p. 355.

24 U. S. Department of Interior, Office of Indian Affairs, Annual
Report of the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, 1854 (Washington, D.C.:
A.O. P. Nicholson, 1854), p. 288.
25 u. S. Department of Interior, Office of Indian Affairs, Annual
Report of the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, 1855 (Washington, D.C.:
A. 0. P. Nicholson, 1855), p. 393. (Hereafter cited as Annual Report,
1855, etc.)
26 Ibid.
27

Ibid.
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1855, the agent arrived at Fort Berthold, Dakota Territory, where the
Hidatsa village was located.

He found their condition to be generally

similar to that of the Arikara and Mandan.

He found that the Hidatsa

had cultivated "large fields of corn and vegetables which covered the
bottom lands .

1128

Vaughn was much impressed with their desire to

improve their living conditions, especially along the lines that the
whites approved.
While 1854 and 1855 were relatively good years, 1856 saw a
return of hard times for the Three Tribes.

When Vaughn arrived at the

Arikara and Mandan villages he found that their crops had been severely
damaged by hail.

But the Hidatsa were found to have a large surplus,

so starvation was not an immediate prospect. 29

More serious than the

food problem was the fact that varioloid, a modified form of smallpox,
had been introduced to the Arikara and Mandan villages by white
traders.

At the time of Vaughn's arrival, the Arikara had lost 63

members of their tribe and the Mandan had lost 17 out of their meager
tribal population of 250. 30
The 1856-1857 season was to be Vaughn's last year as Indian
agent of the Three Tribes,and his replacement, Alexander H. Redfield,
filed his first annual report on September 9, 1857.

The winter of

1856~57 had seen the modified smallpox run its course.

Apparently

the Arikara and Gros Ventre had some intertribal problems, but they
28Annual Report, 1855, p. 393.

29u. S. Department of Interior, Office of Indian Affairs, Annual
Report of the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, 1856 (Washington, D.C.:
Cornelius Wendell, 1857), p. 636. (Hereafter cited as Annual Report,
1856, etc.)
30rbid., p. 637.
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had been solved by the time of Redfield's arrival.

He found the Arikara

south of Fort Berthold and the Gros Ventre and Mandan in the vicinity
of the fort.

All patches of corn, squash, and other crops were intensely

.
d 31
cu 1 tivate.

He urged that these tribes be assisted and instructed by

the government in the more advanced methods of farming.

Redfield added

that this would prove useless without protection from marauding bands

.
. b·'
o f Sioux
an d Assina
oines. 32
Circumstances had not improved by the following summer.

When

Agent Redfield arrived at Fort Berthold, he found the Three Tribes in
wretched condition.

The Arikara were involved in a horse stealing,

scalp~gathering war with the Yanktonai.

They were also aggravated by

a shortaged annuity goods and were sullenly hostile toward the white
traders, soldiers, and Indian agents.

The Mandan and Hidatsa were

weak, fearful of the hostile Yanktonai, and in need of protection.
Despite these adversities, Redfield judged their crop production to
be abundant.

33

As in the report of 1857, he urged that the govern-

ment take a more active role in helping these tribes to develop their
· 1 tura 1 potentia.
· 1 34
agricu

as his predecessors.

Redfield, however, made the same mistakes

He did not list specifically the amount of crops

grown, therefore his estimates of supplies needed may not have been

31u. S. Department of Interior, Office of Indian Affairs, Annual
Report of the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, 1857 (Washington, D.C.:
James B. Steedman, 1858), p. 416. (Hereafter cited as Annual Report,
1857, etc.)
3 2 Ibid . , p . 416 .
33u. S. Department of Interior, Office of Indian Affairs, Annual
Report of the Office of Indian Affairs, 1858 (Washington, D.C.: William
A. Harris, 1859), p. 439.
3 4Ibid.
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accurate.

His visits were brief and woefully inadequate to get an accu-

rate picture of the situation.
In 1858, Redfield was transferred to the Yankton Agency and was
replaced by Agent Schoonover.

During his tenure as agent to the Upper

Missouri, Schoonover encouraged the Arikara to leave their village near
abandoned Fort Clark and move upriver to join the Hidatsa and Mandan.
This they did within a year.
Schoonover was then replaced by John H. Charles who soon stepped
aside for Samuel Latta, a Lincoln appointee. 35

When Agent Latta first

arrived at Fort Berthold on June 5, 1862, he found the Hidatsa and Mandan residing in their village.

These tribes were growing "corn, pump-

kins, beans, etc., producing more than they can consume." 36

This cul-

tivation was done entirely by use of hoes, as they "know nothing of
the use of the plough. 1137

Latta recommended government assistance to

these tribes to improve their farming methods.

He visited the Arikara

who were building a new village on the opposite bank of the Missouri
from the Hidatsa and Mandan village.

They too were growing the usual

crops but in a new jointly-prepared field.3 8

Latta found the Three

Tribes to be peaceful and friendly but victimized by aggressive Sioux,
35John E. Sunder, The Fur Trade on the Upper Missouri: 1840University of Oklahoma Press, 1965), p. 222. (Hereafter cited as Sunder, Fur Trade on the Upper Missouri.)

1865 (Norman:

36 u. S. Department of Interior, Office of Indian Affairs, Annual
Report of the Office of Indian Affairs, 1862 (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1863), p. 338. (Hereafter cited as Annual Report,
1862, etc.)
J7Ibid.
38 Ibid.

The Arikara had abandoned their old village and fields
at Fort Berthold due to the constant harassment of the Sioux and lack
of any protection.
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who made hunting beyond the village a very hazardous task and by unscrupulous traders at Fort Berthold.

By this time the swindling of the

tribes by the Chouteaus and the American Fur Company had become so
blatant that Latta felt constraint to protest vehemently their corrupt

.
39
practices.
The situation in 1863 was even more serious.

Attacks by the

Yanktonai and the Sisseton tribe of Sioux had become so frequent that
they overshadowed all activities at the Fort Berthold agency.

These

eastern Sioux tribes, often short of food and horses, found the Mandan, Arikara, and Hidatsa village convenient places to rais. 40

As a

result the Arikara were forced to abandon their new village and move
in with the Hidatsa and Mandan.

Hunting for game was virtually impos-

sible, while farming was increasingly hazardous.

In fact it was sug-

gested by Agent Latta that if no troops could be provided for the
protection of the three tribes at Fort Berthold, they would be "compelled to abandon their village and seek refuge amongst the Crow
Indians. 1141

While the Three Tribes did not flee to the Crow villages,

they continued to suffer attacks from the Sioux.
In June and July of 1864, Father De Smet of the Jesuits and a
new Indian agent, Malhon Wilkinson, visited the Mandan, Arikara, and

39 Annual Report, 1862, p. 340.
40These attacks by the Sioux were a result of their expulsion
from Minnesota and punitive military expeditions by General Sully and
Colonel Sibley. Two of the best accounts of the Great Sioux Uprising
of 1862 may be found in Doane Robinson's A History of the Dakota or
Sioux Indians (Minneapolis: Ross and Haines, 1967), and Theodore C.
Blegen's Minnesota: A History of the State (Minneapolis: University
of Minnesota Press, 1963).
41Anrtual Report, 1863, p. 281.
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Hidatsa at their Fort Berthold village.

Wilkinson distributed seed

potatoes for planting along with other annuity goods. 42

He found that

the tribes had planted some six hundred acres of corn and that it was
"looking well," the rain had been ample and there was good prospect of
a winter surplus. 43

Father De Smet's observations were more critical

of the situation of the Three Tribes.

He wrote in a letter posted from

Fort Berthold June 24, 1864:
The Sioux keep.driving the Mandan, Arikara, and Hidatsa from
their hunting grounds; they have taken forcible possession
of all their lands from the Cheyenne to the Yellow Stone
River. They have been compelled to unite in one single village the remnants of their once powerful tribes. They are
now as it were, penned in and surrounded by their reckless
foe--overpowered by numbers. They hardly dare leave their
village in quest of fooa.44
Yet during the time that De Smet visited the Mandan, Arikara, and
Hidatsa, he found that they "had over a thousand acres in corn, pumpkins, beans, etc.; the crops appeared very promising; .

1145

Thus

on the one hand the crops were good, while on the other hand the
hostile Sioux made it impossible for the Three Tribes to utilize
their agricultural potential fully.

This often resulted in their

being on the verge of starvation.
The crop situation in 1865 was much like that of the preceding
year.

Hostile Sioux, however, were of great concern.

In letters of

June 11, 1865 and August 11, 1865, Newton Edmonds, Governor and ExOfficio Superintendent of Indian Affairs, reported that "their crops
42 Annual Report, 1864, p. 407.

43 Ibid. , p. 408.
44 Ibid., p. 422.
45 Ibid. , p. 426.
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are good" and that since there was no grasshopper devestation "they
raised the amount of corn started. 1146

Agent Wilkinson shared Edmunds'

optimism that the tribes at Fort Berthold produced an abundant crop
of corn. 47
The next two years, 1866 and 1867, saw the Mandan, Arikara,
and Hidatsa encounter extreme hardships.
their village at Fort Berthold. 48
nificantly.

In 1866 smallpox haunted

Crop production dropped off sig-

Conditions did not improve in 1867.

An excerpt from

Agent Wilkinson's annual report illustrates their miserable condition.
The Arikarees, Gros Ventres, and Mandans are at Fort Berthold,
in a truly pitable condition. They cannot raise a crop sufficient for their support unassisted by the government. They
are hemmed in by all bands of Sioux; by those we call friendly,
as well as the hostile Sioux.49
The next three years saw conditions among the Mandan, Arikara,
and Hidatsa plummet to a new low.

In 1868 game was scarce and con-

tinual attacks by the Sioux made crop raising hazardous and inadequate.50

In 1869, Wilkinson "found the agency in a very destitute

condition" with only "fourteen acres of ground
spring to corn and beans. 1151
crops was poor.

. planted last

The outlook for even those meager

Agent Wilkinson felt that "potatoes would do well

46Annual Report, 1865, pp. 397 and 406.
47 Ibid., p. 407.
48Robinson, History of North Dakota, p. 98.
49Annual Report, 1867, p. 236.
SOin 1868 Fort Berthold Indian Agency was established as separate from the Upper Missouri Agency.
51Annual Report, 1869, p. 754.
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here, and would be of more benefit than any other vegetable . . . for
these poor people . . . suffer terribly every winter from scurvy. 11 52
1870 crop was a failure before it was even planted.

The

The necessary seed

arrived so late in the growing season that the crop could not possibly
mature. 53

The one chance for optimism was the arrival of farm implements

for the tribe to use--a beginning towards a more modern farming operation
if only some expert instruction could be given to them. 5 4
During 1871 and 1872, Agent John E. Tappan found the agricultural
situation a bit more promising.

Even so, he felt that the Mandan, Ari-

kara, and Hidatsa would be better off in a more hospitable climate.
acreage for 1871 was up considerably--640 acres of bottom land.55

The
On

these bottom land patches Tappan reported that the Three Tribes grew
corn, wheat, oats, barley, peas, potatoes, and turnips.56
single most important crop.

Corn was the

Green worms infested the potatoes, while

grasshoppers devoured the beans; but altogether 1871 was quite a successful year for the Three Tribes at Fort Berthold.
52Annual Report, 1869, p. 754.
53 Annual Report, 1870, p. 687.
54Ibid. (Theoretically the Mandan, Arikara, and Hidatsa were part
of the Upper Missouri Indian Agency formed in 1819. But the Indian agents
did not visit on a regular basis due largely to the vast area encompassed
by the Upper Missouri Agency. This problem was somewhat rectified in
1864 when the agency was divided and one agent was put in charge of the
Mandan, Arikara, Hidatsa, Assiniboine, and Crow. It was not until 1870,
however, that the Three Tribes had a permanent agent. From that time on,
the agents assigned to the Three Tribes made annual reports concerning the
agricultural progress of these people.) (See also Roy W. Meyer, 11 Fort
Berthold and the Garrison Dam,iv North Dakota History: Journal of the
Northern Plains, 35 (Spring and Fall, 1968), 223).
55Annual Report, 1871, p. 937.
56Ibid., p. 939.
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By 1872, Tappan was able to report that the Three Tribes had one
thousand acres of bottom land under cultivation.57
been taught how to plow and herd cattle.

Many of the men had

Despite these advances Tappan

still felt that:
The climate here is very uncertain; one year a drought reduces the
Indians to the verge of starvation; next year, grasshoppers; and
the year following, bugs and the army worms eat all that the usual
dryness of the climate permits to grow. About one year in three
we have a good year and abundance. Each year late springs and
early frosts reduce the season to four short months for growing.
Thus the climate . . . retards the progress of civilization.58
Growing conditions for the spring of 1873 were not particularly
promising.

"The weather has been dry and cold, but has rained some dur-

ing the month April; the average of the thermometer has been -1 to 42
degrees. 115 9

The whites at Fort Berthold had not yet begun to plant

because their bottom land was still too wet from the March flood.60

In

fact, the Three Tribes were not able to work their fields until the 5th
of May.

During this planting Tappan issued 100 bushels of potato seed,

two bushels of squash seed, two bushels of pumpkin seed, and one-half
bushel of turnip seed. 61

As usual the planting season was disrupted by

the nuisance raids of disgruntled Sioux.

The crop production for 1873

was not sufficient, and since the crop yield for 1872 had been damaged
by grasshoppers, there was little surplus to fall back on.
57Annual Report, 1872, p. 647.
58Ibid., p. 648.
59 Letters received by the Office of Indian Affairs: 1824-1881.
National Archives of the United States, Roll 294 (Letter by John Tappan,
May 28, 1873). (Hereafter cited as Letters received: 1824-1881.)
60 Ibid., Roll 294 (Monthly Report for May, 1873 filed June 1,
1873.)
61 Ibid.
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L. B. Sperry was appointed Indian agent to replace John E. Tappan
in October 1873.

Upon arrival at Fort Berthold he found the condition of

the Three Tribes to be rather poor.

Sperry found the game scarce, the

winters long and cold, and the grasshoppers a nuisance.

The growing sea-

son for 1873 was disastrous; the summer was cold, thus preventing the
crops from maturing, and the growth was abruptly stopped by a severe frost
in early September. 62

Sperry was forced to purchase necessary provisions

to prevent members of the Three Tribes from starving during the winter.
The situation was even bleaker in the summer of 1874, for after
the hard times of the two previous summers, a drought now shrivelled the
crops. 63

The drought was compounded by a grasshopper plague that totally

destroyed the wheat and oats and partially damaged the corn, beans, and
potatoes. 64

There was some hope that the potatoes would survive, as they

were the least damaged.

Despite these setbacks and a desire to relocate

the Arikara, Mandan, and Hidatsa in a more favorable climate, Sperry
sought to provide the tribes with the necessary equipment to improve
their agricultural methods and increase their production.

To do this he

had added the following implements to those the Indians already had:

11

23

wagons, 220 fellows, 20 ox yokes, 40 scythes, 15 swathes, 18 hayrakes,
60 oxbows, 1 hay fork, 1 wood and iron framed mowing machine, 17 spades,
6 shovels, 8 picks."65
62Letters received: 1824-1881, Roll 294 (Letter October 18,
1873 from John E. Tappan to the Commissioner of Indian Affairs.)
63Ibid., Roll 294 (Letter of June 18, 1874 from L. B. Sperry to
Commissioner of Indian Affairs.)
64Ibid., Roll 294 (Letter of June 26, 1874 from L. B. Sperry to
Commissioner of Indian Affairs.)
65rbid., Roll 294 (From vouchers dated October 1, 1874, partial
list of supplies purchased by Agent Sperry from a Joseph Anderson, also
lists unit price.)

l
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According to Sperry the crop outlook in 1875, especially for the
corn, potatotes, and garden vegetables, was above average. 66

He also

found that nmany of the male Indians are getting over the notion that
labor is degrading, and have done an unusual amount of work this season.1167

Sperry was contradicted by William Courtenay, a farmer of the

agency staff, who said the "Indians have under cultivation and care for
in their usual way, squaw-power, about the usual area--not far from 400
acres. 1168

Agent Sperry reiterated his claim that crop yield of corn

and potatoes would be large but the total crop yields were not.
The year 1876 was a relatively good year.

No mention was made

of droughts, floods, or grasshoppers but Sperry asked that a greater
portion of the annuities for the Arikara, Mandan, and Hidatsa be spent
for farm implements for individual members of the tribes.

Due to the

flooding of a large part of bottom land, the acreage planted in 1877
was smaller than in 1876.69

Still it was predicted that "not with-

standing . . . the yield of all kinds of produce will be larger than
usual, having escaped the grasshopper pest which so often devestates
this country. 11 70

Indian Agent E. H. Alden was quite pleased with the

labors of those tribal members who worked the land.

He mentioned that

much of the ground breaking was done with plows instead of hoes; this
represented a vast improvement over past years when the hoe was the
major instrument of cultivation.
6 6Annual ReEort, 1875, p. 744.
6 7Ibid., p. 743.
-6Slbid., p .. 744.

69

Annual Report, 1877, p. 455.

70rbid., p. 476.
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By 1880, crop production and acreage had expanded even more.
During the summer the Three Tribes broke 200 acres of prairie land so
that by the growing season of 1881 they had 850 acres ready for cultivation.71

Even so, Kauffman's official analysis of the prospects of

profitable farming on the reservation was pessimistic.

He found:

. . . the arable land which may be farmed at the agency is
limited to a plateau or second bottom, averaging about one
mile in width by about four miles in length, when we come to
the bluffs which are rough, stony, and wholly unfit for cultivation, as I believe is nine-tenths of the land on the
·
reservation;
. . . 72
The following year, 1881, saw the tribes at Fort Berthold cultivating approximately 580 acres divided into 255 allotments.73

There

were plans to break 200 to 300 additional acres of land during the summer so that it could be cultivated the following year.
Agent Kauffman's annual report for 1882 had to be submitted too
early for accurate crop yield statistics.

The tribes were cultivating

332 acres comprising 302 individual allotments.7 4

Kauffman also began

an experiment in prairie farming with a select group of twenty tribal
families.

They were to begin breaking ground on a plateau near the

mouth of the Little Missouri River.

In his official communications to

the Commission of Indian Affairs he said that:
Twenty Indian men, heads of families, have consented to go
this fall 22 miles west from the agency, build houses, and
remain to farm 133 acres of land which I had broken this summer. I will also, if authority by the honorable Commissioner
be granted, have more land broken next summer on this beautiful
71Annual Report, 1880, p. 154.
72 Ibid.
7 3Annual Report, 1881, p. 94.
74Annual Report, 1882, p. 83.
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plateau near the mouth of the Little Missouri River, where there
is a body of from 4,000 to 5,000 acres of excellent land for
cultivation, and scatter my Indians, who have been for many
years here living together in one compact village, on lands
apart from the immediate vicinity of this agency.75
The growing season of 1883 was fraught with problems.

There had

been a long severe drought; only 2 and one-eighth inches of rain had fallen since winter.

The drought was compounded on June 29th by hot winds

which reduced the crop yield.

Even so, Kauffman was pleased that the

wheat and oats acreage had increased and that "87 heads of families grew
wheat in 1883, whereas only 46 heads of families had grown wheat in
1882. 117 6
Aside from concern for the day-to-day farming operations of the
Three Tribes, Kauffman desired to formulate some long range plans for
land usage by the tribes under his charge.

First, he wanted the Arikara,

Mandan, and Hidatsa to be given clear title to the land they owned and
occupied.

Tribal land rights were complicated by the land cessions of

1870 and 1880, as well as the partial restoration of land by the Proclamation of 1880 which had resulted in confusion as to exact boundaries
of the reservation. 77

Second, Kauffman was desirous of continuing and

expanding the individual ownership of land by Indians.

He saw private

ownership as a means of deemphasizing group hunts, breaking up what, in
Kauffman's opinion, was the rather dirty communal village, and furthering civilization and self-support among these people. 78
75Annual ReEort, 1882, p. 83.
76 Annual Re:eort, 1883, p. 90.
77Ibid., p. 91.
78Ibid.

He felt that
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the tribal members would accept this program and that they wanted individual tracts of land.
The year of 1884 was one of rains, good crop yields, and optimism.

Agent J. Gifford recorded that:

The Indians this year have had several councils reJ01c1ng over
the plenteous crops, which is due to copious rains which have
fallen since planting season, an increase over last year of
4.22 inches, and which has given them crops never before
experienced on this reservation.79
There were 95 families growing wheat and 66 families growing oats, a
satisfying increase from the previous year. 80

Gifford found that the

. . . act of this year of abundant crops has awakened a
desire in the minds of many of those who have thus far
shown no evidence of work, and they are applying for
allotments, that they too, may reap the fruits of labor. 81
Agent Gifford's annual report for 1885 was extremely nebulous.
No crop acreage or yields were mentioned.

Gifford continued to push

individual allotments and commented that nthe determination on the part
of our Indians toward becoming self-supporting is indeed great, and the
number greatly increased over last year

1182

The following year, 1886, saw a significant improvement in agriculture.

Members of the Three Tribes planted 600 to 800 acres in less

than two weeks.

Also, during the summer they broke new patches of land

from some thirty miles along both sides of the Missouri River. 83

This

increased use of individual tracts of land and the spreading out of
79 Annual ReEort, 1884, p. 79.
BO Ibid., pp. 79-80.

81 Ibid. , p. 80.
82Annual Report, 1885, p. 255.
8 3Annual Report, 1886, pp. 280-281.
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cultivated land was slowly accomplishing three objectives.

One, accord-

ing to the agent, it was dispersing the Three Tribes from their unhealthy
villages alleged centers of idleness and dissipation.
ing down the cherished tribal structure.

Two, it was break-

Third, it appeared to be

increasing farm production, though this often proved to be a dubious
result in view of the frequent whims of nature.
The year 1887 was a case in point.
great harvest but nothing came of it.

It was to be the year of the

The cause of this crop failure

was a favorable early growing season followed by a drought and severe
hot winds that parched and destroyed most of the young grain.

Rain late

in the growing season was responsible for the meager harvest that was
obtained.84

The Three Tribes had originally planned to keep only enough

for their own consumption and had planned to sell the rest.

With the

funds from the sale of this grain they were to purchase articles "necessary to commence independent farming and to furnish themselves with such
farming tools and supplies which this great Government cannot afford to
furnish them."85
Despite the 1887 wheat crop failure new agent Gifford stated in
1888 that:
This reservation, with perhaps a few exceptions, is the best
in the territory for general farming and stock raising purposes,
containing, as it does, many thousand acres of desirable riverbottom land noted for its great producing qualities and its
general fertility, the reservation being almost equally divided
and watered by the Missouri River.86
Although Clifford was transferred before he could prove his point,
his successor, H. B. Jones, agreed with him.
84Annual Report, 1887, p. 119.
85rbid.
86Annual Report, 1888, p. 42.

Although Jones' first year
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as agent to the Arikara, Mandan, and Hidatsa was marked by a severe
drought, approximately 250 additional acres were broken for new cultivation, and Jones urged stock-raising as a supplement to farming.87
The next year's crop failure lent weight to this suggestion.
The replacement for Jones, John S. Murphy, was dejected over the prospects for agriculture on the Fort Berthold Indian Reservation but he
too felt that stock-raising was a more feasible way to prosperity for
the Three Tribes.

In support of this position, Agent Murphy said:

Although the facts are incontrovertibly against this
country as a successful farming region, without irrigation,
when it comes to its adaptation to stock raising I do not
think too much can be said in its favor. The grazing as
stated before, is uniformly good all over the reservation,
water is plentiful and good in quality. In fact, as a place
for rearing of cattle and sheep I believe this section has
superior advantages.BB
Murphy hoped that if the Agreement of 1886 was passed the money given to
the Three Tribes by the government would be used to "institute and maintain a system of ranching. 1189

To institute the stock raising program

Murphy requested delivery of 400 cows, 16 bulls, 2500 sheep, 128 rams,

80 brood mares with 50 with colts, and 50 work oxen by September.90
Before any further progress could be made, this reservation, like most
others in America, entered into the allotment process which markedly
affected the nature of Indian agriculture.
Inheritors of a long semi-agricultural tradition, prior to 1810
the Three Tribes persevered through period crop failures to maintain a
87Annual Report, 1890, p. 34.
B8Ibid.

89 Ibid.
90Annual Report, 1891, p. 322.
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tenuous harmony with the harsh environment of the Upper Missouri River
Valley.

They were particularly adept at raising large crops of corn,

pumpkins, squash, and other vegetables.

In good years the Arikara

traded their surplus to the neighboring Sioux in return for other commodities.

When crop failures occurred the Mandan, Arikara, and

Hidatsa relied more heavily on the numerous buffalo.

The environment

was harsh and unremitting, but the Three Tribes were able to maintain
a reasonable level of economic well-being until the white men became
numerous in the region.
This situation was upset by the emergence of the fur companies
in the Upper Missouri Valley.

The white man with his diseases and

destructive greed helped to destroy the delicate balance between the
Mandan, Arikara, and Hidatsa and their environment.

Smallpox decimated

their manpower and by 1870 the slaughter of buffalo deprived them of an
essential commodity in their economy.

At this point droughts and crop

failures became much more critical to group survial than had previously
been the case.
The central theme of the Three Tribes' development roughly
between 1810 and 1870 was an attempt to adopt to the new forces in
their world.

While helping the fur companies to establish their foot-

hold in the region, the Three Tribes continued the time honored laborious methods of cultivation.

But with the buffalo gone and small game

increasingly scarce, times were hard.

Prosperity was a relative matter

sandwiched between years of crop failures and disastrous plagues.

These

years of uncertainty increased the dependency of the Three Tribes on the
whites.

As part of the Upper Missouri Agency, the Arikara, Mandan, and

Hidatsa received annual annuity goods.

Periodically a visiting Indian
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agent would suggest that the government should assist the Three Tribes in
the agricultural pursuits, but little was ever done.
The 1860's were bleak times for the Three Tribes at Fort Berthold.
Hostile bands of Sioux, hungry and pursued by the military, raided the
Arikara, Mandan, and Hidatsa villages.
the fields impossible.

The frequent raids made work in

Food shortages became commonplace and dependence

on government rations deepened.

Though the Three Tribes remained peace-

ful, anger and frustration at the adverse chain of events since the coming of the whites occasionally was voiced.

In 1870, the Arikara chief

White Shield complained:
. . . that before agents arrived at Fort Berthold, his people
had been able to hold their own against the Sioux; but now,
"when we listen to the whites we have to sit in our villages,
listen to [the Sioux] insults, and have our young men killed
and our horses stolen within sight of our lodges. 11 91
The first permanent agent assigned to the Three Tribes arrived in
1870, but any optimism that conditions would soon improve was quickly
crushed.

Taken as a whole the 1870's were not prosperous, little progress

was made towards self-efficiency.
gently at improving their crops.
increased.

Still the Three Tribes worked diliThe acreage under cultivation was

A succession of agents also purchased and distributed suit-

able modern farm equipment.

From the evidence available, the failure of

the Three Tribes to progress significantly during the decade was due not
to any lack of effort of the tribal members.

There is however, some rea-

son to believe that certain of the Indian agents did not give adequate
support to the agricultural projects of these tribes.

But the major

causes of crop failures were drought, grasshoppers, and other natural
91Meyer, "Fort Berthold and Garrison Dam," p. 225.
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catastrophes.

Since by this time the hunt had passed the way of the buf-

falo, when the crops failed, starvation was never far away.
The 1880's proved to be a decade of transition for the Three
Tribes.

Perhaps the most important event was the introduction of a

rudimentary allotment system.

This system begun in approximately 1881,

was designed to destroy the old tribal cultural and values, produce
independent land owning people, and increase agricultural production.
Unlike the later allotment system set up by the Dawes Act, these allotments were really only an enlargement of the patch system.
three acre plots, each farmer had a ten acre plot.

Instead of

As a result quite

a bit of new land was broken and the cultivation of wheat and oats
was begun, and crop production rose.

Unfortunately, the increase

was not reliable as time and again the climate defeated the best
efforts of the Three Tribes.
With crop production so unreliable, the raising of stock,
sheep, and cattle was enthusiastically backed by various resident
Indian agents.

The development of the livestock program coincided

with a shift to individual allotments of land.

Together these two

changes made a considerable impact on the tribal economy.

CHAPTER IV
THE CHALLENGE OF ALLOTMENT

1891-1945

To successfully adapt to their individually allotted lands was
the major challenge faced by the Three Tribes between 1891 and 1945.
The allotment program severely damaged tribal cultures while not providing ready solutions to the traditional problems of severe climate
and largely unsuitable land.

It is probable that the authors of the

Dawes Act did not foresee many of these problems, especially the
fractionalization of individual allotments.

Because the program

was disruptive to tribal culture it became increasingly difficult
for the individual to cope with these problems.
The basics of the allotment program became legal policy with
the passage of the Dawes Act (General Allotment Act) of 1887. 1

Sec-

tion One of this act provided for the specific acreage to be allotted
to eligible Indians.

This would apply to the Mandan, Arikara, and

Hidatsa at Fort Berthold, under the Act of March 3, 1891. 2

Section

One also provided for additional allotments when the original
1 statutes at Large of the United States of America, December
1885 to March 1887 (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office,
1887), p. 388. (Hereafter cited as Statutes at Large, December 1885
to March 1887, etc.)
2 Ibid.

To each head of family--160 acres; to each single
person over 18 years of age--80 acres; to each orphan under 18
years of age--80 acres; to each other single person under 18 years
of age--40 acres.
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allotment was useful only for grazing purposes. 3
for the method of allotment selection.

Section Two provided

Heads of family chose their own

land and were allowed to include any improvements they had made prior to
the allotment program.

4

Heads of families also chose land for their

minor children, while the agents selected land for each orphan child. 5
Section Five provided for the issuance of trust patents to each
allottee once the allotments were approved by the Secretary of the
.
6
I nterior .

The trust patents provided that the United States:

. . . hold the land thus allotted for the period of twentyfive years, in trust for the sole use and benefit of the
Indian to whom such allotment shall have been made, or, in
the case of his decease, of his heirs according to the laws
of the State of Territory where such land is located, . . . 7
At the end of the twenty-five year trust period fee patents were to be
issued.

At the time of change from trust to fee status any encumbrance

on the land contracted during the trust period was null and void. 8
Thus if an Indian got into debt to a non-Indian while his land was in
trust status he could not lose it immediately at the end of the trust
period.

There were other advantages of trust over fee status, partic-

ularly the fact that land in trust status was not taxable, while land
in fee status was.
3 statutes at Large, December 1885 to March 1887, p. 388.

4 Ibid.

5 Ibid.
6 Ibid., p. 389. (Sec. 3 states that the President was to appoint
special agents to manage the allotment program. Sec. 4 states that
Indians not on reservations could make selection of public lands for
allotment.)

7Ibid.
8 Ibid.
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Section Five also provided that the President could extend the
trust period at his discretion.

9 For most tribes, the trust period was

extended in perpetuity under the Indian Reorganization Act of 1934
because it was considered much preferable to fee patent status.

Fin-

ally, Section Five authorized the Secretary of the Interior to negotiate with the various tribes for the sale of their unallotted lands
to the federal government who in turn would sell that portion of the
land adaptable to agriculture to actual and bona fide settlers only
in tracts not exceeding one hundred and sixty acres.IO
Although the Three Tribes were not included in the Dawes Act,
a similar act that applied to Fort Berthold was negotiated in 1886 and
approved by Congress on March 3, 1891.

Article One provided for the

cession of
. that portion of the Fort Berthold Indian Reservation,
. , lying north of the forty-eighth parallel of north
latitude, and also all that portion lying west of a north
and south line six miles west of the most westerly point
of the big bends of the Missouri River, south of the fortyeighth parallel of north latitudell (see Figure 2).
9statutes at Large, December 1885 to March 1887, p. 389.
lOibid., pp. 389-390.
11 senate Committee on Indian Affairs, Indian Affairs: Laws and
Treaties. Vol. I: Statutes, Executive Orders, Proclamations and Statistics of Tribes.· ed. by Charles J. Kappler (5 vols. Washington,
D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1903), p. 425. (Hereafter cited as
Senate Committee on Indian Affairs, Statutes, Executive Orders.) One
fault of the act concerned Articles One and Six. Apparently there was
some confusion on the part of homesteaders as to where they could
settle. In a Presidential Proclamation dated May 20, 1891, President
Benjamin Harrison stated that the portion of the reservation open to
homesteading was based on the 1885 General Land Office map and clearly
defined as all that portion of the Fort Berthold Reservation lying
north of the forty-eighth parallel of north latitude, and also all
that portion lying west of a north and south line six miles west of
the most westerly point of the big bend of the Missouri River, south
of the forty-eighth parallel of north latitude. (See Appendix B for
full text.)
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Fig. 2.-~Boundary of the Fort Berthold Indian Reservation:
Act of March 3, 1891

As a result of Article One of the Act of March 3, 1891 the
area numbered 712 was returned to the public domain.
That portion of the map numbered 713 indicates the remaining reservation which except for the land taken by the Garrison
project has remained the same down to the present.

Source:

Eighteenth Annual Report of the Bureau of American Ethnology,
of the Smithsonian Institution, 1896-97, J. W. Powell,
Director, part 2 (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing
Office, 1899). Map section.
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Article Two stated that in return for this land the federal government
would pay the Three Tribes eighty thousand dollars per year for ten
years.

This money was to be spent to promote the civilization of the

Three Tribes. 12
In order to best promote development of the Three Tribes, an
allotment program was instituted.

The allotments were to follow pre-

scribed acreage limitations as set down by Section One of the Act of
February 8, 1887 (Dawes Act).13

Article Three defined the acreage

limitations of the allotments, and Article Four provided for issuance
of trust patents.14

Article Five, modeled after the Section Six of

the Dawes Act, granted citizenship to all tribal members who had
received their allotments. 15

By becoming citizens, they became sub-

ject to the laws of North Dakota.

Article Six provided for the dis-

posal of the unallotted diminished reservation.

That part of the

reservation was to be ·held in trust for twenty-five years for the
This proclamation modifying Article Six supposedly altered the first
allotment schedule, though precisely what effect the modification had
is not recorded by any Indian agent or apparently any other official
who had dealings with the Mandan, Arikara, and Hidatsa. (See Committee on Indian Affairs, Statutes, Executive Orders, pp. 948-949, and
General Data Concerning Indian Reservations: Revised to June 30, 1919
(Washington, D. C.: Government Printing Office, 1930), p. 10. According to this the Act of March 3, 1891 as modified by Presidential Proclamation of May 20, 1891 authorized the allotment of 229,634.91 acres
to 1,379 allottees. This is in conflict with other sources that state
the Act of March 3, 1891 authorized only 949 allottees.)
12 Ibid.
13rbid., p. 426.
14 Ibid.
15 Ibid.
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benefit of .the Three Tribes.

16

Each child born during those twenty-five

years was to receive his or her allotment from this land. 17

At the end

of the trust period, the remaining unallotted land was to be conveyed
. common in
. f ee. 18
t o th e Th ree Tri'b es in
Having set up the mechanics of the allotment program in Articles
Three through Six, Article Seven provided for the implementation of this
program using a portion of the first payment for the land, as provided
in Article Two, for the purchase of certain equipment for each allottee.
The following equipment was provided:

19

one cook-stove, one yoke of work

oxen, one breaking plow, one stirring plow, one cow, one wagon, one axe,
one hoe, one spade, one hand rake, one scythe, and one pitchfork or other
such equipment as deemed necwssary.

20

Each allottee also received

assistance in the erection of a comfortable house.
Under the terms of the Act of 1891, the boundaries of the Fort
Berthold Reservation were surveyed and modified, and the first group of
949 allotments was located along the bottom lands of the Missouri River

and its tributaries where the Three Tribes were able to maintain their
traditional agricultural practice of patch farming.

The bottom land

provided adequate water and wood to meet the needs of these people.
The following are allotment locations that were part of the first
allotment schedule.

16 senate Committee on Indian Affairs, Statutes, Executive Orders,
p. 425.

17 Ibid.
18 Ibid.

19 Ibid., p. 427.
20rbid.
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TABLE 1
PARTIAL LIST OF LOCATIONS OF EIRST ALLOTMENTs21
allottee tfi

allottee name

part of section
Tl47NR88W

869
872

873
885

White Tail
Black Weasel
Richard White Tail
Charley Ross
Tl46NR88W

681

Hands

618
807

Boy Chief
Skunk Head
White Corn Woman

811

Tl46NR88W
713

761
805

809
818
832

Whistles
Red Wolf
Henry Baxter
Belva Lockwood
Strikes Two
Short Bear

712

Byron Wilde

694

John P. Young
Bears Teeth
Chief Women

619
933

Sec 3
SW!i;
SWNW~
SE!z;NW~
NE~SE~SE~

160.00
40.00
40.00
80.00

Sec 2
lot 3, NE~, lot 2
SW~, lot 2 SE~SE!i;
SE~SE~NE~, NW~SE~
SW1-i

S~NW~

91.00

120.00
160.00
80.00

Sec 3
SW~NW~
SE~NE~, NE~SE~
NW~&SW~SW~
SE~SE\
SW\NE~, S~NE\
SE\NW~, NE\&SE\SW\

Tl46NR88W

acreage

40.00
80.00
80.00
40.00
120.00
120.00

Sec 4
lot 1 NE\, lot 2
NW~, lot 2 SW~
lot 1 SE~NE~
SE~
SW~
lot 3 NE~, lot 4
NW~, lot 4 SW~
lot 3 NW~

485.00
160.00
160.00
94.60

2111 1and Index-Fort Berthold. 11 Realty Office, Title and Records
Section, Bureau of Indian Affairs, Aberdeen Area Office, Aberdeen, South
Dakota. (Hereafter cited as "Land Index-Fort Berthold.") These indices
are a computerized compilation of Indian land holdings by township,
range, and section. They are generally still raw data, that is the
vast majority of the holdings have not been legally verified by a
title examiner (title status report).
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This first allotment schedule made no provision for the reservation of coal or other minerals. 22
The second allotment schedule, authorized by an Act of March 1,

1907 provided:
That the Secretary of the Interior be, and he is hereby,
authorized to cause an allotment of eighty acres to be made
from the lands of the Fort Berthold Reservation, including
lands to be restored, to each member of the several tribes
belonging on and occupying said reservation, now living and
to whom no allotment has heretofore been made; and where any
allotment of less than eighty acres has heretofore been made,
the allottee, if now living, shall be allowed to take an
additional allotment, which with the land already allotted
shall not exceed eighty acres.23
Under the provisions of this Act allottees 950 through 1714 were allowed
to choose their land.
rights.

Again there was no reservation of coal or mineral

Trust patents for these allotments were granted for the most

part in three stages:

December 19, 1910, April 5, 1912, and November

29, 1915. 24
A third allotment schedule was authorized under Section Two of
an Act of June 1, 1910.

It was a supplemental allotment to allottees

1A-1133A in return of the relinquishment of certain segments of the
reservation.
11

Article One stated that the land to be relinquished was

all the surplus unallotted and unreserved lands within that portion

of said reservation lying and being east and north of the Missouri
22 Letter from Fort Berthold Agency Realty Office to Mr. Martin
N. B. Holm, Area Director, Aberdeen, South Dakota (for the attention of
the Realty-Titles and Records Section), March 6, 1961. (Hereafter
cited as Letter to Mr. Holm, March 6, 1961.)
23 Statutes at Large, December 1907 to March 1908 p. 1042.
1
24Letter to Mr. Holm, March 6, 1961. (The usual reasons for a
delay in granted trust patents were questions of the allottees' legal
eligibility.)
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River .

This land was to be surveyed, appraised, and sold by the

federal government.

Article Six set up a commission of three persons to

be appointed by the President to classify, appraise, and value the land
to be sold. 26

One member of the commission was to be a person "holding

tribal relations with said Indians, .

1127

Once the three man commission had completed its job, the specific
land was opened by proclamation.

President William H. Taft, using the

powers granted to him under the Act of Congress approved June 1, 1910,
proclaimed on June 29, 1911 that:
All the non-mineral, unallotted unreserved lands within the
Fort Berthold Indian Reservation in the State of North Dakota
which had been classified under said Act of Congress into
agricultural land of the first class and grazing land shall
be disposed of under the general provisions of the homestead
laws of the United States and of said Act of Congress, and
be opened to settlement and entry, . . . 28
Actual settlement of this land was to officially open at nine o'clock
a. m.

October 1, 1912. 29

Any land not already chosen was subject to

25 statutes at Large, March 1909 to March 1911, p. 455.

At the
time this land was relinquished many portions of it were already
allotted to Indians. The Bureau of Indian Affairs since the date of
this Act has been operating under the assumption that the relinquished
land was no longer part of the reservation. On January 17, 1972 the
Eighth Circuit Court of Appeals in case No. 70-1147 (The City of New
Town, North Dakota, a municipal corporation v. the United States of
America and Rogers C. B. Morton, Secretary of the Interior, the Three
Affiliated Tribes, Fort Berthold Reservation) concluded !£that the boundaries of the Fort Berthold Reservation are those specified in the Act
of March 3, 1891, 26 Stat. 1032, and that the Act of June 1, 1910, 36
Stat. 4155 and subsequent acts did not alter these boundaries" (p. 11).
Z6statutes at Large, March 1909 to March 1911, p. 456. (Lands
were to be classified as first and second class agricultural land,
grazing land, timber land, and mineral land--timber and mineral land
was not to be appraised.)

27 rbid., p. 457.
28statutes at Large, March 1911 to March 1913, p. 1693.
29Ibid., p. 1695.
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settlement under the general homestead laws and the provisions of the
Act of June 1, 1910. 3 0
The proceeds of the 1910 land sale to the federal government
were to be held by the Treasury Department for the sole use of the
tribes, and the principle was to accrue interest at the rate of three
percent per year. 31

The sale of this land during the period 1911

through 1920 added $1,560,393.32 to the coffers of the Three Tribes. 32
This money was to be divided among the members of the Three Tribes on
.
b asis.
. 33
a per capita

While the unallotted agricultural land north and east of the
Missouri River was sold under the Act of 1910, the tribal allottees
were to receive an additional 320 acres of farming or grazing land
from:
That part of the reservation lying west and south of the Missouri River, or in township one hundred and fifty north, of
ranges ninety, ninety-one, ninety-two, and ninety-three west;
township one hundred and forty-nine north of ranges ninety,
and ninety~one west, township one hundred and forty-eight
north of ranges eighty-eight, eighty-nine, ninety, and
ninety-one west; and township one hundred and forty seven
north of ranges eighty-seven, eighty-eight, eighty-nine, and
ninety west, lying east and north of the Missouri River:
Provided further, That all allotments of land in the township specifically described and lying north and east of
the Missouri River shall be made prior to a date to be
30 Statutes at Large, March 1911 to March 1913, p. 1693.

31 Ibid., p. 390.
32 u. S. Department of Interior, Office of Indian Affairs, Annual
Report of the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, 1911-1920 (Government
Printing Office, 1911-1920). (Taken from statistic tables of these
reports.)
33 statutes at Large, December 1915 to March 1917, pp. 144-145.
(Section seventeen, paragraph seven, of the Act of May 18, 1916.)
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fixed by the Secretary of the Interior, which date shall not
be less than ijiX months from and after the date of approval
of this Act.34 (See Figure 3).
The granting of the 320 acres of grazing land was in conformity
with Section One of the Act of February 8, 1887 (Dawes Act) which provided for this increased acreage when the land was suitable only for
grazing. 35

All of the supplemental allotments authorized by the Act

of June 1, 1910 were issued by November 29, 1915. 36
Section Five of the Act of June 1, 1910 gave the first hint that
the holdings of the Mandan, Arikara, and Hidatsa in the Missouri River
Valley were deemed necessary for other purposes.

It stated:

That the Secretary of the Interior is hereby authorized to
set aside and reserve from location, entry, sale, allotment, or
other appropriation such tracts as are found to be chiefly
valuable for power sites or reservoir sites: Provided, That
the Secretary of the Interior is hereby authorized
cancel
after notice and a hearing, all trust patents issued to the
Indian allottees for allotments within any such power or
reservoir site: Provided further, That the Secretary of the
Interior shall report to Congress all lands so withdrawn for
power or reservoir sites.37

to

Despite this harbinger of the future, the allotment program
progressed smoothly with a vast majority of the members of the Three
Tribes choosing their allotments and additional allotments in the
familiar surroundings of the river bottom land.

Since this was their

traditional farming area, they were willing to relinquish the good
agricultural prairie lands to the north and east of the Missouri
River.

It was not until the building of Garrison Dam in the late
34 statutes at Large, March 1909 to March 1911, p. 455.
35 statutes at Large, December 1885 to March 1887, p. 388.

36Letter to Mr. Holm, March 6, 1961. (Allotments 642A and 987A
were cancelled because the allottees were not legally eligible.)
37 statutes at Large, March 1909 to March 1911, p. 456.
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Fig. 3.--Townships Opened to Allotment Under Provisions
of Act of June 1, 1910

Source:

Adapted from a map by C. J. Scott, Bureau of Indian
Affairs, Aberdeen Area Office, Aberdeen, South Dakota
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1940's and early 1950's that the real impact of these land cessions were
felt.

Once the fertile river bottom lands were flooded and most of the

productive prairie land gone, the Three Tribes were forced out on to the
decidedly less productive southern and western segments of the reservation where grazing lands were dominant. 38
As originally written, the Act of 1910 prohibited allotments of
coal or other mineral bearing lands.

This provision was amended by a

Joint Resolution of Congress, approved on April 3, 1912, so that allotments of coal and other mineral bearing lands could be made.

The dis-

position of these coal deposits was further defined by the Act of
August 3, 1914.

Primarily it made specific provisions for prospect-

ing, appraisal of coal lands, and payment of damage to surface owners.
But it did not directly influence the allotment program at Fort Berthold Reservation. 39
The fourth allotment schedule provided allottees 1715-2277 with
their land.

40

These allotments were authorized by Section Sixteen of

the Act of February 14, 1920.

Section Sixteen stated:

That the Secretary of the Interior is hereby authorized to
make allotments from the surplus and undisposed of lands on the
diminished portion of the Fort Berthold Reservation, North
Dakota, to any living children on said reservation, entitled to
rights thereon, but have not been allotted, not exceeding one
hundred and sixty acres of agricultural land or three hundred
and twenty acres of grazing land, and to issue trust patents
38

of these ten townships opened to allotment for the Three Tribes
by Section Two of the Act of June 1, 1910 all but three would be drastically affected when Section Five of this same Act was implemented by the
creation of Garrison Reservoir. Only one township would remain untouched
when the Garrison Reservoir became reality in the 1950's. (See Figure 3.)
39 statutes at Large, March 1913 to March 1915, pp. 681-682.
40Letter to Mr. Holm, March 6, 1961.
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for the selection so made as provided by article 4 of the agreement of December 14, 1886, as ratified by the Act of March 3,
1891, . . . , such allotments to be made under rules and regulations prescribed by the Secretary of the Interior. Provided,
That where selections are made on lands reported to contain coal
or other minerals, such selections shall be approved and the
allottee shall receive a patent therefor, under aforesaid Act,
with a reservation, however, of the coal or other mineral for
the benefit of the tribe. And provided further, That allotments herein authorized may be made to persons qualified to
receive such allotments so long as there are any surplus
lands suitable for the purpose.41
Trust patents for allotments 1715 to 2260 were approved on May 19, 1924. 42
Patents for allotments 2261 to 2277 were issued between 1925 and 1930
(see Appendix D).
With the final approval of the allotments authorized by the Act
of February 14, 1920, the vast majority of the Mandan, Arikara, and
Hidatsa on the Fort Berthold Reservation had their own individual
tracts of land.

In most cases these tracts were located in the fertile

flood plain of the Missouri River;

Between 1891 and 1926 the total

amount of land allotted to the Three Tribes was 758,146.58 acres. 43
Additional allotments were made as the need arose. 4 4

In 1927, 1,144

acres were allotted to seven members of the Three Tribes and in 1928
four members received 680 acres.

Allotments were to continue as long

as suitable unallotted land was available.

The trust period for

41 statutes at Large, May 1919 to March 1921, p. 424.

42 Letter to Mr. Holm, March 6, 1961. (No allotments issued to
Nos. 1723, 1838, 1972, 2048, 2199, and 2212.)
43 nepartment of the Interior: Office of Indian Affairs, General
Data Concernirtg Indian Reservations Revised to June 30, 1929 dated
October 15, 1929 (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1930),
p. 10.

44 Ibid.
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allotments was extended ten years until 1935 by Executive Order 4293
(issued August 25, 1925). 45
Although the people of the Three Tribes appear to have lived
upon and used their individual tracts of land--a remarkable fact considering that individual ownership was alien to their culture; it is
also clear that they began to encounter problems under this new form
of land tenure. 46

First, it was soon discovered that the size of the

allotments, 160 acres of agricultural land or 320 acres of grazing
land, was too small to be economically profitable in the semi-arid
northern Great Plains.

Not only was rainfall uncertain during the

growing season of April, May, and June, but the constant winds caused
their own particular damage--either blowing tons of topsoil away when
crops were not in the fields or shrivelling the crops during the hot
summer season.47

The traditional patch farming of the bottom lands

45 House of Representatives, Subcommittee on Indian Affairs of
the Committee on Public Lands. Compilation of Material Relating to
the Indians of the United States and the Territory of Alaska, Including Certain Laws and Treaties Affecting Such Indians, June 13, 1950
(Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1950), p. 343.

46 Interview with Mr. Donald D. Perry, Realty Office lawyer and
title examiner, Bureau of Indian Affairs, Aberdeen Area Office, Aberdeen,
South Dakota, June 7, 1971. The following is a sample of allotment
acceptance for 1899-1902
Families living on
and using their
allotment
Year
Family Population
346
346
1899
337
337
1900
1901
337
337
337
1902
337
(Annual Reports, 1899-1902, Statistical Tables.)
4711 Social and Economic Report on the Future of Fort Berthold
Reservation, North Dakota," Report #46, Missouri River Basin Investigations Project, Bureau of Indian Affairs, Billings, Montana, January 15,
1948, p. 12. (Hereafter cited as MRBI Report /146. ")
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was aided by the flooding of the Missouri River, but even this was not
sufficient to save the crops during the numerous droughts that plagued
the region.

Dry farm methods were developed later, but far more than

160 acres were needed for that type of operation.
The allotment system had a second weakness, the fractionalization of inherited land.

The two most common results of fractionaliza-

tion were the breakdown of an individual plot of land and the acquiring
by an individual of minute portions of land scattered over a wide area.
Fractionalization of trust patents often occurred rapidly and dramatically.

The following are some examples originating from the first

allotments of 1891 with trust patents issued in 1900.
Henry Baxter received an allotment consisting of the
NW!z;&SW!z;SW!z; (80 acres) of Township 146 North Range 88W Section 3. His trust patent was approved December 31, 1900.
By 1948 that 80 acre plot had legal heirs with fractional
interests of 2145/3960 of one half of 80 acres. One Frank
Pipe had a 30/3960 interest in this 40 acres and his interest was broken into fiftieths.48
Skunk Head received an allotment of 160 acres SW!z; Township 146 Range 88W Section 2. By 1942 Edward Lockwood, Sr.
had inherited one half interest in the 160 acres and his
interest was divided among 13 descendants who had shares
ranging from 11.33 to 1/33. In this group Geraldine Lockwood, daughter of Edward Lockwood, had a 2/33 individual
interest. By 1947 her interest was 2/99 and was divided
among eleven other people.49
Both of these tracts of land were removed from use in 1949 when they were
included in the land for the Garrison Reservoir.
48 11 1and Index-Fort Berthold," p. 12.
49Ibid. In the event that an allottee or his heirs decided to
obtain a clear title picture of their land they could request a title
examination that began with a detailed description of the allotment and
proceeded to list each heir and said heirs' undivided fractional interests. When all the facts in the case had been confirmed, the Bureau of
Indian Affairs Office (Aberdeen, South Dakota) issued a "Title Status
Report" which became the legal document of heirship up to date of
issuance. (Title Status Report, Realty Office, Title and Records Section, Bureau of Indian Affairs Area Office, Aberdeen, South Dakota.)
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In another case of fractionalization, the SW~ of Township 147
North Range 88W Section (160 acres) was allotted to White Tail in July,
1900 (trust patent issued December 1900).

By 1961, Ralph Wells, Sr., a

descendant of White Tail, had an individual interest of 26/2908 and this
was divided among seventeen of his descendants who had individual interests ranging from 1/80 to 10/80.

These interests were further subdivided

in 1967 when Mary Gillette Bell's 40/477 undivided interest was divided
among her eleven heirs. 50

Although this land was still Indian owned as

of 1969, it could not be profitably used because of rampant fractionalization.
Ultimately the success or failure of the allotment system would
rest upon not only tribal acceptance but also upon the active use of
individual allotments.

A survey of agricultural activity between 1891

and 1945 provides the best means for evaluating this aspect of the land
allotment program.
For the Three Tribes of the Fort Berthold Indian Reservation
the years 1891-1906 can best be characterized as a period when livestock activity came to dominate farming operations and the allotment
in severalty program became an accepted way of life.

The increased

emphasis on livestock was largely due to the realization by several
Indian agents that farming would never be a dependable factor in the
Three Tribes' economy.

In addition, ranching was thought to be bet-

ter suited to the way of life of the Mandan, Arikara, and Hidatsa
than the tilling of fields.

Farming, did, however, continue to play

an important role in the tribal economy.
"Land Index-Fort Berthold, 11 p. 12. This portion of land has not
been subjected to a title status examination which would confirm or deny
the numerous claimant heirs.
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As originally conceived, the reservation livestock program was
to include a large flock of sheep as well as cattle and horses.

In

1891, there were 416 head of cattle and an undetermined number of
sheep.

During that same year Agent Murphy strengthened the herd by

the addition of 400 cows, 16 bulls, 2500 sheep, 128 ram~, 80 brood
mares with 50 colts, and 50 work oxen.

51

These additional cattle,

sheep, horses, and oxen were parcelled out to individual members of
the Three Tribes, though apparently no record was made of the number
of tribal members participating.
Meanwhile, even as the Three Tribes sought to improve their
livestock operation, local white ranchers along the Little Missouri
River were illegally grazing their herds on reservation land. 52

This

grazing had been going on since at least 1888 when it was reported by
the agent that "between six and ten thousand head of livestock were
grazing in the western part of the reservation, which the Indians did
not use. 1153

These ranchers denied any deliberate intent to graze their

herds on the reservation but did agree to pay fifty cents a head--in
kind, for what cattle they did have on the reservation.

Thus, nearly

27,000 pounds of gross beef were delivered to the Three Tribes.54
In 1892 Agent Murphy reported favorable tribal reaction to
increasing the Indian livestock program.

51Annual Report, 1891, p. 321.

(The experiment with sheep

failed.)
52 Ibid.
53 Roy W. Meyer, "Fort Berthold and the Garrison Darn," North
Dakota History: Journal of the Northern Plains, 35 (Spring and Fall,
1968), 228.
54Annual Report, 1891, p. 321.
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These Indians are by nature as well as location better suited
to a pastoral than an agricultural life, and are already making commendable progress in stock-raising, and are commencing
to realize the great advantage of such industry . . . 55
It was hoped that through this program the Three Tribes would soon become
self-sufficient.

56

The new stock was given out to individual tribal mem-

bers, who were to create small herds with fellow ranchers and raise
enough hay for winter forage. 57

During the year, 800 cows, 40 bulls,

and 100 brood mares were added to the herd.58
Although the growth rate for cattle had been 26.70 percent over
the past two years and the reservation livestock industry had made progress under the supervision of Agent Murphy, his successor found the
situation less than satisfactory. 59

Though non-Indian ranchers had

already proven the excellent quality of the grazing lands, Agent Clapp
reported that "cattle-raising is somewhat precarious except in sheltered localities . . . 116

°

Clapp pushed ranching by saying that farming

was unreliable as well as unprofitable. 61

The number of cattle rose

from 2109 in 1895 to 2529 in 1896, and apparently this livestock activity began to displace farming itself.6 2
55Annual Report, 1892, p. 356.
S6Ibid.

57 Ibid.
58 Ibid.

59Annual Report, 1893, p. 283.

60ibid.
61Annual Report, 1895, p. 231.
62Annual Reports, 1895 and 1896, Statistical Tables.
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The livestock program continued to expand in 1897 when the herd
numbered about 3098 head of cattle and 1316 horses. 63

From this total

the Indians were able to supply one half of the meat required for the
reservation and by 1898 it was projected that they would provide the
entire amount (400,000 pounds) needed.

Plans to enlarge the herd were

momentarily thwarted by bureaucratic red tape, 64 but the reservation
livestock program for 1898 reflected healthy improvement.
Tribes were able to supply their own beef needs.

The Three

During the year Agent

Richards made available for issue to individuals an additional 1000
heifers and 40 bulls. 65

The cattle herd continued to grow in 1899 when

there were 3461 head. 6 6
The sale of dressed beef to the government in 1900 provided the
Mandan, Arikara, and Hidatsa at Fort Berthold with nearly fifty percent
of their annual income or $12,724.97. 67

Each year the raising of cattle

contributed to greater self-sufficiency for the Three Tribes. 68

The fol-

lowing year the number of reservation cattle had increased to 7505 head. 69
The Three Tribes were not only able to meet their own beef needs, but
also had a surplus to sell at off-reservation markets.
From 1901, when the reservation cattle herd was at its peak,
until 1903 the livestock program appears to have stabilized.
63 Annual Report, 1897, p. 215.
64Ibid.
65Annual Report, 1898, p. 225.
66 Annual Report, 1899, Statistical Tables.
67 Ibid., p. 257.
68

rbid.

69 Annual Report, 1901, p. 305.

This
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operation faltered seriously in 1904, due to a number of problems that
had been building up.

There were, for example, too few bulls, young

calves were often killed by predators or died of neglect, and the level
of Indian herd management techniques remained low. 70

In 1903, the

cattle herd increased by 1600, but losses due to neglect, death, and
slaughter resulted in a net gain of only 8 head. 71

Unfortunately the

winter of 1903 was so severe that by spring the cattle losses due to
disease and exposure had accounted for 1720 head.7 2

These losses had

a long term effect on the economy of the Three Tribes.
of 1905 the cattle herd had been reduced to 4870 head. 73

In the summer
The situation

did not improve in 1906. 74
During the period 1891-1906, farming continued to play a significant, but unstable role in the economy of the Three Tribes.

In

1891 the Three Tribes were discouraged by recent crop failures and
preferred not to follow Agent Murphy's suggestions to cultivate
larger tracts of land; they were content to maintain the time-honored
patch system. 75

Threats of ration reduction caused them to do as he

urged, however, and at harvest time the crops were abundant 76 (see

70

Annual Report, 1903, p. 235.

71 Ibid.
72Annual Report, 1904, p. 273. (See Appendix E. The higher base
figure in this appendix probably takes into account normal consumption of
beef in addition to losses.)

73Annual Report, 1905, p. 283.
remain low.)
74 Annual ReEort, 1906, p. 295.
75 Annual ReEort, 1891, p. 320.
76 Ibid.

(The birth rate continued to
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Appendix F).

To support their efforts that season, Agent Murphy had

issued additional implements to individual Indians (10 seeders, 12
mowers, 6 hay rakes, and 8 reapers). 77
Between 1892 and 1894 general farming conditions were not encouraging.

Hot dry winds ruined many of the crops in 1892.7 8

These condi-

tions prevailed the following year, but the severity was greater because
there were lightning storms and an early frost. 79

In 1894, severe

weather defeated all attempts at successful farming and Agent Clapp did
not even include acreage or crop statistics in his report.

Despite this

discouragement, the agency physician, Joseph R. Pinney, reported that a
majority of the tribal members were anxious to receive and settle on
their allotted lands as soon as possible.

He did not indicate, however,

if there was a corresponding interest in taking up the plow. 80
In fact, the agricultural ability of the Three Tribes was highly
criticized at this time.

In 1896 Agent Matoon stated that:

In order to become farmers the Indians have had everything
to learn. In the first place, they were lazy and naturally
averse to labor, having lived by hunting and fishing, as
inclination prompted or hunger pressed. With little mechanical
genius, they were, and are still, destructive tool users;
slovenly in their care and reckless of their treatment of
horses and stock, . . . ; existing in the present, improvident
as to the future. These were their characterics a few years
ago. They have since been promoted from the higher human
service~-from the untrained nomadic to the skilled industrial;
and the question is how the new recruit will respond to the
change of discipline.Bl
77 Annual Report, 1891, p. 320.
78Annual Report, 1892, p. 355.
79 Annual Report, 1893, pp. 232-233.
BOAnnual Report, 1894, p. 223. Report of physician, Fort Berthold Agency, Elbowoods, North Dakota, August 15, 1894.
81 Annual Report, 1896, p. 231.
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Attempts to develop good farming techniques were taught to many
older school boys at the Browning and Armstrong reservation schools.
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Still the livestock program took precedence over the farm program because
in the long run it appeared to be more valuable to the Three Tribes.
Individual tribal members occupied their allotments in 1896.
This did not result in large scale increases of land cultivation or crop
production.

Between 1896 and 1900 corn and miscellaneous vegetable pro-

duction actually decreased (see Appendix F).

The amount of cultivated

land rose, however, to a peak in 1898, but by 1902 it had declined (see
Appendix G).

Little additional land was broken to the plow (see Appen-

dix I), even though 1899 was an excellent year.
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The 1900's opened on a dismal note; drought parched the Fort Berthold Indian Reservation. 84

Though large tracts of land were planted, crop

growth was sparse and failure frequent. 85
following year.

Crop yield continued poor the

There was a brief respite in 1903 when crops of wheat,

oats, corn, and potatoes were abundant

86

(see Appendix F).

But poor con-

. 1904 an d t h e wh eat crop was a virtua
·
1 f ai'l ure.
d itions prevai 1 e d in

By 1906 farming conditions were somewhat improved.
82

87

88

Annual Report, 1895, p. 232.

83 Annual Report, 1899, p. 257.
84 Annual Report,
1900, p. 313.
85

86

Ibid.
Annual ReEort, 1903, p. 235.

87

Annual Report, 1904, p. 273. (Apparently a contributing factor
to the bad crop yields was poor farming techniques by members of the
Three Tribes.)
88Annual Report, 1905, p. 284.
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In the fourteen year period between 1891 and 1905 the economic
progress of the Three Tribes was erratic.

Generally, the years from

1891-1899 were better than those from 1900 to 1905.

Severe declines

in production were experienced in 1893, 1894, 1900, and 1904, while
1895, 1901, and 1905 were spent making up lost ground.

Cattle regis-

tered the most significant gain and contributed the most to the economy of the Three Tribes.

The horse herd increase, which was beneficial

to the preparation of the fields, later proved detrimental to the quality of the open range.

The horse herd was then reduced to provide bet-

ter range for the cattle.

The traditional vegetables--pumpkins, squash,

beans, etc. showed reasonable gains over the 1891 level.

Good yields of

corn, oats, barley and rye, and wheat were sporadic, but 1904 yield
figures were below the 1891 level (see Appendix F).

Large farming

expansion was not planned, and by 1904, the cultivation of new land
as well as the breaking of additional land had come to a virtual halt
(see Appendices G and I).

The population stayed relatively stable,

averaging 1120 persons during this period.

This stable population

meant that there were not sharply increased demands placed on the
Three Tribes' resources but with a stable work force there also was
little chance to significantly expand existing ranch and farm operations.
The value of Indian products and labor is an additional means
of evaluating the economic progress of the Three Tribes between 1891
and 1906.

The following statistics indicate the unstable nature of

the tribal economy, though not as dramatically as crop production
figures because in bad crop years beef sales may have been good
enough to offset crop losses.

Secondly, they show that the Three

88

Tribes' economy was largely dependent upon sales to the government.

Third,

for earned income, clearly the period between 1895 and 1900 was the time
of greatest sustained growth.
TABLE 2
VALUE OF INDIAN PRODUCTS AND LABOR (1891-1909)89
(calendar year)

Year

1893
1894
1895
1896
1897
1898
1899
1900
1901
1902
1903
1904
1905
1906
1907
1908
1909

To Government

7,337.00
2,490.00
3,304.00
7,013.00
12,306.00
16,695.00
14,630.00
18,773.00
7,033.00
10,432.00
8,705.00
5,800.00
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA

To Other
Markets

6,890.00
None

1,001.00.
1,622.00
1,710.00
None

1,959.99
2,233.00
1,656.00
1,657.00
910.00
1,200.00
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA

Total

14,227.00
2,490.00
4,305.00
8,635.00
14,016.00
16,695.00
16,589.00
21,006.00
8,689.00
12,089.00
9,615.00
7,000.00
6,349.70
11,477. 72
11,779.05
15,791.73
7,737.56

Increase Decrease
decrease
increase
increase
increase
increase
increase
decrease
increase
decrease
increase
decrease
decrease
decrease
increase
increase
increase
decrease

-11,737.00
1,815.00
4,330.00
4,381.00
2,679.00
106.00
+ 4,417.00
-12,317.00
+ 3,400.00
2,474.00
- 2,615.00
650.30
+ 5,128.02
+ 301. 33
+ 4,012.68
8,414.17

+
+
+
+

Am important addition to the income of the Three Tribes was the
money received from leases, grazing permits, and land sales.

This

unearned income often provided the margin of survival for these people.
It also may have deterred the expansion of agriculture.
The leasing of reservation lands had first been authorized by
the Act of February 28, 1891 which amended and extended the benefits
of the Dawes Act of 1887.

Section Three stated:

89 Annual Reports, 1893-1909, Statistical Tables.

89

That whenever it shall be made to appear to the Secretary of
the Interior that, by reason or age or other disability, any
allottee under the provisions of said act, or any other act, or
treaty can not personally and with benefit to himself occupy or
improve his allotment or any part thereof the same may be leased
upon such terms, regulations and conditions as shall be prescribed by such Secretary, for a term not exceeding three years
for farming or grazing, or ten years for mining purposes: Provided, That where lands are occupied by Indians who have bought
and paid for the same, and which lands are not needed for farming or agricultural purposes, and are not desired for individual
allotments, the same may be leased by authority of the Council
speaking for such Indians, for a period not to exceed five years
for grazing, or ten years for mining purposes in such quantities
and upon such terms and conditions as the agent in charge of such
reservation may recommend, subject to the approval of the Secretary
of the Interior.90
By the Act of August 15, 1894, the provisions for leasing of land
for grazing and mining purposes were extended to include farming land.
Paragraph Four of the Miscellaneous section of this act states in part
"the surplus lands of any tribe may be leased for farming purposes by
the council of such tribe under the same rules and for the same term of
years as is now allowed in the case of leases for grazing purposes. 1191
Certain general rules also applied to leasing of allotted lands.

First,

if an able-bodied male leased his land, he had to retain at least forty
acres of cultivable land for his own use. 92

Second, grazing leases for

one year terms required the lessee to fence the leased lands in addition
to payment of a fee. 93

Third, leasing of lands in excess of two years

required substantial improvements or the breaking of new land or both
in addition to the fee.94
90statutes at Large, December 1889 to March 1891, p. 795.
91 statutes at Large, August 1893 to March 1895, p. 305.
92 Annual Report, 1904, p. 75.
93 Ibid.
94 rbid.

90
During the years 1904 to 1920, grazing permits were issued on a
regular basis.

Unfortunately, few complete records of grazing permits

issued per year or the number of cattle per~itted to graze on reservation land are available.

95

From the existing records, though, it is

evident that the revenue from leases and grazing permits was a significant segment of the tribal economy.
annual lease revenue was $35,194.0o.

Between 1904 and 1920 the average

96

Since it provided this amount

of unearned income, leasing plus land sales may have contributed to
the slow expansion of tribal farm and ranch operations.
The sale of reservation land did not become widespread until
after 1910 when Section One of the Act of June 1, 1910 authorized the
sale of unallotted reservation land.

Land sales between 1910 and 1919

varied greatly but the receipts averaged $156,039.33 annually.

From

1913 through 1915, the Three Tribes received the most money from land
sales.

97

(See Appendix 1.)

951ease and grazing permit records for Fort Berthold Indian Reservation are housed at the Federal Records Center, Kansas City, Missouri.
At the present time they are not well organized and relatively useless
for any researcher looking for annual lease and grazing permit statistics. The records do contain specific leases and grazing permit statistics with pertinent supporting material arranged by years. However, the
sheer bulk of these records precludes useful research.
96Annual Report, 1905, p. 87. The largest single lessor of Fort
Berthold Indian Reservation land was a Bowman rancher, James E. Phelan.
Between 1905-1910, he leased 204,448 acres at an annual rate of $9,455.72
or 4 5/8 cents an acre. [See Lewis F. Crawford, History of North Dakota
(New York: American Historical Society, Inc., 1931), III, p. 510.]
97Annual Reports, 1914-1916, Statistical Tables.
is a breakdown of land sales:

1910
1911
1912
1913
1914

$100,000.00
81,102.32
NA

1915
1916
1917
1918
1919

213,905.00
213,343.00
(Annual Reports, 1911-1920, Statistical Tables.)

The following

$253,305.00
169,001.00
221,080.00
177,796.00
130,861.00
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Because of Indian Affairs reporting methods charged the economic
growth of the Three Tribes from the period 1906 through 1919 must be
analyzed in a different manner than before.

Prior to this time Annual

Reports of the Commissioner of Indian Affairs listed commodity yields,
not the value of commodities.

In addition prior to 1905-1906, crop

yields were reported by specific crop, such as:

corn, wheat, etc.,

whereas in the period 1906-1919 crops were reported by "value of crops
raised" with no breakdown by specific crop given.

Therefore evidence

of economic advancement must be judged on the basis of commodity
value.

98
The period 1906 to 1919 was marked by modest economic advance-

ment on the reservation.

Total annual income, earned and unearned,

rose to an uneven rate but was higher in 1919 than it was in 1906 due
to the effects of World War I (see Appendix N).

Wages earned by mem-

bers of the Three Tribes remained generally stable except in 1916 when
they rose considerably. 99

Crop values were erratic (see Appendix 0).

In 1910 there was a severe drought that ruined the crops. 100
·effects of the drought carried over to 1911.
1913 to 1916 when they peaked.

The

Crop values rose from

A dramatic downturn of crop yield and

value was experienced in 1917 due to a drought. 101

Some recovery was

98 statistics cited for 1891-1905 and for 1906-1920 are not necessarily the definitive data. Too many variances enter into the reporting
of product information to be considered absolutely reliable. The data
used for these periods is most reliable for defining general trends.

99 Annual Reports, 1906-1919, Statistical Tables.
lOOJames S. Bavendick, ed., Climate and Weather in North Dakota
(Bismarck: North Dakota Water Conservation Commission, 1952), p. 13.
(Hereafter cited as Bavendick, Climate and W~ather.)
lOlibid.

92
experienced in 1918, while 1919 saw crop values reach an all time high
due to the war market.

102

The value of livestock rose through 1917,

when the value of the cattle sold was $142,650.00.

This was the high-

.
markets. 103
es t recor de d sa 1e an d pro bbl
a y resu 1 te d f rom th e war t 1me
By 1919 this situation had been reversed; the value of cattle sold
dropped drastically (see Appendix M).
For the Mandan, Arikara, and Hidatsa of Fort Berthold Indian
Reservation, the years from 1906 to 1919 prov~d to be economically
rewarding.

By 1919, all economic indicators showed marked improvement

over 1906 levels.

104

(See Appendix K.)

This improvement for the Three

Tribes appeared to be part of a general upsurge in agricultural conditions throughout the state of North Dakota during the period 1914 to

1919.

Using 1914 as a base year, there was a gain in prices paid for

farm goods between 1914 and 1919, much of it due to World War

r. 105

h . perio
. d . 10 6
. . were t h e most prosperous o f tis
Th e years 1916 an d 1919
The economy of the Three Tribes generally conformed to this pattern.
When no statistical data was available to analyze the economy
of the Three Tribes, this researcher had to rely on a comparative
approach.

Historically, crop yields in western North Dakota have

been highly dependent on rainfall.

102

The axiom was that if there was

Annual Report, 1920, p. 116.

l0 3Annual Report, 1918, p. 132.

104wages earned did not decline, but were relatively the same
level in 1919 as in 1906. (See Appendix 0.)
lOSJohn M. Gillette Papers. (Orin G. Libby Manuscript Collection,
Chester Fritz Library, University of North Dakota, Grand Forks, North
Dakota), Box 5, File Folder 18.
l0 6 Ibid.
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scant rainfall the crop yields would be low.

Time and again throughout

the reports of the Fort Berthold Indian agents the mention of drought was
synonomous with crop failure.

Of the crops grown by the Three Tribes

wheat, oats, and barley were particularly susceptible to drought.

In

the period 1890-1916, a direct relationship can be shown between rainfall and yields of wheat, oats, and barley.

Within the limits of the

growing season, the yield of these crops of wheat, oats, and barley
were dependent upon rainfall to a greater extent than upon any other
factor. 107

It should be noted that there is a marked parallel, where

rainfall is greatest the yields were uniformly largest.

108

The only

exception to this order is that if a large rainfall occurs for only a
brief period during the growing season, then the grains could be
drowned.

If this relationship of yield to rainfall held true for the

period 1890 to 1916, then all things being equal, it can be reasonably
assumed to hold true for the years after 1916, especially since irrigation methods were not used by the Three Tribes.
Using this comparative method, the period 1920 to 1929 should
have been one of relatively good crops because the rainfall was above
average.

Whereas between 1889 and 1951 the western section of North

Dakota averaged 7.63 inches of rainfall annually during the growing
season,

109

during the period 1900 through 1929, this region averaged

107 c. M. Hennis and Rex E. Willard, Farm Practices in Grain
Farming in North Dakota, United States Department of Agriculture Bulletin No. 757 (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1921),
p. 27. (Corn is dependent on rainfall, but is affected more greatly
by temperature.)
lOBibid.
109

Bavendick, Climate and Weather, p. 53.
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8.366 inches of rain during the principal portion of the growing sea110
son.
This was substantially above the longer term average. Thus,
other conditions being normal, there should have been better crop
yields for the Three Tribes.

This supposition is supported by Roy

Meyer who maintained that there was definite progress in farming during the 1920's. 111
The economic progress of the 1920's was not to continue during
the terrible 1930's.

Again severe poverty became an all too familiar

specter for the Three Tribes of Fort Berthold. 112

Rainfall during the

growing season of the 1930's averaged 6.664 inches, well below the
long term average of 7.63.
bad.

The years 1934 and 1936 were particularly

The crop season of 1934 was the sixth consecutive period of below

normal precipitation. 113

In the western section of the state, only

3.60 inches of rain fell during the growing season and total rainfall
for the year was a meager 6.69 inches. 114
dust storms raged during April and May. 115

The soil was so dry that
As a result of these severe

conditions, some livestock was sent out of the state for lack of feed.
Many others died from dust inhalation and lack of feed and water.

116

llOThe 8.937 inches of rainfall constitutes an average of growing
season precipitation for the western segment of North Dakota for the
years 1921-1930.
11

~eyer, "Fort Berthold and the Garrison Dam," p. 231.

112 Ibid.
113 Bavendick, Climate and Weather, p. 14.
114

Ibid., p. 53.

llSibid., p.
116

Ibid.

14.
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Plans for the evacuation of farmers from the western portion of the state
were seriously contemplated.

117

These severe conditions were somewhat alleviated in 1935 when
9.46 inches of rain fell during the growing season. 118

Unfortunately

the previous year had been so bad that recovery was impossible in 1935.
Severe conditions returned the following year, 1936.

The summer was

exceedingly hot, and rainfall during the growing season was less than
in 1934, measuring only 2.82 inches in the western parts of North
Dakota. 119

Fortunately the dust storms were not as severe as in 1934,

but the crop yield in general and the wheat yield in particular were
the worst in the history of the state. 120

In fact, the December price

paid for North Dakota wheat ($1.26 a bushel) was the highest since May
1928.

121

This undoubtedly was affected by the severe crop conditions.

In 1934 livestock suffered from lack of feed because little prairie
grass grew outside the Red River Valley. 1 2 2
During this trying period there was a serious out migration of
farmers from North Dakota.

The Three Tribes of Fort Berthold, however,

were essentially bound to the reservation.
the droughts as they always had.

They remained and endured

It can be said with a reasonable

117 Bavendick, Climate and Weather, p. 14.
118 Ibid., p. 53.
119 Ibid.
12 0ibid.
121 North Dakota Crop and Livestock Reporting Service, Price
Trends in North Dakota: 1910-1957 (Fargo, February, 1958), p. 3.
122Bavendick, Climate and Weather, p. 15.
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certainty that their livestock herd suffered severe damage and that crop
yields were pitiful.

As had happened so many times before, economic

success and self-sufficiency proved illusionary.
the 1930's did not destroy the old ways.
attached to the land.

But the hardships of

The Three Tribes remained

They made use of the wild berries, timber, and

lignite of the river bottom lands. 123
World War II gave a momentary boost to the economy of the Three
Tribes.

Although acreage used for cropland was minimal compared to the

amount available, about 43 percent of the reservation grazing land was
used by tribal members. 124

On this grazing land, the Three Tribes ran

over 8000 cattle in 1945; this was a considerable improvement over the
1930 level of approximately 3000. 125

The herd was divided among 236

families, however, and this resulted in an unprofitable situation for
all but a few cattle owners. 126

At about the same time, non-Indian

operators grazed 10,226 head and were using 343,580 acres of reservation land. 127
Despite the wartime improvement, an overall appraisal of the
agricultural economy of the reservation for the period 1940-1946
reveals that though all families were participating in this agricultural economy, the majority were existing in relative poverty.

An

123Meyer, "Fort Berthold and the Garrison Dam," p. 233.
124 Ibid.
125 Ibid.
12 6Ibid.

(This situation is still prevalent on the reservation

today.)
12711MRBI Report #46, 11 P• 16.
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analysis of tribal income for the period 1942-1945 showed the following
breakdown:
TABLE 3
AVERAGE EARNED AND UNEARNED INCOME OF THE THREE TRIBES:

1942-1945 128

Amount

Percent of Total

$154,457
56,626

14

10,955

3

Unearned Income:
Leases, Permits, Timber Sales
and other
Indian Service Relief and
Social Security

161,055

39

25,950

6

Total Earned Income

222,039

55

Total Unearned Income

187,005

45

Total Earned and Unearned Income

409,043

100

Earned Income:
Agriculture
Wages
Crafts, Natural Products or
Private Business

38

According to a study authorized by the BIA, the total net income of the
Three Tribes for 1946 was $290,000. 12 9

The distribution of this income

among the 370 families of the reservation was as follows:
131 families received
122 families received
66 families received
51 families received

less
from
from
more

than
$250
$750
than

12811MRBI Report #46,rr p. 21.
129 Ibid., p. 18.
13 0Ibid.

$250
to $750
to $1,250
$1,250.130
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Though earned income usually totalled more than unearned income,
unearned income became increasingly important to the Three Tribes.
Between 1942 and 1945 unearned income accounted for 45 percent of the
.
131
tr1.'b a 1 income.

Unearned income for the Three Tribes in 1946 amounted

to $122,673 of which $78,712 was from land leases and crop shares, while
an additional $43,961 was obtained from the issuance of grazing permits
to non~Indian ranchers. 132

A breakdown of this unearned income revealed

.
. b
th at 39 percen t was f rom 1 eases, permits,
or timer
sa 1 es. 133

Included

in this leasing was much of the best small grain producing lands in the
northern and northeastern segments of the reservation.

Often these

leased acres were farmed in conjunction with non-Indian farms beyond
the reservation boundaries. 134

This suited a majority of the tribal

members; they did not as a whole prefer to dry farm but preferred to
live along the bottom lands. 135

This is well documented by Missouri

River Basin Investigations Project reports. 136

In addition the income

from leases provided many with a sufficient income and in the process
reduced their incentive to actively work their remaining lands.

A

13111MRBI Report If 46, 11 p. 21.
132 Ibid., p. 19.
133 Ibid.
134 Ibid., pp. 18-19.
135111and Consolidation Problems on the Fort Berthold Indian Reservation Arising From the Garrison Project, 11 Report #66, Missouri River
Basin Investigations Project, Bureau of Indian Affairs, Billings, Montana,
April 20, 1948 (revised November 1, 1948). (Hereafter cited as ":MR.BI
Report 1/66 11 . )
136 Ibid., Plate No. 2. (Also see "The Fort Berthold Reservation
Area-.,...Its Resources and Development Potential,n Report 1/196, Missouri
River Basin Investigations Project, Bureau of Indian Affairs, Billings,
Montana, January, 1971, p. 18.)
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land usage breakdown by reservation segments will give a clear picture
of the situation in 1947:
TABLE 4
LANDS IN THE RESIDUAL SEGMENTs

Designation of
Segment
Northern
Northeastern
Southeastern
Southern
Western
Total

137

Indian Land
Under Farm
Lease in
1947

by Type
Used for
Grazing
in 1947

Total
Acreage
in Segment

Indianowned

Alienated

25,482

19,860

5,622

4,227

15,933

27,591

21,432

6,159

11,418

10,014

85,051
79,658
252,761
470,543

67,378
74,498
243,245
426,413

17,673
5,160
9,516
44,130

18,155
4,480
3,397
41,677

49,223
70,018
239,848
384,736

By 1945 it was evident that the allotment system had not been an
economic success for the Three Tribes. 138

Although a majority of the

reservation population was engaged in the agricultural economy, allotments were highly fractionalized and most farm and ranch operations were
marginal.

Leasing of lands to non-Indians for farming and livestock pur-

poses was prevalent.

In fact, income from this source amounted to forty

percent of the total tribal income.
reservation was poor.

The wage job market on and off the

Income distribution was poor, with most families

existing at a poverty level.

The economically self-sufficient Indian at

Fort Berthold was still a myth.
137

·

"MRBI Report t/46, p. 25.

138 rbid., p. 22. (51 of 370 families received adequate agricultural incom~ of 236 ranching families had self-sufficient operations.)

CHAPTER V
GARRISON AND THE AFTERMATH:

1946-1970

The Garrison Dam was part of a comprehensive plan kno~m as the
"Pick-Sloan Plan" adopted in 1944, to develop the water resources of
the vast Missouri River as well as its major tributaries.

This pro-

gram was the logical extension of the New Deal's Tennessee Valley
Authority.

"The TVA was the first really significant [successful]

experiment in public planning on a regional scale. 111

On the basis

of its far-reaching success, President Franklin Roosevelt, on June 3,
1937, asked Congress to plan six additional regional authorities.

2

Under the Pick-Sloan Plan, the Army Corps of Engineers was
responsible for the construction of Garrison, Oahe, Big Bend, and
Fort Randall dams.

Because of terrain, each dam and reservoir took

land from existing Indian reservations.

Fort Berthold Indian Reser-

vation lost the greatest amount of land, approximately 152,360 acres.

3

1Arthur S. Link and William B. Catton, American Epoch: A History of the United States Since the 1890's, Vol. 2, 1921-1941 (New
York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1967), p. 440.
2 Ibid., p. 443. (Proposed regional authorities were: Atlantic
Seaboard; Great Lakes and Ohio Valley; Missouri River and Red River of
the North; drainage basins of the Arkansas, Red, Rio Grande; basin of
Colorado River; and Columbia River Valley.)
311 Damage to the Indians of Five Reservations from Three Missouri

River Reservoirs in North Dakota and South Dakota,lt Report #138, Missouri
River Basin Investigations Project, Bureau of Indian Affairs, Billings,
Montana, April, 1954, p. 35. (Hereafter cited as "MRBI Report #138.)
(In MRBI Report #67, p. 2-taking area for Fort Berthold listed as
156,000 acres.)
100
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A breakdown by usage category of land in the taking area revealed that:
20,709 acres of cropland, 43,009 acres of sheltered pasture, 44,862
acres of grazing land, and 6,597 other acres were lost.4

The disrup-

tive effects of the taking and the intangible damages were greatest at
Fort Berthold Reservation. 5
Because of the tremendous impact of the Garrison project on the
entire socio-economic structure of the Three Tribes, the Bureau of
Indian Affairs was particularly concerned with their future.

In order

to determine the specific economic problems of the Three Tribes and
feasible solutions relative to the reality of the Garrison project,
the Bureau of Indian Affairs commissioned its Missouri River Basin
Investigations Staff to conduct a land consolidation study, an evaluation of the land potential of the residual reservation, and a survey
of attitudes of individual members of the Three Tribes regarding the
problems of Garrison Dam and their plans for the future. 6
If these people were to continue to stress farm and ranching
operations, it would be necessary to determine the land ownership patterns and attempt to develop a workable land usage program.

To that

end the Missouri River Basin Investigations staff undertook a study
on land fractionalization and desirability of land consolidation.
staff found that:

The

"Not only was the land base of the residual Fort

411 MRBI Report t/138," p. 27.

5 Ibid., p. 18a.
6The Missouri River Basin Investigations Project was formed for
the purpose of analyzing and formulating potential solutions for the
specific economic problems of the various Indian Reservations located
in the Upper Missouri River Basin. The project staff, composed largely
of economists, social science analysts, and other relevant specialists,
operates from offices in the Federal Building, Billings, Montana.
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Berthold Reservation allotted tracts too small for economic cattle operations, but it was also burdened with minute inherited subdivisions of
these allotments."

7

"Physical partition of allotments, at the death of

the original allottees, has nearly always proved economically undesirable
and an obstacle to Indian use of the land.''

Not only are single allot-

ments broken down to the point of uselessness, but individual tribal members generally have a multitude of holdings scattered across wide areas
of the reservation.

The MRBI staff described this problem in the follow-

ing manner:
A two-fold process is constantly in operation: with rare
exception of estates with single heirs, all allotments and
inherited interests are being continually redivided with
arithmetic certainty into numerous ownerships. Nearly all
members of the tribe, after the first generation, find their
land holdings represented by collections of geographically
scattered inherited interests.9 (See Figures 4 and 5.)
These two problems were complicated by the fact that quite often tribal
members had land interests not only scattered over their home reservation, but scattered across several other reservations as well.

For a

sample case see the Probated Rosie Birdsbill Estate (Appendix Q).
The breakdown of the heirships into minutely fractionalized
parts made the individual allotments--which were originally too small-even more useless.

They could not be farmed, grazed, leased, or sold.

When this individual fractionalization is multiplied many times over
to the point where individual tribal members are holding fractional
7"Land Consolidation Problems on the Fort Berthold Indian Reservation Arising from the Garrison Project," Report #66, Missouri River Basin
Investigations Project, Bureau of Indian Affairs, Billings, Montana,
April 1, 1948 (revised November 1, 1948). (Refer to description of
Plate l/5.) (Hereafter cited as "MRBI Report #66.)
8 Ibid.
9 Ibid.
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Fig. 4.--Fractionalization of Land Through Inheritance, Fort
Berthold Indian Reservation

Source:

11

Land Consolidation Problems on the Fort Berthold Indian
Reservation Arising From the Garrison Project," Report
#66, Missouri River Basin Investigations Project, Bureau
of Indian Affairs, Billings, Montana, April 20, 1948.
(Revised November 1, 1948).
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Fig. 5.--Typical Fractionalization of a Reservation Township
in 1948

Source:

"Land Consolidation Problems on the Fort Berthold Indian
Reservation Arising From the Garrison Project," Report
#66, Missouri River Basin Investigations Project, Bureau
of Indian Affairs, Billings, Montana, April 20, 1948.
(Revised November 1, 1948).
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interests of land in many scattered allotments throughout the reservation, one finds that the members of the Three Tribes were and are land
poor.

Thus Fort Berthold Reservation, with its more than four hundred

thousand acres, could not be agriculturally profitable for the vast
majority of the tribal members.
As a means of making agricultural and ranching operations profitable, it was hoped that a consolidation program could be effected.
As proposed, the scattered interests of an individual allottee or family
would be abolished and they in turn would received a consolidatedcentralized tract of land equal in acreage to the total acreage of the
scattered interests in that part of the reservation not previously
allotted (see Figures 6 and 7).

This program was to begin when the

. 10
tribal members were moved out of the way of Garrison Reservoir.
The land consolidation program, however, had its own built-in
pitfalls.

First was the fact that 1242 individual allotments were

affected by the Garrison Taking and had to be moved to new lands on
the residual reservation. 11

Second, this movement of original

allottees and their heirs to areas of the residual reservation
affected all those already settled there.

Third, land normally

leased to outside ranchers had to be opened to settlement.

As a

means of alleviating some of these problems, expediting acquisition
of new lands, and preventing future large scale fractionalization it
was suggested that the Three Tribes purchase blocks of "tribal land."
lOnMRBI Report #66."

(Refer to description of Plate #7.)

1111 social and Economic Report on the Future of Fort Berthold
Reservation, North Dakota," Report t/46, Missouri River Basin Investigations Project, Bureau of Indian Affairs, Billings, Montana, January 15,
1948, p. 7. (Hereafter cited as "MRBI Report #46.)
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Fig. 6.--Land Holdings of a Typical Resident Indian Family
Showing Proposed Consolidation of Interests

Source:

"Land Consolidation Problems on the Fort Berthold Indian
Reservation Arising From the Garrison Project," Report
#66, Missouri River Basin Investigations Project, Bureau
of Indian Affairs, Billings, Montana, April 20, 1948.
(Revised November 1, 1948).
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Fig. 7.--Land Holdings of the Mark Mahto Family Showing
Proposed Consolidation of Their Scattered
Holdings

Source:

"Land Consolidation Problems on the Fort Berthold Indian
Reservation Arising From the Garrison Project," Report
#66, Missouri River Basin Investigations Project, Bureau
of Indian Affairs, Billings, Montana, April 20, 1948.
(Revised Novembe~ 1, 1948).
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This land would in turn be rented or leased to individual tribal
members.
Having examined the land fractionalization program and recommended a land consolidation program, the MRBI appraised the potential
use of the residual land of the various segments of the Fort Berthold
Reservation.

Their summary indicated that the land remaining after

the Garrison Taking would support a maximum of 230 livestock ranches,
combinations of livestock and crop farms, or straight crop farms.

12

A breakdown by residual segments showed the following uses:
Segment
Northern
Northeastern
Southern
Western
Total

50-cow ranches
8

14
96
148

25-cow ranches
300 acres range
200 acres crops
5

640 acres
crop farms
5
22
50

5

7713

Assuming that optimum livestock raising conditions could be obtained on
the residual segments, this would allow the Three Tribes to increase
their herd from the 1946 level of 8,493 cattle to a maximum of 15,050

.
14
d a 77 percent increase.
h ea,
The potential land use appraisal also showed that 148 fifty-cow
ranches could be supported on the five residual segments of the reservation (see Figure 8).

A fifty-cow herd averaged about one hundred head

including the young and non-marketable cattle and this size herd was
generally acknowledged to be the minimum necessary for marginally
1 211 :MRBI Report /146, p. 38.
13 Ibid.
14 Ibid.
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Fig

Source:

8.--Grazing and Farm Lands of the Residual Reservation

Real Property Branch, Aberdeen Area Office, Bureau of
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profitable operations.

15

Theoretically then, 148 families could operate

self-sufficient herds comprising approximately 14,800 head of cattle.
This of course was contingent upon availability of consolidated land
interests or availability of sufficient leasable land, especially in
the western segment of the reservation because it had the highest
potential for cattle ranching.

The success of this projected cattle

ranching expansion would also require a change in ranching methods.
Prior to the Garrison Taking tribal ranch operations had been centered
in the bottom lands.

Now it would have to be established in the open

lands where it would be more difficult to secure forage crops.
Having evaluated the theoretical land potential of the residual
reservation, it became necessary for the MRBI to ascertain the economic
attitudes, wants, and needs of the Three Tribes.

This was needed so

that land potential and tribal economic attitudes could be coordinated
in the development of workable economic programs satisfactory to a
majority of the Three Tribes.

The MRBI findings indicated that while

there initially was a great deal of tribal opposition to the Garrison
project, faced with the impossibility of preventing the dam construction, the vast majority of the tribal members voiced a desire to remain
on the residual reservation.16
As possible occupations, 75 percent of the families planned to
make a living from their land, especially if their holdings could be
lS"MR.BI Report 1146," p. 38.
1611 Attitudes of the Fort Berthold Indians Regarding Removal from

the Garrison Reservoir Site and Future Administration of Their Reservation," Report t/69, Missouri River Basin Investigations Project, Bureau of
Indian Affairs, Billings, Montana, November 30, 1948, p. 6. (84 percent
of the families planned to remain on the residual reservation.) (Hereafter cited as "MRBI Report 1169. ")
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consolidatea.

17

Of these families, 68 percent indicated a desire to run

cattle while farming enough to provide feed for their cattle. 18

Only 23

percent of the families specifically planned to do some farming of small
grains in addition to cattle raising.

Of those people desiring to ranch,

at least half expressed a preference for an individually owned ranch as
opposed to a communal or association herd. 19

Of the remaining reserva-

tion families, some 15 percent planned to live on unearned income about
evenly divided between leases, rentals, and Social Security grants. 20
Those families not planning to ranch, farm, or live on unearned income,
by-and-large planned to support themselves with wage work.
Taken as a whole these attitudes indicated a strong commitment
to remain on the reservation and make active use of their land resources.
But in a realistic sense the commitment was idealistic and not economically sound.

While as many as 75 percent of the families indicated a

desire or plan to support themselves by raising cattle, less than 2 percent were actively doing this at the time of the MRBI survey in 1948. 21
The younger group, age 35 and below, as a whole showed greater readiness
to leave the reservation, perhaps due to more contact with the white man
and a better adjustment to white society. 23

If the younger group left

1711 MRBI Report 1/69," p. 8.
(The 75 percent includes many who
previously had tried farming or ranching and failed.)

18 Ibid.
19 Ibid., p. 9.
20ibid., p. 8.
21 Ibid. , p. 21.
2211 MRBI Report 1/69;' p. 13.

(Only 69 percent of the younger group,
as opposed to 91 percent of the middle-aged and older group, wanted to
remain on the reservation.)
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in large numbers they would take much of the life blood from future reservation farming and ranching operations.
While the proceeding discussion presents the plans and aspirations
of the families of the Three Tribes as reported to the MRBI staff in 1948,
the true economic situation at that time was quite contradictory.

In a

selected group of three hundred heads of families interviewed in the survey it was revealed that 134 were cattlemen (a designation that must be
interpreted in the broadest terms), 67 wage workers, 32 relief clients,
and 55 unemployed.

Of these 55, 21 lived by lease rentals and occa-

sional wage work, 14 from pensions, 12 entirely from lease rentals, 6
from lease rentals and intermittent relief; 2 were unemployed and supported by relatives. 23

In addition, several families were leasing their

. f or f arming.
.
24
1 an d on as h are crop b ssis

In actuality, many families

combined income from all these various sources in order to make a living
often supplemented by hunting and gardening. 25

In 1948 the average per

capita income was $250 which admittedly was low but was partially offset by the relatively low cost of living on the Fort Berthold Reservation. 26
Having appraised the land fractionalization problem, the land
potential of the residual reservation, the individual desires and plans
of the Three Tribes' families, and having realistically ascertained
their economic situation as well, the Bureau of Indian Affairs could
2311MRBI Report f/69," p. 13.

24

Ibid.

25 Ibid. , p. 19.
26 Ibid.
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only hope the Three Tribes would make a satisfactory adjustment to the new
life after the creation of Garrison Reservoir.

It was essential that

these people come to an accommodation with the reality of the reservoir,
because 289 out of 357 tribal families resided within or adjacent to the
taking area (see Figure 9).

27

Though the construction of Garrison Dam was a foregone conclusion,
it was still necessary to negotiate with the Three Tribes and arrive at an
agreeable plan of reimbursement for the lands being taken from their
reservation.

One specific section of the War Department Civil Appropria-

tion Act of 1947 provided a starting point for these negotiations.

Sec-

tion Six of the act was to offer new lands to the Fort Berthold Indians
in compensation for lands to be inundated.

It specifically stated that:

No part of the appropriation for the Garrison Reservoir herein
contained may be expended for actual construction of the dam
itself until the Secretary of War shall have selected and offered,
through the Secretary of the Interior, to the Three Affiliated
Tribes, land which the Secretary of the Interior approves as comparable in quality and sufficient in area to compensate the said
tribes for the land on the Fort Berthold Reservation which shall
be inundated by the construction of the Garrison Dam: Provided
further, That said selection and offer by the Secretary of War
and approval by the Secretary of the Interior shall be consummated before January 1, 1947, after which consummation actual
construction of the dam itself may proceed: And provided further, That funds appropriated for the construction of said dam
may be transferred to the Secretary of the Interior for use by
him in acquiring title to the lands thus selected. 28
On the basis of the powers granted to the Secretary of the Interior, approval of the lieu lands proposed for the Three Tribes by the
Secretary of War was withheld.29

The rejection of the lieu lands was

27"MRBI Report #69," p. 5.
28 statutes at Large, 60, 167 (1946).
approved by Congress on May 2, 1946.)

(This act was officially

29 11 The Indians and the Pick-Sloan Plan," Report #67, Missouri
River Basin Investigations Project, Bureau of Indian Affairs, Billings,
Montana, November 1, 1948, p. 16.
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Fig. 9.--Family Settlement Patterns of Resident Indian
Families as of 1947

Source:

"Land Consolidation Problems on the Fort Berthold Indian
Reservation Arising From the Garrison Project," Report
#66, Missouri River Basin Investigations Project, Bureau
of Indian Affairs, Billings, Montana, April 20, 1948.
(Revised November 1, 1948).
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consistent with the majority opinion of the tribal members.

Acceptance

of lieu lands would mean the abandonment of the tax free trust status
lands of the reservation.

Many tribal members feared this would ulti-

mately result in the loss of their lands altogether because of delinquent taxes and foreclosures.

Consolidation of land holdings on the

residual reservation, and the preservation of the reservation itself
were preferable to acceptance of the lieu lands.

Continuation of

trust status and such federal services as agricultural extension,
leasing and permit services, as well as the social and health services also were of great importance in negotiations for a settlement
of the land question.
Negotiations proceeded on the basis of per capita payments for
reservation lands to be taken by the Garrison project.

The War Depart-

ment Civil Appropriation Act, passed on July 31, 1947, provided for a
cash settlement of $5,105,625 for the 156,000 acres of land taken from
the reservation, with provision that the Three Tribes could bring suit
in the Court of Claims for additional damages.

The specific text of

this agreement stated:
Garrison (North Dakota Reservoir: For acquisition of the
lands, and rights therein within the taking line of Garrison
Reservoir which lands lie within the area now established as
the Fort Berthold Indian Reservation, North Dakota, including
all elements of value above or below the surface thereof and
including all improvements, severance damages and reestablishment and relocation costs the sum of $5,105,625, which said sum
is included in the total allocated under this Act for the said
Garrison Reservoir and which shall be deposited in the Treasury
of the United States to the credit of the Three Affiliated
Tribes of Fort Berthold Reservation, to be subject to withdrawal and disbursement as herein provided. This amount is
made available subject to the following conditions subsequent
and in the event the said conditions are not complied with then
this amount shall lapse and be thereby null and void. Such conditions subsequent are:

That a contract between the United States and the said Three
Affiliated Tribes shall be negotiated and approved by a majority
of the adult members of said tribes and enacted into law by the
Congress, providing for the conveyance of said lands and interests and the use and distribution of said fund and that disbursements from said fund shall be made forthwith in accordance with
said approved contract and Act of Congress.
That said contract shall be submitted to the Congress on or
before the first day of June 1948: Provided, however, That, notwithstanding said contract or the provisions of this Act, the
said Three Affiliated Tribes may bring suit in the Court of
Claims as provided in section 24 of the Act of August 13, 1946,
on account of additional damages, if any, alleged to have been
sustained by said tribes of reason of the taking of the said
lands and right in the said Fort Berthold Indian Reservation
on account of any treaty obligation of the Government or any
intangible cost of reestablishment or relocation, for which
the said tribes are not compensated by the said $5,105,625.30
Despite continuing tribal bitterness, work on the contract to
release the land and distribute the allotted funds went ahead with an
increased sense of urgency.

By April 1948, about two-thirds of the

residents in the taking area had agreed to move.

31

A reservation-wide

ballot was held in May, 1948 and the contract was approved by 625
.
t.ive votes out o f 960 e l'igi'bl e voters. 32
a ff irma

This contract in

bill form came up for congressional approval on May 20, 1949.
Joint Resolution 33 became Public Law 437. 33

House

To make this contract

binding and to keep the funds available for dispersal, it was
30 statutes at Large, 690 (1947). (See Roy W. Meyer, "Fort Berthold and the Garrison Dam," North Dakota History: Journal of the
Northern Plains, 35 (Summer and Fall, 1968), especially pp. 246-264.)
31Roy W. Meyer, "Fort Berthold and the Garrison Dam," North
Dakota History: Journal of the Northern Plains, 35 (Summer and Fall,
1968), 259. (Hereafter cited as Meyer, "Fort Berthold and the Garrison
Dam, 11 )
32 rbid.

33rbid., p. 264. (See pp. 259-264 for details of deliberation
on the passage of Public Law 437.)
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necessary for the Three Tribes to approve Public Law 437.

Approval was

.
t·1ve t r1'b a 1 voe
t o f 525 out o f 900 e 1·1g1'bl e voters. 34
secure db y an a ff 1rma
Section Two of Public Law 437 provided that:
The fund of $5,105,625 appropriated by the War Department
Civil Appropriation Act, 1948 (Public Law 296, Eightieth Congress), shall not lapse into the Treasury as provided therein,
but shall be available for disbursement under the direction of
the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, Bureau of Indian Affairs,
United States Department of the Interior (hereinafter called
the "Commissioner") for the following purposes:
(a) Payment for tribal and allotted Indian lands and
improvements, including heirship interests, and values above
and below the surface, within the Taking Area;
(b) Costs of relocating and reestablishing the members of
the tribes who reside within the Taking Area; and
(c) Costs of relocating and reestablishing Indian cemeteries, tribal monuments, and shrines within the Taking Area.
Any unexpended balance remaining from the said fund of
$5,105,625 after the completion of the purposes set forth in
subsections (a), (b), and (c~ shall remain in the Treasury
to the credit of the tribes. 5
An additional $7,500,000 was appropriated for tribal use by
Section Twelve of this law.

Section Twelve stated:

In addition to the $5,105,625 appropriated by the War
Department Civil Appropriation Act, 1948 (Public Law 296,
Eightieth Congress), the further sum of $7,500,000 less any
part thereof that may be required to cover balance due said
tribes or allottees or heirs as provided for in section 5
hereof shall, upon acceptance of the provisions of this Act
by the tribes, be placed to the credit of the tribes in the
Treasury of the United States, which sums notwithstanding
anything contained in this Act to the contrary shall be in
full satisfaction of: (1) all claims, rights, demands and
judgments of said tribes or allottees or heirs thereof arising out of this Act and not compensated for out of the said
$5,105,625; (2) and of all other rights, claims, demands and
judgments of said tribes, individual allottees or heirs thereof, of any nature whatsoever existing on the date of enactment
of this Act, whether of tangible or intangible nature and
34

Meyer, "Fort Berthold and the Garrison Dam, 11 p. 264.

35statutes at Large, 1026-1027 (1949).
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whether or not cognizable in law or equity in connection
with the taking of said land and the construction of said
Garrison Dam project.36
In basic economic terms, the Three Tribes lost approximately
156,000 acres and acquired approximately $12,605,625 which they could
expend to the betterment of their people, making their plans as
recorded in the MRBI Report on "Attitudes of the Fort Berthold
Indians Regarding Removal . . . 11 a reality.

With this money the

potential for economic growth was great but so were the opportunities for dissipation through per capita consumption rather than
sound, economically productive use. 37
For a time it appeared as though the counsel of Fort Berthold
Superintendent Ben Reifel, himself an Indian, had made a strong impact
on the Tribal Council.

With tribal approval of Public Law 437, the

Tribal Council, advised by Reifel and under the chairmanship of Carl
Whitman, unveiled a proposed plan for the expenditure of more than 12
million dollars.

The plan, with agency approval, called for $3,000,000

to be loaned on a long term basis to those families desiring to farm
(long term loans), $1,500,000 to be used for the land consolidation
fund; $500,000 for long term loans to finance housing of nonagricultural families, and $150,000 for drilling new water wells on
36 statutes at Large, 1028 (1949). (Public Law 843, approved
September 27, 1952, authorized the $7,500,000 called for in Public
Law 437.)
37 Ben Reifel, "The Problem of Relocating Families in the Fort
Berthold Indian Reservation, 11 reprint from Journal of Farm Economics,
XXXII (November, 1950), 645. (Ben Reifel was Superintendent at Fort
Berthold Indian Reservation from 1946 to 1949 and from 1952 until
January, 1954 when he was transferred to Pine Ridge Indian Reservation, South Dakota.)
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the residual reservation.

38

In the end, only the well drilling portion of

this plan became reality. 39
Many contradictory factors affected how the $12,605,625 was spent.
Internal bickering, extensive factionalism, and weak tribal leadership
helped to defeat economic programs such as those proposed in 1949 by the
Tribal Council.

Instead the vast majority of the funds was used for a

series of per capita payments.
Between July, 1951 and March, 1955 $4,561,720 was dispersed in per
capita payments, while over $3,000,000 was paid to various individuals as
compensation for their lands.40

By the end of September, 1957 almost the

entire $12,500,000 had been distributed. 41

By 1957 the tremendous devel-

opment potential of this money envisioned in 1949 had been dissipated:
38% for non-durable goods, 12% for debts, and 50% for other purposes.4 2
Of the 50% that went for other purposes it is almost impossible to accurately ascertain how this portion was spent.

It is known, however, that

in many cases money supposedly earmarked for improvements of individual
farms, ranches, and houses was spent on cars and other goods of dubious
long term value.43
With the end of per capita payments the economic plight of the
Three Tribes began to dawn on its members.

Many were essentially land-

less because of scattered holdings and the failure of a land consolidation program to materialize.

With their deepening poverty, many tribal

3 8Meyer, "Fort Berthold and the Garrison Dam," p. 296.
39rbid.
40 rbid., p. 305.
41 Ibid., p. 307.
42Ibid.
43Ibid.

(See footnote 32 at bottom of page.)
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members turned to welfare.

Welfare payments increased from a low of

$6,008 in 1958 to $35,530 in 1961, and $96,267 in 1962 (the 1962 figure
is inflated due to a generous agency welfare' officer). 44

In addition

many tribal members obtained fee patents for their land and then in turn
sold it.

By March, 1957 sales of reservation land had become so serious

that the Tribal Council requested the agency superintendent to halt land
sales.

Still, the practice continued.45

All told, the economic situa-

tion of the Three Tribes by 1960 was pretty dismal.

Sixty-seven percent

of reservation land was being used by non-Indians and of the 184 potential agricultural units, only 40 were being used by tribal members.46
To put the first decade after the beginning of the Garrison
Reservoir into perspective, it is useful to draw a few comparisons
between key factors in 1946 and 1960:

TABLE 5
RESERVATION LAND USE AND INCOME47

Total Indian owned land
Range land
Cultivated land
Upland farm land cultivated
by Indians
Acres owned per Indian family
Indian cattle herd
Indian cattle operators
Average Indian family income

Pre-Garrison (pre-relocation) 1960
579,858 acres (1946)
423,102 acres
NA
361,572 acres
61,000 acres (1946)
61,530 acres
3,150 acres (1946)
694 acres (1948)
5,709 head (1949)
147
(1949)
$2,742

13,240 acres
657 acres
2,388 head
45
$2,817

44Meyer, "Fort Berthold and the Garrison Dam," p. 321.
45Ibid., p. 322.
46Ibid.
47rbid., pp. 326-327. (With regard to Indian family income,
though the overall average income rose slightly, the income of the
wealthiest (top 11% of the Three Tribes dropped from $7,786 per
family in 1949 to $4,798 per family in 1960.)
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In 1960, a breakdown of individual items within the tribal income
revealed a general decline from the pre-Garrison period.

Income from

farming and grazing leases fell from 29% to 10%, crop income fell from
21% to 18%, livestock income fell from 20% to 10%, while wage income
rose from 28% to 43% and welfare rose from 1% to 9% of total tribal
.
48
income.

This general downward trend in tribal income derived from direct
and indirect land usage indicates very serious problems in the Three
Tribes' economic program.

At first this downward trend might be

explained as just one more in a long series of reversals suffered by
the Three Tribes.

But the Garrison Reservoir and relocation had pro-

foundly shaken the whole structure of tribal life.

Whereas in past

periods of economic hard times the Three Tribes had obtained some
measure of success by hard work, this time the situation was different.

After the spending spree of the 1950's, when money was relatively

plentiful, it was difficult to get back to the arduous task of making a
living from the land.

As reflected in the growth of wage income, many

tribal members turned from the land as a source of earned income.

An

appraisal of selected economic data from the 1960's revealed that the
Three Tribes did not accomplish their idealistic economic goals as
expressed in the MRBI survey of 1948.
A statistical survey of various economic operations utilizing
the land resources of the reservation provides a guide to the economic
trends of the Three Tribes during the early 1960's.
48Meyer, "Fort Berthold and the Garrison Dam," p. 327. In 1960
non-Indians still leased half the grazing land and more than threefourths of the cultivated lands of the reservation. It should also be
noted that the oil lease boom of the 1950's had little long term effect
for the Three Tribes (see pp. 325-326).
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TABLE 6
RESERVATION LAND USE:

Land Use (in acres)
Farmed by Indians
Farmed by non Indians
Grazed by Indians
Grazed by non Indians
Total

1,960-196349

1960

1961

1962

13,240
48,290
178,990
182,582
423,102

11,688
49,842
185,083
176,489
423,102

9,688
51,842
190,056
170,381
421,967

1963

10,688
50,842
218,150
142,110

421,790

The preceding statistics on the basis of "land grazed by Indians" indicates a substantial and growing commitment to livestock operations while
interest in farm operation remains low.

During a portion of the 1960's,

the value of Indian grown crops in comparison to the value of crops
grown by non-Indians on Indian lands was very small.

This trend, though,

now recorded in a different statistical manner continues to hold true.
Examples of product values for 1963 and 1964 amply support this.
TABLE 7
GROSS ANNUAL PRODUCT VALUESSO
1963
all products grown on Indian lands
all products grown on Indian lands by Indians

$1,727,967
38,351

all products grown on Indian lands
all products grown on Indian lands by Indians

1,746,094
41,306

1964

49 Department of the Interior, Bureau of Indian Affairs, Division
of Economic Development (Land and Range Operation Office files), Fort
Berthold Agency, New Town, North Dakota.
SOibid.
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Perhaps a more accurate method to determine tribal participation
in ranching and farming operations is to look at statistics prepared by
the Bureau of Indian Affairs Land and Range Office at New Town, North
Dakota.

Since 1965 these figures clearly show the level of tribal ranch-

ing and farming activity in comparison with non-Indian users of reservation lands.
During this period, 1965 to 1970, the number of full~time and
part-time Indian agricultural operators raising livestock, either
exclusively or in combination with farming, averaged 97. 51

In 1967

there was a significant shift from full-time cash crop operations to
part-time ranch and combination ranch-farm operations.

Though this

would tend to indicate a growing realization that cattle ranching was
the best means to achieve economic well being, a majority of the ranch
and combination operators remained in the economically marginal category.

A survey of Annual Range Management Reports for this period

amply documented the marginal nature of many of these operations (see
Appendix P).

Many of these ranch operations are marginal due to a

combination of not enough land and too few cattle.

52

These reports

also indicated that some ranching operations had definite potential.
In fact at the present time some of the younger tribal members who
have capital are attempting to develop large scale self-sufficient
51Department of the Interior, Bureau of Indian Affairs, Division
of Economic Development (Land and Range Operations Office files), Fort
Berthold Agency, New Town, North Dakota. 1965 (76), 1966 (76), 1967
(111), 1968 (112), 1969 (104), 1970 (106).
52 For a profitable ranch operation at Fort Berthold Indian Reservation a minimum of 100 head of cattle are necessary. Range carrying
capacity requires approximately 25 acres per cow. (Land and Range
Operations Office, Fort Berthold Agency, New Town, North Dakota.)
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TABLE 8
FARM AND RANCH OPERATIONS ON THE FORT BERTHOLD INDIAN RESERVATION:

1965-197053

Year

Kind

1965
1965
1965
1965
1965

cash crop
livestock
combination
total
misc

1966
1967

1967
1967
1967

1967
1968
1968
1968

1968
1968
1969
1969
1969
1969
1969

1970
1970
1970

1970
1970

cash crop
livestock
combination
total
misc
cash crop
livestock
combination
total
misc
cash crop
livestock
combination
total
misc
cash crop
livestock
combination
total
misc

53

Indian
Operator

Indian
Part time
Operator

Non-Indian
Operator

Non-Indian
Part time
Operator

40

0
10
390
34
22
30
10
0
5
0
82
34
37
420
63 non-operational Indian owned combination
ranch-farming operations
same in all categories
32

2

0

10

195

22

57

13

6

7
25
0
31
82
23
201
63 non-operational Indian owned combination
ranch-farming operations
2
27

2
52

12
13

192
6

7

56

2

5

36

80
27
203
63 non-operational Indian owned combination
ranch-farming operations

2
27

2
44

12
14

192
6

7

26

2

5

36
72
28
203
58 non-operational Indian owned combination
ranch-farming operations

1
29

2
44

12
14

192
6

7

26

2

5

37
72
28
203
58 non-operational Indian owned combination
ranch-farming operations

nepartment of the Interior, Bureau of Indian Affairs, Division
of Economic Development (Land and Range Operations Office files), Fort
Berthold Agency, New Town, North Dakota.
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cattle ranching operations. 54

Perhaps they will eventually rival or sur-

pass the Three Tribes most successful rancher to date, Hans Walker, Sr. 55
(See Appendix P).
The resurgency of ranch and combination ranch-farm operations has
heralded the death of full time or even part time solely cash crop operations.

Never a popular means of support among members of the Three Tribes,

whnn relocation to the residual reservation resulted in the need to apply
dry farming techniques, it was rejected by the vast majority of the
tribal members.
. . bl e. 56
irn.ga

At the very most, 8000 acres of the reservation are

To date irrigation programs have been limited.

Adrian

Foote had one of the first test irrigation tracts on the reservation during the 1971 growing season. 57

There is, however, potential for future

irrigation of alfalfa and grass crops as supplement to natural range
grasses. 58

As irrigation technology improves an additional 17,000

acres might be suitable for irrigation. 59

Interest in irrigation to

produce cash crops has not materialized, and the use of reservation
54An example of these new energetic ranchers is Pete Frederick
who has invested money made from rodeoing into cattle operations.
(From an interview with Ralph Shane, Agency superintendent from
January 1954-July 1955, who now is working for BIA in Billings,
Montana; August 18, 1971.) (See Appendix P).
55rbid.
5611 The Fort Berthold Reservation Area--Its Resources and Development Potential,n Report #196, Missouri River Basin Investigations Project,
Bureau of Indian Affairs, Billings, Montana, January, 1971, p. 79.
(Hereafter cited as 11MRBI Report #196. 11 )

57 rnterview with Gerald L. Keehn, Reservation Program Officer,
Fort Berthold Indian Reservation, Bureau of Indian Affairs, New Town,
North Dakota; August 16, 1971.
5811 MRBI Report #196," p. 80.

59 Ibid.

r

'
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land for cash crop (small grains, etc.) production has remained largely
in the hands of non-Indian operators. 60
In summary, the economic situation of the Three Tribes is
unstable.

With the increase in ranch and ranch-farm operations, and

the de-emphasis of the cash crop operations, there are too many marginal users of the land and there are not enough outside jobs (wage
work) to take up the slack in the economy.

At the present time there

are 590 jobs directly related to reservation ranch and farm operations
(130 full-time and 460 part-time).

61

Not only have the Three Tribes

failed to achieve their desired objectives, as stated to the :MR.BI survey team in 1948, but there is little likelihood that the Three Tribes
will be able to utilize the full ranching and farming potential of
their reservation for years to come.
ownership is still widespread.
continuing, have been slow.

62

Fractionalization of land

The tribal purchases of land, while

Individual ranch and farm operations

are also hindred by lack of development capital.

Because of present

land and capital situations, the utilization of all Indian owned land
by Indian operators will only support about one-third of the present
population. 63

In fact, with 80% of the labor force unemployed at some

60

unpublished material from the Bureau of Indian Affairs, Division of Economic Development (Land and Range Operations Office) Fort
Berthold Agency, New Town, North Dakota. (In 1970 non-Indians leased or
held permits to 97,230 acres of reservation land for farming or pasture,
while tribal members used only 19,127 acres for the same purpose.)
61 Unpublished material from the Bureau of Indian Affairs.
6211 MRBI Report #46," pp. 50-52.

63 Letter from Gerald L. Keehn, Reservation Program Officer, Fort
Berthold Agency, New Town, North Dakota, to Mr. Edward Huizingh, Economic
Development Administration, Washington, D.C., May 20, 1970, p. 6.
(According to the Aberdeen Area Office of the BIA, the population of
Fort Berthold in 1970 was 2713.)
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time during the year, agricultural underdevelopment and poor outside
employment opportunities have locked an increasing number of Three
Tribes' families into a cycle of poverty.64
Conclusion
In the centuries before the arrival of the white man the Mandan,
Arikara, and Hidatsa were able to develop hunting and patch farming into
a viable semi-agricultural society.

In large measure these tribes were

successful because they adapted to their environment.

This balance was

seriously affected by the intrusion of the white men.
The first fur traders were welcomed and provided the Arikara,
Mandan, and Hidatsa with a new source of income as intermediaries in
the trade with the tribes to the west.

A clash of cultures, however,

generally weakened traditional Indian values.

More importantly the

traders brought smallpox that destroyed the manpower of the Three
Tribes.

Slowly, the Indians became dependent upon the fur companies

and government Indian agents for their daily existence.

Simultaneously

their principal source of meat, the buffalo, was exterminated.

The

tribes' plight became worse, no longer could their patch farms provide
the necessities of life.
A treaty negotiated in 1851 at Fort Laramie established the
original reservation of the Three Tribes.

During the next two decades

the federal government was content with sending Indian agents once a
year to distribute sometimes adulterated annuity goods (food, seeds,
641etter from Gerald L. Keehn, Reservation Program Officer, Fort
Berthold Agency, New Town, North Dakota, to Mr. Edward Huizingh, Economic
Development Administration, Washington, D.C., May 20, 1970, p. 6.
(According to the Aberdeen Area Office of the BIA, the population of
Fort Berthold in 1970 was 2713.)
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implements, etc.).

During this same period natural disasters, along with

smallpox and Sioux attacks, made tribal conditions critical.

By 1869, a

year after the founding of the Fort Berthold Indian Agency, many members
of the Three Tribes were on a daily ration of soup.

For the next two

decades the Mandan, Arikara, and Hidatsa labored hard in an effort to
upgrade crop production.

The various Indian agents exhorted the tribes

to break new fields and plant more crops.

Even so, agricultural pro-

grams during this period were largely limited to the patch farming of
vegetables and potatoes.

At the same time, traditional hunting and com-

munal sharing were discouraged.

This was a hardship on the tribes

because hunting was a necessary supplement to their farming.
It became evident in the 1880's that agriculture had to be
diversified.

A trial program of small land allotments and cultivation

of small grains was attempted, but tribal resistance and severe climate
defeated the experiment.
tiated.

A livestock program was the next program ini-

This program was more acceptable and cattle were particularly

popular with many of the reservation inhabitants.
Overshadowing the development of the cattle industry was the
Dawes Act allotment program.

The allottees chose bottom land and they

farmed only a small portion of their allotments, while continuing to
share goods in the traditional manner.

Within a short period of time,

the allotment program began to show serious defects.

Tribal acceptance

was token and the allotments were too small for profitable grain or
cattle operation.

The problem grew as individual allotments were frac-

tionalized by inheritance.

Before long the reservation land was

rendered useless for active agriculture.
of reservation land grew rapidly.

As a result, the leasing

Many tribal members subsisted on

r.·
l

·.·.·.·.:·i·;·f

t
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a combination of marginal farm and ranch operations, lease revenue, and
part-time wage work.

This type of economy did not create financial

stability among the Three Tribes.
In the twentieth century the only periods of tribal prosperity
coincided roughly with the two world wars.

The overall economy remained

weak as a result of discouragement, lack of interest, fractionalization,
and natural disasters.

Shortly after the end of World War II, the Gar-

rison Dam and Reservoir project offered the most serious challenge yet
encountered.

After surveys, negotiations, and some coercion, the Mandan,

Arikara, and Hidatsa agreed to leave their bottom land farms in return
for new land and a large sum of money.

At this point the full impact of

the land cessions of the previous century was felt.

The only large block

of land available for settlement was the high prairie country of the west
and southwest segments of the residual reservation.

Approximately ninety

per cent of the reservation population was required to relocate.
were uprooted, shuffled and mixed.

11

They

Every semblance of organization was

destroyed and . . . reorganized with an entirely different group of members.1165

Gone was the natural economy of the bottom lands where the

resources of life were close at hand.

Instead, the residual land offered

only an alien cash crop type of economy.
building of the dam and

11

The Three Tribes viewed the

its consequent destruction of the old way of

life as just another example of the white man's persistent effort to
force the native people of this continent to become like himself. 1166
65Ralph M. Shane, A Short History of Fort Berthold (New Town,
North Dakota: The Fort Berthold Indian Agency, July 1966), p. 21.
6 6Roy W. Meyer, "Fort Berthold and the Garrison Dam," N(?rth Dakota
History: Journal of the Northern Plains, 35 (Spring and Fall, 1968), 348.
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In the two decades since the construction of Garrison Dam the
Indians have largely failed to adapt to this different situation.

The

Three Tribes and the Bureau of Indian Affairs must accept joint responsibility for the outcome.

Although the tribes received over $12,000,000

as compensation, the development potential of this capital was lost to
per capita payments; bickering factions made the initiation of long
range economic programs impossible.

Fractionalization and associated

problems continued unresolved.
Since 1949, the Bureau of Indian Affairs has sought to improve
the economic situation of the Three Tribes through aid to farm and ranch
operations and diversification of their economy.

Light industry has been

brought to the reservation and the recreation potential of the reservoir
is being developed.

Mining of the reservation's vast lignite resources

is being examined and irrigation of farm land for cash crops and livestock feed is being tried.

These programs have not been overwhelmingly

accepted because they are largely white man's technological solutions
that do not mix well with the Indian culture.
At present the future of the Three Tribes is unclear, though termination may ultimately be the best solution for all concerned.

Histori-

cally it is understandable why the BIA would favor termination; after
decades of failure there seems to be little chance of long term success
for their programs.

While for the Indians of Fort Berthold, termination

would give them a chance to develop an independent community free from
federal bureaucratic interference.

At this juncture, however, termina-

tion is not feasible because the Three Tribes are too weak to go it
alone.

A long history of economic misfortune and dependence on BIA
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assistance precludes tribal independence.

It will have to come, grad-

ually, as the Three Tribes are able to develop a more stable economy
compatible to their needs.

f
I

f
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Agricultural Data:
YEAR
crop

CROPS GROWN
acreage
yield

1845-1890

COM11ENTS

1845

The Indians generally raise large quantities of corn, pumpkins, and beans

1846

They grow large crops of corn, potatoes,
etc., which they sell to the whites, who
in turn sell it to the Sioux.

1851

Arikara's corn was suffering from
drought.

1853

Their yield of corn, beans, pumpkins,
squash, and other crops was virtually
nil due to a plague of grasshoppers
that devastated the region.

1854

4000 bu
1500

corn

2500

(Corn yields for Arikara, Mandan, and
Hidatsa respectively.) They grew so
much corn that they asked that the
government send no corn surplus. Also
good crops of squash, beans, pumpkins.

1855

The continued drought and the very
severe frost early in August will curtail their crop about two-thirds,
still they have an abundance for
their own consumption.

1856

Arikara and Mandan crops damaged by
hail, but Hidatsa had a large surplus.

1857

All were cultivating patches of corn,
squash, and other crops to a considerable extent.

1862

Growing corn, pumpkins, beans, etc.,
producing more than they can consume.

1863

Farming hazardous due to raids by
the Sioux.

1864

1865

corn

600

Planted seed potatoes; corn looking
well; ample rain; over a thousand
acres in corn, pumpkins, beans, etc.
which seems promising.
Abundant crops.
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YEAR
crop

CROPS GROWN
acreage
yield

COMMENTS

1867

Smallpox;, crop production dropped off
significantly.

1868

Game scarce and continual attacks by
the Sioux made crop raising hazardous. 14 acres of ground planted in
corn and beans, meager outlook.

1870

Failure.

1871

Successful year. 640 acres planted
in corn, wheat, oats, barley, peas,
potatoes, turnips.

1872

1000 acres under cultivation.

1873

corn
rye
potatoes
oats

45
15

Not sufficient production.

45

25

1874

1876

Drought; grasshoppers totally destroyed wheat and oats, partially
damaged corn, beans, potatoes.

12000 bu
6000

corn
potatoes
squash

1881

1882

Relatively poor.

1000
Reduced acreage due to flooding, but
still larger yield.

1877
1880

Seed arrived way too late.

estimated yields:
oats
50
900 bu
corn
375
3750
potatoes 110
6600
beans
10
70
squash
15
300
corn
squash
beans
estimated
wheat
oats
corn
potatoes
squash
beans
turnips

345

120
8

yields
146
136

3500 bu

225
56
2600 bu

4080

365
164

6560

9

224

10

42
125

2

3650

but estimate was revised downward due
to drought

hot dry winds stunted crop growth.
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YEAR
crop

CROPS GROWN
acreage
yield

COJ:'fMENTS

1883

estimated yields:
wheat
1362 bu
227
oats
146
1752
potatoes
69
3450
corn
3157
451
squash
6
72
beans
300

Severe drought: 2 1/8 inches of rain
since winter; hot winds.

1884

estimated yields:
wheat
400
8000 bu
oats
150
6000
corn
6500
potatoes
300
7500
beans
25
375

Rains; good crop yields.

Nebulous; no crop yields or acreage;
(bad year found out when mentioned
in 1886 report 1000-2000 bushels
wheat.)

1885

1886

wheat

6000 bu

-7000
1500
12000

oats

enough sowed to yield 16000 bushels
of wheat, but if 4000 be realized it
would be good. Cause: drought and
severe hot winds.

1887

1888

1889

1890

Significant improvement
large quantity vegetables

wheat
oats
corn
potatoes
turnips
onions
beans
corn
potatoes
beans
onions
turnips

600
300

1200 bu
1500
3000

4000
125
250

475

4000 bu

Severe drought for wheat and oats.

5000
500
300

200
Wheat 8 bushels per acre; oats almost
a total failure; corn 20 bushels per
acre (shelled).

r!
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PRESIDENTIAL PROCLAMATION MAY 20, 1891
Whereas, pursuant to an act of Congress approved May fifteenth,
eighteen hundred and eighty-six, entitled 1tAn Act making appropriations
for the current and contingent expenses of the Indian Department, and
for fulfilling treaty stipulations with various tribes for the year
ending June thirtieth, eighteen hundred and eighty-seven, and for other
purposes," an agreement was entered into on the fourteenth day of December, eighteen hundred and eighty-six, by John V. Wright, Jared W.
Daniels, and Charles F. Larrabee, commissioners on the part of the
United States, and the Arickaree, Gros Ventre, and Mandan tribes of
Indians, residing on the Fort Berthold reservation, in the then Territory of Dakota, now State of North Dakota, embracing a majority of
all the male adult members of said tribes; and
Whereas, by an act of Congress, approved March third, eighteen
hundred and ninety-one, entitled "An Act making appropriations for the
current and contingent expenses of the Indian Department, and for fulfilling treaty stipulations with various Indian tribes for the year
ending June thirtieth, eighteen hundred and ninety-two, and for other
purposes," the aforesaid agreement of December fourteenth, eighteen
hundred and eighty-six, was accepted, ratified, and confirmed, except
as to article six thereof, which was modified and changed on the part
of the United States so as to read as follows:
That the residue of lands within said diminished reservation,
after all allotments have been made as provided in article three of
this agreement, shall be held by the said tribes of Indians as a
reservation;
and
Whereas, it is provided in said last above-mentioned act
That this act shall take effect only upon the acceptance of the
modifications and changes made by the United States as to article six
of the said agreement by the said tribes of Indians in manner and form
as said agreement was assented to, which said acceptance and consent
shall be made known by proclamation by the President of the United
States, upon satisfactory proof presented to him that the said acceptance and consent have been obtained in such manner and form;
and
Whereas, satisfactory proof has been presented to me that the
acceptance of, and consent to, the provisions of the act last named
by the different bands of Indians residing on said reservation, have
been obtained in manner and form as said agreement of December fourteenth, eighteen hundred and eighty-six, was assented to:
Now, therefore, I, Benjamin Harrison, President of the United
States, by virtue of the power in me vested, do hereby make known and
proclaim the acceptance of, and consent to, the modification and
changes made by the United States as to Article six of said agreement,
by said tribe of Indians as required by the Act, and said Act is
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hereby declared to be in full force and effect, subject to all provisions,
conditions, limitations, and restrictions therein contained.
All persons will take notice of the provisions of said Act, and
of the conditions and restrictions therein contained, and be governed
accordingly.
I further notify all persons to particularly observe that acertain portion of the said Fort Berthold reservation not ceded and relinquished by said agreement, is reserved for allotment to, and also as a
reservation for, the said tribes of Indians; and all persons are, therefore, hereby warned not to go upon any of the lands so reserved, for any
purpose or with any intent whatsoever, as not settlement or other right
can be secured upon said lands, and all persons found unlawfully thereon
will be dealth with as trespassers and intruders; and I hereby declare
all the lands sold, ceded, and relinquished to the United States under
said agreement, namely;
"All that portion of the Fort Berthold reservation, as laid down
upon the official map of the (then) Territory of Dakota, published by
the General Land Office in the year eighteen hundred and eighty-five,
lying north of the forty-eighth parallel of north latitude, and also all
that portion lying west of a north and south line six miles west of the
most westerly point of the big bend of the Missouri River, south of the
forty-eighth parallel of north latitude," open to settlement, and subject to disposal as provided in Section twenty-five of the Act of March
third, eighteen hundred and ninety-one aforesaid. (26 Stats., p. 1035.)
In witness thereof, I have hereunto set my hand and caused the
seal of the United States to be affixed. Done at the city of Washington this twentieth (20th) day of May, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and ninety-one, and of the independence of the
United States one hundred and fifteenth.
By the President:
Benj. Harrison
Source:

Senate Committee on Indian Affairs, Indian Affairs: Laws and
Treaties. Vol I: Statutes, Executive Orders, Proclamations
and Statistics of Tribes. ed. by Charles J. Kappler (5 vols.
Washington, D. C.: Government Printing Office, 1903), pp.

948-949.
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TRUST PATENTS NOT GRANTED IN 1910
Allot.
Allot.
Allot
Allot.
Allot.
Allot.
Source:

1035 - patent
1195 - patent
1326 - patent
1405 - patent
1431 - patent
1485 - patent

issued
issued
issued
issued
issued
issued

October 25, 1919
March 8, 1916
March 9, 1911
December 23, 1914
February 5, 1916
February 21, 1915

Letter from Fort Berthold Agency Realty Office to Mr. Martin
N. B. Holm, Area Director, Aberdeen, South Dakota (for the
attention of the Realty-Titles and Records Section), March 6,
1961.
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SCHEDULE OF ALLOTMENT APPROVALS
Allot.
Allot.
Allot.
Allot.
Allot.
Allot
Allot.
Allot.
Allot.
Allot.
Allot.
Allot.
Allot.
Allot.
Allot.
Allot.
Allot.

2261 - patent
2262 - patent
2263 - patent
2264 - patent
2265 - patent
2266 - patent
2267 - patent
2268 -- patent
2269 - patent
2270 - patent
2271 - patent
2272 - patent
2273 - patent
2274 - patent
2275 - patent
2276 -- patent
2277 - patent

issued
issued
issued
issued
issued
issued
issued
issued
issued
issued
issued
issued
issued
issued
issued
issued
issued

March 5, 1925
March 5, 1925
October 28, 1926
September 6, 1927
September 6, 1927
September 6, 1927
September 6, 1927
September 6, 1927
September 6, 1927
June 6, 1928
July 12, 1928
July 12, 1928
July 12, 1928
October 28, 1929
September 8, 1930
January 9, 1930
January 9, 1930

ORIGINAL TRUST PATENT SCHEDULE AND EXPLANATION OF
CONVERSION TO LIEU TRUST PATENTS
Allot. No.
1 to 949
950 to 1485
1486 to 1557
1558 to 1714
1715 to 2260
1A to 506A
507A to 1133A

Date Issued Trust Patent
December 31, 1900
December 19, 1910
December 4, 1910
July 3, 1918
August 29, 1924
December 4, 1912
December 9, 1916

Nearly all of the original trust patents issued for allotments 507A to
1133A were cancelled and lieu trust patents were issued in 1918 and
1919. In most cases the original trust patents contained a reservation of coal deposits to the United States whereas the lieu trust
patents did not.
Reasons for long period needed for issuance was due to complications in
allottees applications, each requiring separate investigation. (phone
interview with Mr. Donald Perry, Real Property Branch, Titles and
Records Section, Bureau of Indian Affairs, Aberdeen Area Office,
Aberdeen, South Dakota; January 4, 1972.)
Source:

Letter from Fort Berthold Agency Realty Office to Mr. Martin
N. B. Holm, Area Director, Aberdeen, South Dakota (for the
attention of the Realty-Titles and Records Section), March 6,
1961.
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TABLE 9
INDIAN CATTLE HERD

Year

Head

Increase-Decrease

1891
1892
1893
1894
1895
1896
1897
1898
1899
1900
1901
1902
1903
1904
1905

416
1256
1590
1256
2109
2529
3098
3708
3961
3809
7505
7000
7008
5160
4870

increase
increase
decrease
increase
increase
increase
increase
increase
decrease
increase
decrease
increase
decrease
decrease

Source:

840
334
334
853

420
569
610
253

152
3696
505

8

1848

U. S. Department of the Interior, Office of Indian Affairs,
Annual Reports of the Commission of Indian Affairs, 18911905 (Washington, D. C.: Government Printing Office).

290
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TABLE 10
INDIAN HORSE AND MULE HERD
Year

Head

Increase-Decrease

1891
1892
1893
1894
1895
1896
1897
1898
1899
1900
1901
1902
1903
1904

130
230
1165
604
802
1151
1320
1665
2168
2058
2341
1000
1953
1953

increase
increase
decrease
increase
increase
increase
increase
increase
decrease
increase
decrease
increase
same

Source:

100
935
561
198
349
169
345
503
110
283
1341
953

U. S. Department of the Interior, Office of Indian Affairs,
Annual Reports of the Commission of Indian Affairs, 18911905 (Washington, D. C.: Government Printing Office).
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TABLE 11
INDIAN CORN CULTIVATION
Year

1891
1892
1893
1894
1895
1896
1897
1898
1899
1900
1901
1902
1903
1904
Source:

Yield

Increase-Decrease

3000
3000

2150
None
3500
6000
4000
5000
3200

1200
1497
1000
2779
1625

decrease
decrease
increase
decrease
decrease
increase
decrease
increase
decrease

29000
2000
1000
1800
2000
297
497
1779
1154

U. S. Department of the Interior, Office of Indian Affairs,
Annual Reports of the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, 1891~ (Washington, D. C.:
Government Printing Office).
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TABLE 12
INDIAN MISCELLANEOUS VEGETABLE CULTIVATION

Year

Yield (bu)

1891
1892
1893
1894
1895
1896
1897
1898
1899
1900
1901
1902
1903
1904.

500
11,625
1,715
None
3,950
6,450
4,200
3,900
3,525
1,150
4,405

Source:

2,677
3,883
3,048

Increase-Decrease

increase
decrease
decrease
decrease
decrease
increase
decrease
increase
decrease

2500
2250
300
375
2375
3255
1728
1207

U. S. Department of the Interior, Office of Indian Affairs,
Annual Reports of the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, 18911904 (Washington, D. C.: Government Printing Office).

836

1
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TABLE 13
INDIAN WHEAT CULTIVATION
Year

Bushels

1891
1892

11,000
13,000
1,700

1893
1894
1895
1896
1897
1898
1899

None

3,000
5,073
7,500
2,572

8,320
150
327

1900
1901
1902
1903
1904

*

Increase-Decrease

500

2,067
500*

increase
increase
decrease
increase
decrease
increase
increase
increase
decrease

2073
2427
4928
5748
8170
177

173
1567
1567

little suitable for flour and seed

Source:

U. S. Department of the Interior, Office of Indian Affairs,
Annual Reports of the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, 18911904 (Washington, D. C.: Government Printing Office).
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TABLE 14
INDIAN OATS, BARLEY AND RYE CULTIVATION
Year

Bushels

1891

8000*

1892

8000*

1893

None
None

1894
1895
1896
1897

1898
1899
1900

1901
1902

1903
1904

2000+
1500+
3000+
900+
1880+
401t
605

500
1765
1100

*=oats
+=oats, barley, and rye
Source:

U. S. Department of the Interior, Office of Indian Affairs,
Annual Reports of the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, 18911904 (Washington, D. C.: Government Printing Office).
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TABLE 15
LAND CULTIVATED BY INDIANS
Year

Acreage

1891
1892
1893
1894
1895
1896
1897
1898
1899
1900
1901
1902
1903
1904
1905
1906

1000
2000
2100
1700
1060
671
1200
2576
1673
1690

Source:

1364
500

696
550

605
665

Increase-Decrease

increase
increase
decrease
decrease
decrease
increase
increase
decrease
increase
decrease
decrease
increase
decrease
increase
increase

1000
100
400
640
389
529
1376
903
17
326
864
196
146

U. S. Department of the Interior, Office of Indian Affairs,
Annual Reports of the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, 18921906 (Washington, D. C.: Government Printing Office).

55
55
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TABLE 16
INDIAN FAMILIES LIVING ON CULTIVATED LAND
Year

Families

1891
1892
1893
1894
1895
1896
1897
1898
1899+
1900+
1901+
1902
1903
1904

None
NA
304*
None-~
186
275
283
283
346
337
337
337
326
320

Arikara
NA
NA
NA
NA
88
123
124
124
135+
129+
124+
124
NA
NA

Gros Ventre
NA
NA
NA
NA
71
111

116
116
129+
128+
136+
136
NA
NA

Mandan
NA
NA
NA
NA
27
41
43
43
82+

So+
77+
77
NA
NA

*=not yet officially allotted
+=total families listed for reservation= number of families
actively cultivating the land.
Source:

U. S. Department of the Interior, Office of Indian Affairs,
Annual Reports of the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, 18911904 (Washington, D. C.: Government Printing Office).
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TABLE 17
ADDITIONAL LAND BROKEN BY THE THREE TRIBES
Year

Acreage

1892
1893
1894
1895
1896
1897
1898
1899
1900
1901
1902
1903
1904
1905
1906

400
150
100
1020
1029
500
None

decrease
decrease
increase
increase
decrease

529

70

decrease

459

decrease

38

decrease
increase
increase

22
45

Source:

None
32
None
None
10
55
60

Increase-Decrease

U. S. Department of the Interior, Office of Indian Affairs,
Annual Reports of the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, 18921906 (Washington, D. C.: Government Printing Office).

250
50
920

9

5
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TABLE 18
TRIBAL INCOME FROM LEASES

Year

Income From Leases

Increase-Decrease

5,300.00
9,455.72
9,455.72
9,455.72

1904+
1905)~

1906*
1907~~
1908~~

9,455.72
9,455.72
10,093.50
16,314.05
27,716.00
15,805.00
35,651.00
51,675.00
51,675.00
106,824.00
129,931.00
83,104.00

1909*
1910x
19llx
1912x
1913x
1914x
1915x
1916x
1917x
1918x
1919

increase
increase
decrease
increase
increase
same
increase
increase
decrease

6,220.55
11,401.95
1,911.00
19,846.00
16,024.00
55,149.00
23,107.00
46,827.00

+=three leases for 5300 head of stock at $1.00 per head to be grazed
on unallotted Indian lands for one year, May 1, 1904-May 1, 1905
(Albert H. Arnett 4000 head, William Black 1000 head, and Berlea
0. Ward 300 head).
*=leasing of 204,448.00 acres for a period of five years May 1, 1905May 1, 1910 by James E. Phelan at $9455.72 per year.
x = total for all leases
Source:

U. S. Department of the Interior, Office of Indian Affairs,
Annual Reports of the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, 19041919 (Washington, D. C.: Government Printing Office).
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TABLE 19
TRIBAL ECONOMIC TRENDS

Corn
(bu)

Year
1891

1892
1893
1894
1895
1896
1897
1898
1899
1900
1901
1902
1903
1904
1905
1906
1907
1908
1908

8000*
same
-850
none
+32850
-29000
- 2000
+ 1000
- 1800
- 2000
+ 297
- 497
+ 1779
- 1154

Misc
Vegetables
(bu)

500*
+11125
- 9410
none
+ 2235
+ 2500
- 2250

-- 300
- 375

+
+

2375
3255
1728
1207
- 836

Oats
Barley
Rye
(bu)

8000*
same
same
none
-6000
- 500

+1500
-2100
+ 980
-1840
+ 565
- 105
+1265
- 665

Horses &
Hay
Mules
(head)
(tns)

Wheat
(bu)

Cattle
(head)

11000)'<

416*
130*
+100
+840
+334
+935
-561
-334
+853
+198
+420
+349
+569
+169
+610
+345
+253
+503
-110
-152
+3696
+283
-505 -1341
+ 8
+953
same
-1848

+2000
-11300
none
+1300
+2073
+2427
-4928
+5748
-8170
+ 177
+ 173
+1567
-1567

- 290

Total Value
of Indian
Products &
Labor
(dollars)

2500';'<
- 260

+ 960
+ 400
+ 500
-1000
+ 500
+11500
-3200
+2200
-9500
+ 260
- 560

14 227,'<
-11, 737
+ 1815
+ 4330
+ 5381
+ 2679
106
+ 4417
-12317
+3400
-2474
-2615
- 650.30
+5128.02
+ 301.33
+4012.68
-8414.17

Cultivated
Lands by
Indians

Additional
acreage
broken by
Indians

(acres)

1000*
+1000
+ 100
- 400
- 640
- 389
+ 529
+1376
- 903

+
+
+
+

17
326
864
196
146
55
55

400}'<

-250
-100
+920
+o
-529
none
-459
none
- 38

none
none
- 22

+ 45
+ 5

-

*base year
Source:

U. S. Department of the Interior, Office of Indian Affairs, Annual Reports of the
Commissioner of Indian Affairs, 18JJ_--19__09 (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office).

I-'
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TABLE 20
INCREASE-DECREASE CHART OF ECONOMIC INDICATORS

Year
1906
1907
1908
1909
1910
1911
1912
1913
1914
1915
1916
1917
1918
1919

Source:

Total Value of Indian
Products & Labor

Wages Earned by
Employment

1906-1919
Value of Crops

114 77. 7 2 (base)

+ 301. 33
+ 4012.68
- 8414.17
13538.79 (base)
+ 2896.00
- 2056.00
- 1080.00
- 171.00
+ 6881.00
+ 485.00
- 9746.00
+ 680.00
76.00

9075.00 (base)
2520.00
+ 16237.00
+
431.00
+ 21205.00
+ 17430.00
same
- 40623.00
+ 3050.00
+114270.00

Department of the Interior, Office of Indian Affairs, Annual
Reports of the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, 1906-1919
(Washington, D. C.: Government Printing Office).

'
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TABLE 21
INCREASE-DECREASE CHART OF ECONOMIC INDICATORS

Year
1906
1907
1908
1909
1910
1911
1912
1913
1914
1915
1916
1917
1918
1919

Source:

Value of Stock
Sold

29850.00 (base)

+ 143.00
+ 9722.00
+ 2880.00
same
+99955.00
-72900.00
-66709.00

Value of Land Sold

100,000.00 (base)
- 18,897.69
+ 24,247.17
+108,555.51
560.00
+ 39,962.00
- 84,304.00
+ 52,079.00
- 43,284.00
- 46,935.00

1906-1919

Value of Leases
9455.72 (base)
same
same
same
+ 537.78
+ 6220.55
+11411. 85
-11911. 00

+19846.00
+16024.00
same
+55149.00
+23107.00
-46827.00

Department of the Interior, Office of Indian Affairs, Annual
Reports of the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, 1906-1919
(Washington, D. C.: Government Printing Office).
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TABLE 22
STOCK SOLD BY INDlANS
Year

Value of Stock

1912
1913
1914
1915
1916
1917
1918
1919

29,850.00
30,093.00
39,815.00
42,695.00
42,695.00
142,650.00
69,750.00
3,041.00

Source:

Increase-Decrease

increase
increase
increase
same
increase
decrease
decrease

243.00
9,722.00
2,880.00
99,955.00
72,900.00
66,709.00

U. S. Department of the Interior, Office of Indian Affairs,
Annual Reports of the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, 19121919 (Washington, D. C.: Government Printing Office).

TABLE 23
VALUE OF LAND SOLD
Year
1910
1911
1912
1913
1914
1915
1916
1917
1918
1919

Source:

Value of Land Sold
100,000.00
81,102.32
105,349.49
213,905.00
213,343.00
253,305.00
169,001.00
221,080.00
177,796.00
130,861.00

Increase-Decrease

decrease
increase
increase
decrease
increase
decrease
increase
decrease
decrease

18,897.68
24,247.17
18,555.51
560.00
39,962.00
84, 30l~. 00
52,079.00
43,284.00
46,935.00

U. S. Department of the Interior, Office of Indian Affairs,
Annual Reports of the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, 19101919 (Washington D. C.: Government Printing Office).
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TABLE 24
TOTAL YEARLY EARNED INCOME 1906-1920
(wages, crops, livestock)
Value of Indian
Value of Crops
Products and
Wages Earned Raised by
Value of
Year Labor
By Employment Indians
Stock Sold

1906
1907
1908
1909
1910
1911
1912
1913
1914
1915
1916
1917
1918
1919

Source:

11,477.72
11,779.05
15,791.75
7,377.56

13,538.79
16,435.00
14,379.00
13,319.00
13,148.00
20,029.00
20,514.00
10,768.00
11,448.00
11,372.00

9,075.00
2,520.00
18,757.00
19,188~00
40,393.00
57,823.00
57,823.00
17,200.00
20,250.00
124,520.00

NA
NA
29,850.00
30,093.00
39,815.00
42,695.00
42,695.00
142,650.00
69,750.00
3,041.00

Total

11,477.72
11,779.05
15,791. 75
7,377.56
22,613.79
18,955.00
62,986.00
72,600.00
93,356.00
120,547.00
121,032.00
170,618.00
101,448.00
138,933.00

U S. Department of the Interior, Office of Indian Affairs,
Annual Reports of the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, 19061919 (Washington, D. C.: Government Printing Office).
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TABLE 25
TOTAL YEARLY UNEARNED INCOME 1906-1920
(does not include government compensation and annuities)

Year
1906
1907
1908
1909
1910
1911
1912
1913
1914
1915
1916
1917
1918
1919
1920
Source:

Value of Land
Sold

100,000.00
81,102.32
213,905.00
213,343.00
253,305.00
169,001.00
221,080.00
177,796.00
130,861.00

Income From
Land Leases
9,455.72
9,455.72
9,455. 72
9,455. 72
10,093.50
16,314.05
27,716.00
15,805.00
35,651.00
51,675.00
51,675.00
106,824.00
129,931.00
83,104.00

Total

Increase-Decrease

9,455.72
9,455.72
9, L~ss. 72
9,455.72
110,093.00
97,416.37

increase
decrease

229,710.00
248,994.00
304,980.00
120,676.00
327,904.00
307,727.00
213,965.00

increase
increase
decrease
increase
decrease
decrease
increase

U. S. Department of the Interior, Office of Indian Affairs,
Annual Reports of the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, 19061920 (Washington, D. C.: Government Printing Office).
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TABLE 26
TOTAL YEARLY INCOME 1906-1920
(Earned and Unearned)
Year

Earned Income

1906
1907
1908
1909
1910
1911
1912
1913
1914
1915
1916
1917
1918
1919
1920

11,477.72
11,779.05
15,791.75
7,377.56
22,613.79
18,955.00

9,455. 72
9,455.72
9,455. 72
9,455.72
110,093.00
97,416.37

20,933.44
21,234.77
25,247.47
16,833.28
132,706.70
116,371.00

72,600.00
93,356.00
120,547.00
121,032.00
170,618.00
101,448.00
138,933.00

229,710.00
248,994.00
304,980.00
120,676.00
327,904.00
307,727.00
213,965.00

302,310.00
342,350.00
425,527.00
241,708.00
498,522.00
409,175.00
352,898.99

Source:

Unearned Income

Total Yearly

Increase-Decrease

increase
increase
decrease
increase
decrease
increase
increase
decrease
increase
decrease
decrease
increase

U. S. Department of the Interior, Office of Indian Affairs,
Annual Reports of the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, 19061920 (Washington, D. C.: Government Printing Office).
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TABLE 27
WAGES EARNED BY EMPLOYMENT
Year

Wages Earned

1910
1911
1912
1913
1914
1915
1916
1917
1918
1919

13,538.79
16,435.00
14,379.00
13,319.00
13,148.00
20,029.00
20,514.00
10,768.00
11,448.00
11,372.00

Source:

Increase-Decrease

increase
decrease
decrease
decrease
increase
increase
decrease
increase
decrease

2896. 21
2056.00
1060.00
171.00

6881.00
485.00
9746.00
680.00
76 .00 ·

U. S. Department of the Interior, Office of Indian Affairs,
Annual Reports of the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, 19101919 (Washington, D. C.: Government Printing Office).
TABLE 28
VALUE OF CROPS RAISED BY INDIANS

Year

Value of Crops

1910
1911
1912
1913
1914
1915
1916
1917
1918
1919

9,075.00
2,520.00
18,757.00
19,188.00
40,393.00
57,823.00
57,823.00
17,200.00
20,250.00
124,520.00

Source:

Increase-Decrease

decrease
increase
increase
increase
increase
same
decrease
increase
increase

6555.00
16237.00
432.00
21205.00
17430.00
40623.00
3050.00
114270.00

U. S. Department of the Interior, Office of Indian Affairs,
Annual Reports of the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, 19101919 (Washington, D. C.: Government Printing Office).
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TABLE 29
EXCERPTS FROM ANNUAL RANGE MANAGEMENT REPORTS:
1965

1965-1970

831
117
95
56
71
206
240
37
68

cattle
cattle
cattle
cattle
cattle
cattle
cattle
cattle
cattle

on
on
on
on
on
on
on
on
on

14036 acres & 2576 off reservation no BIA*

1966

159
169
109
50
174
64
53
156
3
20
23

cattle
cattle
cattle
cattle
cattle
cattle
cattle
cattle
cattle
cattle
cattle

on
on
on
on
on
on
on
on
on
on
on

3959 acres
5983 acres
2920 acres
1307 acres
4344 acres
1081 acres
1470 acres
5037 acres
69 acres
1118 acres
837 acres

1967

218
83
246
200
70
207
43
103
120
125
11
14
24
28
33
24
31

cattle
cattle
cattle
cattle
cattle
cattle
cattle
cattle
cattle
cattle
cattle
cattle
cattle
cattle
cattle
cattle
cattle

on
on
on
on
on
on
on
on
on
on
on
on
on
on
on
on
on

6674.16 acres
2240.40 acres
5529.47 acres
4743.59 acres
939.54 acres
5262.99 acres
880 acres
2122.84 acres
10029.98 acres
3326 acres
318.56 acres
383 acres
755 acres
756 acres
892 acres
315 acres
1461 acres

1968

218
588
54
734
275
662
294

cattle
cattle
cattle
cattle
cattle
cattle
cattle

on
on
on
on
on
on
on

6184.16 acres
8407.29 acres & 360 not under BIA (non-Indian)
1975 acres
8165.44 acres & 839.45 acres (non-Indian)
3717 52 acres
8928.04 acres
10285.14 acres

2365 acres
999 acres
1075 acres
3564 acres
8400 acres
920 acres
2013 acres

I
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TABLE 29--Continued

1968

136
69
37
67

1969

80 cattle on 1799 acres
85 cattle & 10 horses on 2688 acres
200 cattle on 4913 acres & 120 acres not under BIA
65 cattle on 149l acres
188 cattle and 12 horses on 6088
91 cattle and 11 horses on 2901 acres
100 cattle and 7 horses on 2690 acres
98 cattle and 16 horses on 2852 acres
16 cattle and 10 horses on 693 acres
6 cattle and 4 horses on 234 acres
176 cattle on 4933 acres

1970

51 cattle on 1551 acres (holds permit to)
33 cattle & 30 horses on 2046 acres
133 cattle on 446 acres & 120 acres not under BIA
75 cattle on 1723 acres
163 cattle and 8 horses on 5314 acres
104 cattle and 20 horses on 2620 acres
91 cattl~ and 11 h6rses on 2901 acres

Source:

cattle
cattle
cattle
cattle
31 cattle
26 cattle
28 cattle

on
on
on
on
on
on
on

3221.69 acres
1683.17 acres
920 acres
2989.86 acres
819.89 acres
692 acres
752 acres

Annual Range Management Reports, 1965-1970 Bureau of Indian
Affairs, Land and Range Operations Office, Fort Berthold
Agency, New Town, North Dakota. (Permission to use these
records granted by Nathan Little Soldier, chairman of the
Three Affiliated Tribes' Tribal Council.) *Hans Walker Sr.
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ESTATE OF ROSIE BIRDSBILL
Inherited Interests
Lot 4, SW!z;NW~, Sec. 4·-151-94,
containing 79.57 acres

Aggr.

33/273

NE~SW~, N~SE~, SE~SE~, Sec. 16-152-93,
containing 160 acres

Aggr.

264/7371

SE!z; Sec. 32; SW~ Sec. 32--152-94,
containing 320 acres

Aggr.

22/819

E~SW~ and Lots 3 & 4, Sec. 7-150-91,
containing 146.96 acres

Aggr.

11/273

NE~NW~ Sec. 18-150-91, containing
40 acres

Aggr.

33/4095

S~ Sec. 21-149-92, containing 320 acres

Aggr.

11/273

SE~ Sec

Aggr.

75/22932

E~NW\ Sec. 27-149-92, containing 80 acres

Aggr.

11/273

S~ Sec. 16-149-92, containing 320 acres

Aggr.

11/273

S~SE\ Sec. 22-149-92, containing 80 acres

Aggr.

11/273

Lot 1, N~NE~, E~NW!z; Sec. 18-149-92,
containing 199.01 acres

Aggr.

22/273

Lots 1 & 2, S~NE~, N~N~SE~, SE\NE\SE\
Sec. 3-151-94, containing 208.95 acres

Aggr.

1/13

NW\SW\ Sec. 2-151-94, containing 40 acres

Aggr.

1/39

NE\ Sec. 12-150-93, containing 160 acres

Aggr.

1/39

Lots 3 & 4, S~NW!z;, SW\ Sec. 5-149-90,
containing 319.61 acres

Aggr.

13/4095

S~NE~ Sec. 5-149-90, containing 80 acres

Aggr.

33/4095

W~NE\ Sec. 7-149-90, containing 80 acres

Aggr.

33/24570

Lots 6, 7 & 8, S~NE\, SW\ Sec. 36-150-95,
containing 317.84 acres

Aggr.

1/13

NW\ Sec. 12-150-93, containing 160 acres

Aggr.

1/13

5-149-91, containing 160 acres
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The Following Land is Situated on
The Standing Rock Reservation - North Dakota
E~ Sec. 9-132-81 W., 5th P.M., N. Dak.,
containing 320 acres

Aggr.

1/13

Lot 3 Sec. 18-3-33; Lot 1 Sec. 13-3-32;
SE\NW\ Sec. 18-5-33 E., M.P.M., Mont.,
containing 126.14 acres

Aggr.

33/16380

NE\, E~NW\ and Lots 1 & 2, Sec. 19-4-34E., M.P.M.,
Mont., containing 316.41 acres

Aggr.

33/49140

Aggr.

1/52

Lot 26 Sec. 35-133-79 W., 5th P.M., N. Dak.,
containing 3.00 acres of timberland
The Following Land is Situated on
The Crow Agency, Montana

The Following Land is Situated on
The Fort Belknap Reservation, Montana
NW\NE\ Sec. 13-28-25; E~ Sec. 21-30-23 E.,
M.P.M., Mont., containing 360 acres

Source:

Land Index-Fort Berthold. Realty Office, Title and Records
Section, Bureau of Indian Affairs Area Office, Aberdeen,
South Dakota. (Allottee #U-655 Probate #15819-59)
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